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CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

TAX CERTIFICATE

This Tax Certificate, dated as of August 31, 2020 (this “Certificate”), is being
provided by the City of Green Bay, Wisconsin (the “Issuer”) in connection with the issuance of
the Issuer’s $7,615,000 General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020D (the “Obligations”).
It concerns the requirements that must be met for interest on the Obligations to be excluded from
the gross income of the owners of the Obligations under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (the “Code”), and the Treasury Regulations promulgated thereunder (the
“Regulations”).
This Certificate has several purposes: First, it sets forth the reasonable
expectations and other representations of the Issuer about the Obligations that are needed to
establish that the Obligations meet the applicable federal tax law requirements as of the date of
their issuance; second, it sets forth agreements of the Issuer about future actions that are needed
for the Obligations to continue to meet those requirements; third, it provides a record that the
Issuer has taken certain actions, such as making elections, that are important for tax purposes;
and fourth, it provides a record that the Issuer has been informed of the nature of its continuing
obligations in connection with the Obligations. The certifications, representations, and
agreements of the Issuer set forth in this Certificate are made by the Issuer for the benefit of the
owners from time to time of the Obligations.
The Issuer understands that this Certificate, and the certifications, representations,
and agreements of the Issuer set forth in this Certificate, will be relied on by Foley & Lardner
LLP in rendering its opinion regarding the exclusion of the interest on the Obligations from gross
income for federal income tax purposes.
NOW, THEREFORE, the undersigned, acting on behalf of the Issuer, hereby
certifies, represents, and agrees as follows:
ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
Section 1.01 Definitions.
In addition to the terms defined above, the following terms shall have the
following meanings for purposes of this Certificate, unless the context clearly requires a different
meaning:
“Allocated Premium” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.12.
“Bona Fide Debt Service Fund” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.13.
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“Bond Counsel” means, (i) as of the Closing Date, Foley & Lardner LLP, and (ii)
after the Closing Date, either Foley & Lardner LLP or any other nationally recognized firm of
attorneys experienced in the field of tax-exempt obligations whose opinions are generally
accepted by purchasers of tax-exempt obligations.
“Bond Year” means each 1-year period (or shorter period, in the case of the first
Bond Year or the last Bond Year) that ends on each anniversary of the Closing Date and on the
date on which the last Obligation is retired; provided, however, that the Issuer may select any
other day as the end of a Bond Year if the selection is made prior to the earlier of the 5th
anniversary of the Closing Date or the date on which the last Obligation is retired.
“Bond Yield” means the yield on the Obligations determined under the
provisions of Section 1.148-4 of the Regulations. Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that
Section 2.15 contains additional information concerning the determination of the Bond Yield.
“Borrowed Money Fund” means the account established or created for the
Obligations pursuant to the Resolution, as required by Section 67.10(3) of the Wisconsin
Statutes, into which proceeds of the Obligations are deposited that are used to pay the Refunding.
“Capital Expenditure” means any cost of a type that is properly chargeable to
capital account (or would be so chargeable with a proper election or with the application of the
definition of placed in service in Section 1.150-2(c) of the Regulations) under general federal
income tax principles (for example, costs incurred to acquire, construct, or improve land,
buildings, and equipment generally are Capital Expenditures), and is treated as a capital
expenditure for the Issuer’s financial accounting purposes. Expenditures for planning costs for
capital projects must be facilitative of the construction, improvement, or acquisition of such
capital projects, and be allocated to the costs of such capital projects for financial accounting
purposes in order to be treated as Capital Expenditures. Expenditures for planning costs that are
not properly so allocated to capital projects (such as planning costs that are incurred for the
purpose of including expenditures in a rate base) are not treated as Capital Expenditures.
“Closing Date” means August 31, 2020, which is the date on which there is a
physical delivery of the Obligations in exchange for the amount of the purchase price.
“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
“Debt Service Fund” means the fund created by the Issuer pursuant to
Section 67.11 of the Wisconsin Statutes to provide for the payment of debt service on its general
obligations.
“Debt Service Fund Account” means the account created for the Obligations
within the Debt Service Fund pursuant to the Resolution.
“Deliberate Action” means any action that is within the Issuer’s control.
“Financed Property” means the property that is treated as being financed or
refinanced with proceeds of the Obligations. For rules that apply as of the Closing Date, the
Financed Property is (a) the property to which the proceeds of the Prior Obligations was
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allocated or deemed allocated and (b) the property that the Issuer expects will be allocated as
being financed with the Allocated Premium as described in Sections 2.12 and 4.03 hereof. For
rules that apply after the Closing Date, the Financed Property may be different property that the
Issuer determines is allocated as financed with proceeds of the Obligations under the provisions
of the Regulations and this Agreement.
“Funds and Accounts” means the combined reference to funds and accounts
established under the Resolution (the “Borrowed Money Fund” and the “Debt Service Fund
Account”).
The term “gross proceeds” means, with respect to an issue of obligations:
(a)
Amounts constituting “sale proceeds” of the issue, within the meaning of
Section 1.148-1(b) of the Regulations (including amounts actually or constructively
received from the sale of the issue, other than pre-issuance accrued interest, together
with amounts derived from a sale of a right that is associated with an obligation and that
is described in Section 1.148-4(b)(4) of the Regulations);
(b)
Amounts constituting “investment proceeds” of the issue, within the
meaning of Section 1.148-1(b) of the Regulations (including amounts actually or
constructively received from investing proceeds of the issue);
(c)
Amounts constituting “transferred proceeds” of the issue, within the
meaning of Section 1.148-9 of the Regulations (or the applicable corresponding
provision of prior law); and
(d)
Amounts constituting “replacement proceeds” of the issue, within the
meaning of Section 1.148-1(c) of the Regulations (including amounts in a “sinking fund”
or a “pledged fund” for the issue that are derived from a substantial beneficiary of the
issue).
“IRS” means the Internal Revenue Service.
“Issuance Expenses” has the meaning set forth in Section 2.03(b).
The term “net proceeds” means, with respect to a group of obligations, the
proceeds of the obligations, less the portion of such proceeds in a reasonably required reserve or
replacement fund.
The term “net sale proceeds” means, with respect to a group of obligations, the
sale proceeds of the obligations, less the portion of those sale proceeds invested in a reasonably
required reserve or replacement fund under Section 148(d) of the Code and as part of a minor
portion under Section 148(e) of the Code.
“Nonpurpose Investment” means a security, an obligation, an annuity contract,
or any other investment-type property, as defined in Section 148(b)(2) of the Code; provided,
however, that the term “Nonpurpose Investment” shall not include (i) an investment that is
acquired to carry out the governmental purpose of an issue, (ii) any Tax-Exempt Obligation, or
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(iii) any investment that, under regulations or rulings of the United States Treasury, is not treated
as “investment property” (within the meaning of Section 148(b)(2) of the Code).
“Original Expenditure” means an expenditure for a governmental purpose that
was originally paid before debt was issued to pay or reimburse the expenditure.
“Prior Obligations” means the Issuer’s $15,320,000 Taxable General Obligation
Corporate Purpose Bonds, Series 2010B, dated May 23, 2020 (Build America Bonds).
“Prior Tax Certificate” means the Tax Certificate delivered by the Issuer in
connection with the issuance of the Prior Obligations.
“Private Business Use” means, in general, use (directly or indirectly) in a trade
or business carried on by any person other than a state or local governmental unit; provided that
use solely as a member of the general public is not considered Private Business Use. For this
purpose, the term “state or local governmental unit” does not include the United States or any
agency or instrumentality thereof. Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that Section 141(b)(6)
of the Code and Section 1.141-3 of the Regulations expand on this definition.
The term “proceeds” means, with respect to an issue of obligations, any sale
proceeds, investment proceeds, and transferred proceeds of the issue. For purposes of the private
activity bond requirements of Section 141 of the Code, the term “proceeds” includes investment
earnings only for the period beginning on the Closing Date and ending on the date the property
allocated as financed by the Allocated Premium portion of the Obligations is placed in service.
“Redemption Date” means October 1, 2020.
“Refunded Obligations” means the 2021 through and including 2030 maturities
of the Prior Obligations.
“Refunding” means the current refunding of the Refunded Obligations.
“Resolution” means collectively, the resolutions adopted by the governing body
of the Issuer on July 21, 2020 and on August 18, 2020 authorizing the issuance of the
Obligations.
The term “spendable proceeds” means, with respect to an issue of obligations,
the net sale proceeds of the issue.
“Tax-Exempt Obligation” means, in general, an obligation that is described in
Section 103(a) of the Code, the interest on which is excluded from the gross income of the owner
thereof for federal income tax purposes and is not an item of tax preference for purposes of the
alternative minimum tax imposed on individuals pursuant to Section 55 of the Code. Bond
Counsel has informed the Issuer that Section 1.150-1(b) of the Regulations expands on this
definition.
“Underwriter” means Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, or a group that it
leads.
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Section 1.02 Capitalized terms not defined in this Certificate.
Capitalized terms used but not defined in this Certificate shall have the meanings
set forth in the Resolution.
ARTICLE II
REPRESENTATIONS
Section 2.01 In general.
The Issuer represents that it has examined and is familiar with the representations
it is making in this Article II. The Issuer certifies that all the representations it is making in this
Article II are true, complete, and correct and do not omit to state a material fact necessary to
make the representations, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not
misleading. Any representation made by the Issuer about its expectations includes
representations that (a) the expectation is reasonable and (b) the Issuer has not entered into any
contract or other arrangement that is inconsistent with the expectation. The Issuer further
represents that, except as otherwise described in this Certificate: (i) each representation
contained in the Prior Tax Certificate was, as of the date of issuance of the Prior Obligations,
true and correct; (ii) the proceeds of the Prior Obligations were in fact allocated to expenditures
in a manner consistent with the reasonable expectations set forth in the Prior Tax Certificate; and
(iii) the Issuer has complied with all covenants contained in the Prior Tax Certificate.
Section 2.02 Reliance on certain representations of others.
Certain of the facts, estimates, circumstances, representations, and directions set
forth in this Certificate are recited and made in reliance on the representations of the Underwriter
contained in the Underwriter Certificate attached hereto as Exhibit A. The Issuer is not aware of
any facts or circumstances that would cause it to question the accuracy of the representations of
the Underwriter.
Section 2.03 Purposes of Obligations.
The Obligations are being issued pursuant to the Resolution for the following
purposes:
(a)

To redeem the Refunded Obligations on the Redemption Date.

(b)
To pay expenses, including Underwriter discount, incurred in connection
with the issuance of the Obligations (the “Issuance Expenses”).
The proceeds of the Obligations will not be used to pay debt service on any other
debt obligations of the Issuer or a related party to the Issuer. Accordingly, the
Obligations will not be “advance refunding” bonds.
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Section 2.04 Sale proceeds of the Obligations.
The sale proceeds of the Obligations in the amount of $8,021,433.35 (representing
$7,615,000 original stated principal amount of the Obligations, less aggregate original issue
discount of $0.00, plus aggregate original issue premium of $406,443.35) are expected to be used
as follows:
(a)
$102,393.75 of the sale proceeds will be used (i) $76,150.00 to pay
Underwriter discount; and (ii) $26,243.75 to pay other Issuance Expenses.
(b)
$7,615,000.00 the sale proceeds will be deposited in the Borrowed Money
Fund to effect the Refunding and will be used to pay the Refunded Obligations to be
redeemed on the Redemption Date.
(c)
$304,049.60 of the sale proceeds, representing the premium amount paid
to the Issuer in excess of the face amount of the Obligations, will be deposited in the
Debt Service Fund Account for the Obligations and used to pay the interest on the
Obligations as described in Section 2.12 hereof.
Section 2.05 Proceeds of Prior Obligations and Refunded Obligations.
(a)
Use of proceeds of the Prior Obligations. The proceeds of the Prior
Obligations were used to finance: street improvements and street improvement funding;
sewerage improvements, including but not limited to, storm sewer improvements; fire
engines and other equipment of the fire department; acquiring and developing sites for
industry and commerce as will expand the municipal tax base, including, but not limited
to, certain infrastructure improvements within the Issuer’s Tax Incremental District
No. 16; parking lots and other parking facilities; and additions and improvements to
parks and public grounds. The Prior Obligations were issued as “build America bonds”
(within the meaning of Section 54AA(d) of the Code) that are “qualified bonds” (within
the meaning of Section 54AA(g) of the Code). To effect this intention, the appropriate
officers of the Issuer made the elections under Sections 54AA(d)(1)(C) and
54AA(g)(2)(B) of the Code to have the provisions of Sections 54AA and 54AA(g) of the
Code apply to the Prior Obligations.
(b)
Remaining gross proceeds of Refunded Obligations. On the Closing Date,
there exist no gross proceeds of the Prior Obligations that are allocable to the Refunded
Obligations. It is not expected that on any date within 6 months after the Closing Date
will any moneys be held in any sinking fund or pledged fund for the Refunded
Obligations.
Section 2.06 Prior Obligations not hedge bonds.
At least 85% of the spendable proceeds of the “new money” portion of the Prior
Obligations and each issue of obligations, if any, refunded directly or indirectly by the Prior
Obligations, was, (a) at the time of issuance of such new money portion, expected to be allocated
to expenditures for the governmental purposes of such new money portion within 3 years from
the date of issuance of such new money portion, and (b) at no time were more than 50% of the
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sale proceeds and investment proceeds of such new money portion invested in Nonpurpose
Investments having a substantially guaranteed yield for 4 years or more.
Section 2.07 No excess gross proceeds.
Other than an amount that does not exceed 1% of the sale proceeds of the
Obligations, all gross proceeds of the Obligations, and all sale proceeds, investment proceeds,
and transferred proceeds of the Refunded Obligations (other than those spent before the Closing
Date) are described in the following listing:
(a)
Amounts used to pay principal, interest, or call premium on the Refunded
Obligations.
(b)
Amounts used to pay accrued interest on the Obligations and interest on
the Obligations that accrues for a period up to the completion date of any capital project
for which the prior issue was issued, plus 1 year.
(c)
Amounts in a reasonably required reserve or replacement fund for the
Obligations and the investment earnings thereon.
(d)

Amounts used to pay the Issuance Expenses.

(e)
Amounts used to pay the administrative costs allocable to repaying the
Refunded Obligations, of carrying and repaying the Obligations, or of purchasing,
carrying, and disposing of investments acquired with gross proceeds of the Obligations.
(f)
Proceeds of the Refunded Obligations that will be used or maintained for
the governmental purposes of the Refunded Obligations.
(g)

Replacement proceeds in a sinking fund for the Obligations.

(h)
Amounts used to pay qualified guarantee fees for the Obligations or the
Refunded Obligations.
Section 2.08 No replacement proceeds created by the borrowing.
Neither the Issuer nor any person related to the Issuer has or is expected to have
any moneys (other than sale proceeds or investment proceeds of the Obligations) that (i) could be
used for the governmental purposes for which the Obligations are being issued and (ii) are not
expected to be used for other purposes. The Issuer does not expect that the term of the
Obligations is longer than necessary for the governmental purposes of the Obligations. In
particular, the Obligations have a weighted average maturity that does not exceed 120% of the
average reasonably expected economic life of the capital projects financed or refinanced by the
Obligations.
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Section 2.09 Reimbursement allocations.
(a)
Reimbursements of Original Expenditures with proceeds of the Prior
Obligations. Any Original Expenditures that the Issuer reimbursed with proceeds of the
Prior Obligations met the requirements described below as applied to the applicable
Original Expenditures and the Prior Obligations. The Issuer understands that
reimbursements of Original Expenditures with proceeds of the Prior Obligations that did
not satisfy the requirements described below (i) may not be treated as expenditures of
the proceeds of the Prior Obligations, (ii) may cause corresponding amounts to be
treated as unexpended transferred proceeds of the Obligations, and (iii) as a result, may
produce unintended private activity bond, yield restriction, and rebate consequences with
respect to the Obligations.
(b)
Reimbursement rules. Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that
proceeds of an issue of obligations generally can only be allocated to an Original
Expenditure if that Original Expenditure was properly chargeable to capital account (or
would be so chargeable with a proper election) under general Federal income tax
principles and, except in the case of Original Expenditures in an aggregate amount not in
excess of the lesser of $100,000 or 5% of the sale proceeds of the relevant issue of
obligations and “preliminary expenditures” not in excess of 20% of the aggregate issue
price of the issues that are expected to finance the project for which the preliminary
expenditures are incurred:
(i)

either before or not later than 60 days after payment of the Original
Expenditure, the Issuer adopted a declaration of intent to reimburse
the expenditure with proceeds of an obligation (a “declaration of
official intent”) that generally described the project for which the
expenditure was paid and stated the maximum principal amount of
obligations expected to be issued for the project;

(ii)

on the date of each such declaration of official intent, the Issuer
expected that it would reimburse the expenditures described in the
declaration with proceeds of an obligation; and

(iii)

the reimbursement allocation was made in writing within 18
months after the later of (1) the date the Original Expenditure was
paid, or (2) the date the project to which the Original Expenditure
relates was placed in service or abandoned (but in no event more
than 3 years after the Original Expenditure was paid).

(c)
Definition of “preliminary expenditures.” For purposes of this Section,
“preliminary expenditures” include architectural, engineering, surveying, soil testing,
reimbursement bond issuance, and similar costs that are incurred prior to
commencement of acquisition, construction or rehabilitation of a project, other than land
acquisition, site preparation, and similar costs incident to the commencement of
construction.
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Section 2.10 No expected sale of Financed Property.
Prior to the final maturity date of the Obligations, the Issuer does not reasonably
expect to sell or otherwise dispose of any portion of the Financed Property, except for items that
will be disposed of in the ordinary course of business due to normal wear, obsolescence, or
depreciation after the expiration of their economic life.
Section 2.11 Borrowed Money Fund.
The sale proceeds of the Obligations (exclusive of any accrued interest or
premium received by the Issuer) will be deposited in the Borrowed Money Fund. Moneys in the
Borrowed Money Fund, including any earnings thereon, will be used solely (i) to pay Issuance
Expenses, (ii) to effect the Refunding and to pay the Refunded Bonds on the Redemption Date,
or (iii) for transfer to the Debt Service Fund Account, as provided by the relevant provisions of
the Wisconsin Statutes.
Section 2.12 Debt Service Fund Account.
As long as the Obligations are outstanding, the proceeds of the taxes levied to pay
debt service on the Obligations will be placed in the Debt Service Fund Account. Any accrued
interest, the premium received by the Issuer (net of Underwriter discount) in connection with the
sale of the Obligations ($304,049.60) will be deposited in the Debt Service Fund Account and is
expected to be used to pay interest on the Obligations through and including April 1, 2023,
which is within 3 years from the date of issuance of the Obligations. A portion of the premium
equal to 1% of the sale proceeds of the Obligations deposited into the Debt Service Fund
Account ($80,214.43) will be used to pay interest on the Obligations on April 1, 2021 (the
“Funded Interest”). The Issuer makes an allocation in Section 4.03 hereof of the remaining
portion of the premium deposited into such account ($223,835.17 plus any investment proceeds
on the Funded Interest) (the “Allocated Premium”) to Capital Expenditures described in Section
4.03 that are not being, and will not be, otherwise financed with the Obligations or any other
borrowing and that are either paid within 60 days prior to the Closing Date, paid after the
Closing Date, or qualify for reimbursement under Section 2.09(b) hereof. The Issuer makes
certain representations in Section 2.23 relating to the Allocated Premium.
Section 2.13 Bona Fide Debt Service Fund.
In this Certificate, the term “Bona Fide Debt Service Fund” refers to the portion
of the Debt Service Fund Account that does not include the Funded Interest or the Allocated
Premium. The Bona Fide Debt Service Fund is designed to achieve a proper matching of
revenues and principal and interest payments within each Bond Year and is expected to be
depleted at least once each Bond Year except for a reasonable carryover amount that will not
exceed the greater of (a) the earnings on the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund for the immediately
preceding Bond Year, or (b) one-twelfth of the annual principal and interest payments on the
Obligations for the immediately preceding Bond Year. The Debt Service Fund Account is
intended to constitute a “bona fide debt service fund” for the Obligations for purposes of the
Code and the Regulations.
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Section 2.14 Other funds.
Other than the Funds and Accounts, there are no funds or accounts of any person,
whether established pursuant to the Resolution or otherwise, that are expected to contain gross
proceeds of the Obligations.
Section 2.15 Certain matters relating to the Bond Yield.
Certain representations made to the Issuer by the Underwriter relating to the
reoffering prices of the Obligations are set forth in Exhibit A. A copy of the determination of the
Bond Yield prepared by the Underwriter is attached hereto as Exhibit B. This determination
indicates that the Bond Yield is not less than 0.7863 percent.
Section 2.16 Hedging Transactions.
Neither the Issuer nor any person related to the Issuer has entered or is expected
to enter into any hedging transaction (such as a swap, cap, or collar transaction) with respect to
the Obligations.
Section 2.17 Debt service on Obligations.
The Issuer expects that all payments of principal of, and interest on, the
Obligations will be made no later than the date actually and unconditionally due. The Issuer
does not reasonably expect that there will be any mandatory redemptions of the Obligations other
than the mandatory redemptions, if any, that have been fixed as of the Closing Date.
Section 2.18 Private Business Use of Financed Property.
Except as specifically described in Exhibit B, the Issuer expects that there will be
no actual or beneficial use of any portion of the Financed Property by any individual or entity
(other than a state or local governmental unit) pursuant to a lease, management contract, research
agreement, joint venture agreement, incentive payment contract, output contract, or any other
arrangement that conveys special legal entitlements for beneficial use, excluding for this purpose
use by an individual that is not engaged in a trade or business and use by an entity or individual
solely as a member of the general public. Except as specifically described in Exhibit B, the
Issuer represents that there has been no such private business use of the property financed by the
Prior Obligations since the issue date of the Prior Obligations. The Issuer does not expect to sell
or otherwise dispose of any portion of the Financed Property prior to the final maturity date of
the Obligations except for items that will disposed of after the expiration of their economic life.
Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that Section 5.01 describes these limitations in greater
detail.
Section 2.19 Private activity bond certifications.
The undersigned representative of the Issuer has discussed with Bond Counsel
prior to the Closing Date the “private business tests” (set forth in Section 141(b) of the Code)
and the “private loan financing test” (set forth in Section 141(c) of the Code). Based on the
review of these tests with Bond Counsel in the context of the property to be refinanced with the
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proceeds of the Obligations, the Issuer expects, as of the Closing Date, that no action or event
during the term of the Obligations will cause either the private business tests or the private loan
financing test to be met with respect to the Obligations.
Section 2.20 No other obligations.
Except for the Issuer’s $2,075,000 Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds,
Series 2020E issued on the date hereof, there are no other obligations of the Issuer that (a) have
been sold within 14 days of the date of sale of the Obligations, (b) have been sold pursuant to the
same plan of financing together with the Obligations, and (c) are expected be paid from
substantially the same source of funds (determined without regard to guarantees from parties
unrelated to the Issuer).
Section 2.21 No overburdening of tax-exempt market.
No portion of the Obligations has been issued earlier, or allowed to remain
outstanding longer, than is otherwise reasonably necessary to accomplish the governmental
purposes of the Obligations. Furthermore, each action taken or expected to be taken in
connection with the Obligations would reasonably be taken if the interest on the Obligations
were not excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes (assuming that the
hypothetical taxable interest rates would be the same as the actual tax-exempt interest rates).
Section 2.22 IRS Form 8038-G.
To the best of the Issuer’s knowledge, information, and belief, the information
contained in the Information Return for Tax-Exempt Governmental Bonds (Form 8038-G),
included in the closing transcript for the Obligations, is complete, true, and correct.
Section 2.23 Matters Relating to Allocated Premium.
The Issuer expects that: (a) at least 85% of the Allocated Premium will be
allocated to expenditures on capital projects within 3 years of the Closing Date; (b) the Issuer
will incur within 6 months of the Closing Date a substantial binding obligation to a third party
(that is not subject to a contingency within the control of the Issuer or person related to the
Issuer) to expend an amount equal to at least 5% of the Allocated Premium on capital projects;
and (c) the completion of the capital projects allocated as financed by the Allocated Premium
will proceed with due diligence. Accordingly, the Issuer acknowledges that the Obligations
consist of a refunding portion and a “new money” portion.
Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer of the following matters:
(a)
When allocations must occur. The Issuer must account for the allocation
of the Allocated Premium to each Capital Expenditure not later than 18 months after the
later of (i) the date the relevant expenditure is paid, or (ii) the date that the project, if any,
to which the expenditure relates is “placed in service” (that is, when the project in
question has reached a degree of completion which would permit its operation at
substantially its design level and the project is, in fact, in operation at such level); and, in
any event, the allocations must be made on or before the date that is 60 days after the
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earlier of (1) the fifth anniversary of the Closing Date, or (2) the retirement of the last
Obligation.
(b)
Capital Expenditure requirement. In general, the portion of the proceeds
of the Obligations that is the Allocated Premium cannot be allocated to an expenditure
that is not a Capital Expenditure for federal tax purposes, unless that expenditure is:
(i)

a cost of issuing the Obligations,

(ii)

a fee for a “qualified guarantee” (within the meaning of
Section 1.148-4(g) of the Regulations) or a payment for a
“qualified hedge” (within the meaning of Section 1.148-4(h)(2) of
the Regulations) with respect to the Obligations,

(iii)

interest on the Obligations for a period commencing on the Closing
Date and ending on the date that is the latter of three years after the
Closing Date, with respect to interest on the portion of the
Obligations that is the Allocated Premium, or one year after the
project allocated as financed by the Allocated Premium is placed in
service, if later.

(iv)

a rebate payment or a yield reduction payment with respect to the
Obligations,

(v)

a cost not described in the preceding clauses of this Section that is
directly related to the Capital Expenditures allocated as financed
by the Allocated Premium (for example, initial operating
expenses), provided that all such costs to which Allocated
Premium is allocated cannot exceed an amount equal to 5% of the
Allocated Premium,

(vi)

principal of or interest on the Obligations paid from unexpected
excess sale or investment proceeds of the Obligations, or

(vii)

principal of or interest on the Obligations paid from investment
earnings on a reserve or replacement fund for the Obligations that
are deposited in the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund.

(viii) principal, interest, or redemption prices with respect to the
Refunded Obligations.
(c)
No payments to related parties. Any payment to a related party to the
payor cannot be allocated as financed by Allocated Premium.
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ARTICLE III
AGREEMENTS
Section 3.01 General tax agreement.
The Issuer agrees that it will not (a) take any action that would adversely affect
the exclusion of interest on the Obligations from the gross income of the owners of the
Obligations under Section 103 of the Code or (b) fail to take any lawful action that is necessary
to preserve the exclusion of interest on the Obligations from the gross income of the owners
thereof under Sections 103 and 141 through 150 of the Code.
Section 3.02 Private business tests.
The Issuer agrees that it will not take any Deliberate Action that would cause the
Obligations to meet the “private business tests” of Section 141(b) of the Code.
Section 3.03 Private loan financing test.
The Issuer agrees that it will not use (directly or indirectly) any proceeds of the
Obligations to make or finance any loans to any entity or individual that is not a “state or local
governmental unit” (within the meaning of Section 1.103-1 of the Regulations).
Section 3.04 Investment of gross proceeds of the Obligations.
(a)
General agreement. The Issuer agrees that it will not take any intentional
action that would cause the Obligations to be “arbitrage bonds” (within the meaning of
Section 148 of the Code), “federally guaranteed bonds” (within the meaning of
Section 149(b) of the Code), or “hedge bonds” (within the meaning of Section 149(g) of
the Code). This is discussed in greater detail below.
(b)
Arbitrage bond yield restriction limitation. Except as otherwise permitted
in the following paragraph, the Issuer agrees that it will not take any intentional action
that would cause the yield on the Nonpurpose Investments acquired with gross proceeds
of the Obligations to be materially higher than the Bond Yield (after taking into account
any yield reduction payments to the extent that they are permitted by and made pursuant
to Section 1.148-5(c) of the Regulations). Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that,
for any Nonpurpose Investments that are held in the Borrowed Money Fund to effect the
Refunding or are allocable to replacement proceeds of the Obligations (such as amounts
in a sinking fund or pledged fund for the Obligations), a materially higher yield is onethousandth of 1% greater than the Bond Yield, and for other Nonpurpose Investments, a
materially higher yield is one-eighth of 1% greater than the Bond Yield.
(c)
Nonpurpose investments not subject to yield restriction. Bond Counsel
has informed the Issuer that the following amounts may be invested at unrestricted yield:
(i)

sale proceeds and investment proceeds of the Obligations that are
expected to be used to retire the Refunded Obligations until the
date that is 90 days after the Closing Date,
-13-
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(ii)

sale proceeds and investment proceeds of the Obligations that
consist of the Allocated Premium reasonably expected by the
Issuer to be spent on Capital Expenditures until the date that is
three years after the Closing Date,

(iii)

any replacement proceeds of the Obligations in the Bona Fide Debt
Service Fund that have not been on deposit for more than 13
months,

(iv)

amounts invested in Tax-Exempt Obligations,

(v)

all amounts for the first 30 days after they become gross proceeds
of the Obligations, unless the Issuer has waived the right to invest
any such amounts at an unrestricted yield (see, for example,
Section 4.02),

(vi)

all amounts derived from the investment of proceeds of the
Obligations for a period of 13 months after the date received, and

(vii)

a “minor portion” amount not that does not exceed $100,000
(which is the lesser of $100,000 or 5% of the sale proceeds of the
Obligations received on the Closing Date).

(d)
Fair market value purchases and sales of Nonpurpose Investments. The
Issuer agrees that it will not (i) purchase Nonpurpose Investments with gross proceeds of
the Obligations or dispose of Nonpurpose Investments that were purchased with gross
proceeds of the Obligations other than in an arm’s-length transaction at fair market value
or (ii) pay or receive any amount to reduce the yield on a Nonpurpose Investment
purchased with gross proceeds of the Obligations (except for yield reduction payments
to the extent that they are permitted by and made pursuant to Section 1.148-5(c) of the
Regulations). Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that, for this purpose, the fair
market value of an investment is the price at which a willing buyer would purchase the
investment from a willing seller in a bona fide arm’s-length transaction, and special rules
exist for determining the fair market value and arm’s-length price of certificates of
deposit and guaranteed investment contracts (which include contracts with specifically
negotiated withdrawal or reinvestment provisions and a specifically negotiated interest
rate, and also includes any agreement to supply investments on two or more future dates,
for example, a forward supply contract).
(e)
“Federally guaranteed” limitation. The Issuer agrees not to invest
5 percent or more of the proceeds of the Obligations in federally insured deposits or
accounts or otherwise invest such proceeds in any obligation the payment of principal or
interest on which is (in whole or in part) a direct obligation of or guaranteed by the
United States (or any agency or instrumentality thereof), except as specifically permitted
in Section 149(b) of the Code. Bond Counsel has informed the Issuer that Section 5.04
describes this limitation in greater detail.
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(f)
Hedge bond limitation. The Issuer agrees that at no time will more than
50% of the sale proceeds and investment proceeds of the Obligations be invested in
Nonpurpose Investments having a substantially guaranteed yield for 4 years or more.
Section 3.05 Rebate calculations and payments.
The Issuer agrees that it will make, or cause to be made, rebate payments to the
United States Treasury with respect to the Obligations at such times and in such amounts as shall
meet the requirements of Section 148(f) of the Code and the Regulations thereunder. Bond
Counsel has informed the Issuer that, in general, this means that rebate payments must be made
within 60 days after (a) the end of each fifth Bond Year and (b) the date on which the last
Obligation is retired.
Section 3.06 Recordkeeping.
(a)
In general. The Issuer agrees to maintain records with respect to the
Obligations designed to establish compliance with the applicable federal income tax
requirements, including, but not limited to, records establishing (i) to what expenditures
the proceeds of the Prior Obligations were allocated, (ii) the actual use of the Financed
Property by public and private entities and individuals, (iii) that the investment of the
gross proceeds of the Obligations did not violate the arbitrage limitations of Section 148
of the Code, and (iv) that the rebate requirements of Section 148 of the Code have been
satisfied with respect to the Obligations.
(b)
Records of investments. The Issuer agrees to maintain records
(i) pertaining to the Funds and Accounts and all transfers thereto, deposits therein,
disbursements and transfers therefrom and earnings thereon, including without limitation
the amount and source of each payment to, and the amount, purpose, and payee of each
payment from, each of the Funds and Accounts, and (ii) that are adequate to determine
the amount of required rebate payments with respect to Nonpurpose Investments that are
allocable to any gross proceeds of the Obligations that are not contained in the Funds
and Accounts. These records shall include, but are not necessarily limited to, the
following information with respect to each Nonpurpose Investment acquired with or
otherwise allocated to gross proceeds of the Obligations: purchase price (including the
amount of accrued interest stated separately); nominal rate of interest; par or stated
principal amount; purchase date; maturity date; amount of original issue discount or
premium (if any); general type of Nonpurpose Investment; frequency of periodic
payments (and actual dates and amounts of receipts); period of compounding; date of
disposition; amount realized on disposition (including the amount of accrued interest
stated separately); transaction costs (for example, commissions) incurred in acquiring,
carrying, or disposing of the Nonpurpose Investments; and market price data sufficient
to establish that the purchase price (disposition price) was not greater than (less than) the
arm’s-length price on the date of acquisition (disposition) or, if earlier, on the date of a
binding contract to acquire (dispose of) such Nonpurpose Investment.
(c)
Record retention period. The Issuer agrees to maintain the records
described in this Section 3.06 until 3 years after the April 15th of the calendar year
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immediately following the retirement of the last Obligation or for such other period as
the United States Treasury may, by regulations or rulings, provide.
ARTICLE IV
ALLOCATIONS, DESIGNATIONS, AND ELECTIONS
The Issuer hereby makes the following allocations, designations, and elections for
the Obligations. Except as otherwise noted, the elections made are irrevocable.
Section 4.01 Adoption of accounting method.
The Issuer reserves the right to establish any allocation and accounting method for
the proceeds of the Obligations that is permitted under the Code. The Issuer adopts a “first-in
first-out” accounting method for amounts in the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund. The Issuer
reserves the authority to change any allocation of proceeds of the Obligations to expenditures
and the authority to change the method of accounting of proceeds of the Obligations for the
entire period permitted under Sections 1.141-6 and 1.148-6 of the Regulations and other
applicable Regulations.
Section 4.02 Election to use actual facts for purposes of the two-year
“construction issue” exception for new money portion.
Pursuant to Treas. Reg. § 1.148-7(f)(2), the Issuer elects to use actual facts to
apply the two-year “construction issue” exception from rebate to the portion of the Obligations
that is used for new money purposes (corresponding to the Allocated Premium)
Section 4.03 Special tax allocation.
The Issuer [shall make] [hereby makes] a special tax allocation, for federal
income tax purposes, of the Allocated Premium as described in Section 2.12, to the Capital
Expenditures, which are not being, and will not be, otherwise financed with proceeds of the
Obligations or any other borrowing and are [either paid within 60 days prior to the Closing
Date,] [paid after the Closing Date,] [or qualify for reimbursement under Section 2.09(b) hereof].
[After the date on which the special tax allocation of the Allocated Premium has been made to
qualifying Capital Expenditures,] amounts in the Debt Service Fund Account corresponding to
the Allocated Premium [will no longer be] [are not] deemed proceeds of the Obligations for
federal tax law purposes and therefore may be used to pay interest on the Obligations.
ARTICLE V
NATURE OF CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS
This Article V was prepared by Bond Counsel to provide the Issuer with a
description of the general nature of its continuing obligations in connection with the Obligations.
This Article V does not purport to describe in detail all requirements that apply to the
Obligations after the Closing Date.
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The Issuer is not responsible for the content of this Article V, and the Issuer’s
execution of this Certificate does not constitute a certification or representation by the Issuer as
to the accuracy of the federal tax matters discussed in this Article V.
The IRS has issued final and temporary regulations concerning the requirements
under Sections 103 and 141 through 150 of the Code relating to tax-exempt obligations. This
Article is based upon the Regulations, which are subject to change in the future. Future changes
may require additional future actions, such as recalculation of rebate amounts.
Section 5.01 Restrictions on use of proceeds and the Financed Property and
related payments.
(a)
Private financing test; private loan business tests. The Obligations will be
taxable “private activity bonds” within the meaning of Section 141(a) of the Code if the
Obligations meet the “private business tests” (contained in Section 141(b) of the Code)
or the “private loan financing test” (contained in Section 141(c) of the Code). In
general, the private loan financing test will be met if more than the lesser of (i) 5% of the
proceeds of the Obligations or (ii) $5,000,000 is used (directly or indirectly) to make or
finance loans to persons other than state or local governmental units.
(b)
Description of private business tests. The private business tests include
the “private business use test” and the “private security or payment test.” Both of these
tests must be met for the Obligations to be taxable private activity bonds, and both of
these tests apply not only on the basis of reasonable expectations as of the Closing Date,
but also to any Deliberate Action taken by the Issuer after the Closing Date.
(c)
Private business use rules for service contracts. A management, service or
incentive payment contract between the Issuer and a service provider under which the
service provider provides services involving all, or any portion of, or any function of, a
facility (a “management contract”) may result in private business use of that facility or
property, based on all the facts and circumstances. Section 1.141-3(b)(4) of the
Regulations. A management contract with respect to financed property generally results
in private business use of that property if the contract provides for compensation for
services based, in whole or in part, on a share of net profits from the operation of the
facility. Id.
The Regulations provide for exceptions under which certain specified contracts
are not treated as giving rise to private business use, including the following:
(i)

Contract for services that are solely incidental to the primary
government function or functions of the financed facility (for
example, contracts for janitorial, office equipment or repair,
hospital billing, or similar services);

(ii)

A contract to provide for the operation of a facility or system of
facilities that consists predominantly of public utility property, if
the only compensation is the reimbursement of actual and direct
-17-
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expenses of the service provider and reasonable administrative
overhead expenses of the service provider; and
(iii)

A contract to provide for services, if the only compensation is the
reimbursement of the service provider for actual and direct
expenses paid by the service provider to unrelated parties.

The Issuer is advised by Bond Counsel that there is little IRS interpretation of
what types of service contracts are “incidental”, and that it is advisable to consult with
Bond Counsel before relying on the “incidental” exception for any types of management
contracts other than those specifically listed.
A management contract with respect to financed property results in private
business use of that property if the service provider is treated as the lessee or owner of
financed property for federal income tax purposes. Section 1.141-3(b)(4)(iv). In other
words, the substance of the contract governs for this federal tax purpose, not only the
form. The Issuer is accordingly advised by Bond Counsel that management contracts that
are not treated as giving rise to private business use generally should not reserve, or
provide special priority rights, to the service provider in particular physical spaces for its
use.
IRS Revenue Procedure 2017-13 and IRS Revenue Procedure 97-13, as amended
and amplified by IRS Notice 2014-67, provide different safe harbors under which certain
types of management contracts will not be treated as giving rise to private business use.
These safe harbors provide guidelines only for the rule that certain management contracts
give rise to private business use based on the “facts and circumstances”. A management
contract generally gives rise to private business use if it provide for compensation for
services, based in whole or in part, on a share of net profits, or if it in substance is
properly treated as a lease, even if the other requirements for a safe harbor are met.
IRS Rev. Proc. 2017-13 sets forth a safe harbor for management contracts having
a term not greater than 30 years or 80 percent of the weighted average reasonably
expected economic life of the managed property. The safe harbor requires the contract to
meet certain requirements relating to (1) control of use of the managed property by the
qualified user (such as the Issuer); (2) no bearing of net losses of the managed property
by the service provider; (3) risk of loss of the managed property borne by the qualified
user; and (4) no inconsistent tax position by the service provider. Rev. Proc. 2017-13
also sets forth detailed rules for meeting the no “net profits arrangements” requirement.
IRS Rev. Proc. 97-13, as amended, may only be relied on with respect to
management contracts entered into before August 18, 2017 and that are not materially
modified after that date. In addition, a special rule permits reliance on Rev. Proc. 97-13,
as amended, with respect to management contracts entered into before August 18, 2017
that are extended after that date pursuant to certain options in the contract. Accordingly,
for a limited transition period, the Issuer may rely on either Rev. Proc. 2017-13 or Rev.
Proc. 97-13.
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IRS Rev. Proc. 97-13, as amended, provides safe harbors for certain types of
contracts based mostly on the term of the contract and compensation arrangements. For
this purpose, the term of the contract includes the term of any renewal option under
which the service provider has a legally enforceable right to renew the contract. In all
events, the contract must provide for reasonable compensation. Rev. Proc. 97-13, as
amended, provides as a safe harbor that a contract generally will not be treated as giving
rise to private business use if it has a term not exceeding 5 years and provides for
compensation that is based on a stated amount, a periodic fixed fee, a capitation fee, a
per-unit fee, or a combination of the foregoing, and may also include a percentage of
gross revenues, adjusted gross revenues, or expenses of the facility (but not both revenues
and expenses). Rev. Proc. 97-13, as amended, also provides for safe harbors for contracts
having a term not exceeding 10 years and having a term not exceeding 15 years. Under
the safe harbor for 15-year contracts, at least 95% of the compensation for services for
each annual period must be based on a periodic fixed fee. Under the safe harbor for 10year contracts at least 80% of the compensation for each annual period during the term of
the contract must be based on a periodic fixed fee. In addition, limited incentive
payments are permitted in certain cases.
The Issuer is advised by Bond Counsel that it is advisable to consult with Bond
Counsel regarding any management contract with respect to bond-financed property that
does not clearly meet one of the safe harbors. Also, the Issuer is advised by Bond
Counsel that the determination of whether compensation is based “in whole or in part on
a share of net profits” can involve difficult questions of legal interpretation in the case of
a management contract with complex compensation provisions.
(d)
Private business use test. In general, the private business use test will be
met if more than 10% of the proceeds of the Obligations is used for a “private business
use” (within the meaning of Section 141(b)(6) of the Code). A 5% test applies to any
unrelated or disproportionate private business use (within the meaning of
Section 141(b)(3) of the Code). For these purposes, “private business use” means actual
or beneficial use of property financed or refinanced with the proceeds of the Obligations
in a trade or business carried on by an individual or entity (other than a state or local
governmental unit) pursuant to a lease, management contract, research agreement, joint
venture arrangement, incentive payment contract, or any other arrangement that conveys
special legal entitlements for use of property financed with the proceeds of the
Obligations. Private business use of an asset financed or refinanced with proceeds of the
Obligations is generally measured over the economic life of the asset or, if shorter, the
term of the obligations that finance or refinance the asset. Computations of the
percentage of private business use over time may be complex. Accordingly, the Issuer
should consult with Bond Counsel if the private business use limit will be exceeded in
any one Bond Year.
(e)
Output Contracts. The general rule is that the purchase pursuant to a
contract by a nongovernmental person of available output of an output facility (an
“output contract”) financed with proceeds of an issue is taken into account under the
private business tests if the purchase has the effect of transferring the benefits of owning
the facility and the burdens of paying debt service on the bonds used (directly or
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indirectly) to finance the facility. The benefits and burdens test is generally met if a
nongovernmental person agrees pursuant to a take contract or a take or pay contract to
purchase available output of a facility.
A requirements contract generally meets the benefits and burdens test to the
extent that it contains contractual terms that obligate the purchaser to make payments that
are not contingent on the output requirements of the purchaser or obligate the purchaser
to have output requirements. Under this standard, retail requirement contracts in general
do not meet the benefits and burdens test and do not give rise to private business use.
Wholesale requirement contracts may meet the benefits and burdens test based on all the
facts and circumstances. Factors that tend to establish that a wholesale requirements
contract meets the benefits and burdens test include, but are not limited to, the term of the
contract being substantial relative to the term of the issue or issues that finance the
facility and the amount of output to be purchased under the contract representing a
substantial portion of the available output of the facility. Under a safe harbor provision, a
wholesale requirements contract does not meet the benefits and burdens test if the term of
the contract, including all renewal options, does not exceed the lesser of 5 years or
30 percent of the term of the issue and if the amount of output to be purchased under the
contract (and any other requirements contract with the same purchaser or a related party
with respect to the facility) does not exceed 5 percent of the available output of the
facility.
Short-term output contract exception. An output contract with a nongovernmental
person is not taken into account under the private business tests if – (i) the term of the
contract, including all renewal options, is not longer than 3 years, (ii) the contract is
either a negotiated, arm’s-length arrangement that provides for compensation at fair
market value, or is based on generally applicable and uniformly applied rates, and (iii) the
output facility is not financed for a principal purpose of providing the facility for use by
that nongovernmental person.
Measurement of private business use resulting from an output contract. If an
output contract results in private business use, the amount of private business use
generally is the amount of output purchased under the contract, as compared to the
“available output” of the facility. In general, the available output of a facility financed by
an issue is determined by multiplying the number of units produced or to be produced by
the facility in one year by the number of years in the measurement period of that facility
for that issue. The measurement period begins on the later of the date of issuance of the
issue or the placed in service date of the facility, and ends on the earlier of the end of the
last date of the reasonably expected economic life of the facility and the latest maturity of
the issue. If a limited source of supply constrains the output of the facility, the output of
the facility must be determined by reasonably taking into account that constraint. For this
purpose, a limited source of supply includes a physical limitation such as flow of water.
For example, the available output of a water supply facility must be determined by
reference to the reasonably expected annual flow of water through the facility.
(f)
Unrelated private business use. The determination of whether a private
business use is related to a governmental use financed with the proceeds of an issue is
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determined on a case-by-case basis, emphasizing the operational relationship between
the governmental use and the private business use. Section 1.141-9(b)(1) of the
Regulations. In general, a facility that is used for a related private business use must be
located within, or adjacent to, the governmentally used facility. Id. Use of a facility by
a nongovernmental person for the same purpose as use by a governmental person is not
treated as unrelated use if the governmental use is not insignificant. Section 1.1419(b)(2) of the Regulations. Similarly, a use of a facility in the same manner both for
private business use that is related use and private business use that is unrelated use does
not result in unrelated use if the related use is not insignificant. Id.
(g)
Disproportionate private business use. A private business use is
disproportionate to a related governmental use only to the extent that the amount of
proceeds used for that private business use exceeds the amount of proceeds used for the
related governmental use. Section 1.141-9(c)(1) of the Regulations. For example, a
private business use of $100 of proceeds of an issue that is related to a governmental use
of $70 of proceeds of the issue results in $30 of disproportionate private business use.
(h)
Private security or payment test. In general, the private security or
payment test is met if more than 10% of the debt service on the Obligations is derived
from payments made by persons who are private business users. For this purpose, all
payments for the use of the Financed Property are treated as private payments, even if
those payments are not directly made by a private business user. The private security or
payment test is also met if more than 10% of the debt service on the Obligations is
secured by any interest in property that is used for a private business use and that is
provided by a private business user or by payments made for the use of property that is
used for a private business use. In addition, the 10% limitation may be met by any
combination of private payments and private security. Indirect private payments and
security are taken into account under the test. A 5% test applies to any payments or
security with respect to unrelated or disproportionate private business use. The private
security or payment test is measured in a manner that takes into account the time value
of money, so that the test is met only if the present value of the private security or
payments is greater than 10% of the present value of debt service on the Obligations
(measured as of the Closing Date). The Bond Yield is used as the discount rate for
purposes of this computation.
(i)
Generally applicable taxes exception to private security or payment test.
For purposes of the private security or payment test, “generally applicable taxes” (within
the meaning of Section 1.141-4(e) of the Regulations) are not taken into account. In
other words, payments of generally applicable taxes are not treated as payments from a
nongovernmental person and are not treated as payments in respect of property used for a
private business use. A “generally applicable tax” is defined to be an enforced
contribution exacted pursuant to legislative authority in the exercise of the taxing power
that is imposed and collected for the purpose of raising revenue to be used for
governmental purposes. Section 1.141-4(e)(2) of the Regulations. A generally
applicable tax must have a uniform tax rate that is applied to all persons of the same
classification in the appropriate jurisdiction and a generally applicable manner of
determination and collection. Id. A tax will not be considered to have a generally
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applicable manner of determination and collection if one or more taxpayers make any
“impermissible agreements” relating to payment of the tax. Section 1.141-4(e)(4)(i) of
the Regulations. Examples of “impermissible agreements” include (1) an agreement to
be personally liable for a tax that does not generally impose personal liability, (2) an
agreement to provide additional credit support, such as a third party guarantee, or to pay
unanticipated shortfalls, (3) an agreement regarding the minimum value of property
subject to property tax, and (4) an agreement not to challenge or seek deferral of the tax.
(j)
Eligible mixed-use projects. Treasury Regulations set forth specific rules
for how the private business use and private security or payment rules apply to a project
that is financed in part with proceeds of tax-exempt bonds and in part with other sources.
The sources of funding allocated to capital expenditures for an “eligible mixed-use
project” are allocated to undivided portions of the eligible mixed-use project and the
governmental use and private business use of the eligible mixed-use project. “Qualified
equity” is allocated first to the private business use of the eligible mixed-use project and
then to governmental use, and proceeds are allocated first to the governmental use and
then to private business use, using the percentages of the eligible mixed-use project
financed with the respective sources and the percentages of the respective uses. Thus, if
the percentage of the eligible mixed-use project financed with qualified equity is less than
the percentage of private business use of the project, all of the qualified equity is
allocated to the private business use. Proceeds of the Obligations are allocated to the
balance of the private business use of the project. Similarly, if the percentage of the
eligible mixed-use project financed with proceeds is less than the percentage of
governmental use of the project, all of the proceeds are allocated to the governmental use,
and qualified equity is allocated to the balance of the governmental use of the project.
Further, if proceeds of more than one issue finance the eligible mixed-use project,
proceeds of each issue are allocated ratably to the uses to which proceeds are allocated in
proportion to the relative amounts of the proceeds of such issues allocated to the eligible
mixed-use project. In general, for private business use other than with respect to certain
output facilities, qualified equity and proceeds are allocated to the uses of the eligible
mixed-use project in each one-year period.
A “project” for this purpose can be flexibly identified by the Issuer, and means
one or more facilities or capital projects, including land, buildings, equipment, or other
project, financed in whole or in part with proceeds of an issue. Accordingly, a project for
this purpose can include more than one capital projects, even if those facilities are not
functionally related and are not near one another.
An “eligible mixed-use project” means a project that is financed with proceeds
of obligations that, when issued, purported to be governmental obligations and with
qualified equity pursuant to the same plan of financing. An eligible mixed-use project
must be wholly owned by one or more governmental persons or by a partnership in which
at least one governmental person is a partner.
“Qualified equity” means proceeds of obligations that are not tax-advantaged
obligations and funds that are not derived from proceeds of a borrowing that are spent on
the same eligible mixed-use project as the proceeds of the applicable obligations.
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Qualified equity does not include equity interests in real property or tangible personal
property. Further, qualified equity does not include funds used to redeem or repay
governmental obligations. Qualified equity finances a project under the same plan of
financing that includes the applicable obligations if the qualified equity pays for capital
expenditures of the project on a date that is no earlier than a date on which such
expenditures would be eligible for reimbursement by proceeds of the applicable
obligations (regardless of whether the applicable obligations are reimbursement
obligations) and, except for a reasonable retainage, no later than the date on which the
“measurement period” begins.
Under the Treasury Regulations, the Issuer has flexibility to identify one or more
“eligible mixed-use projects” financed with the Obligations, and accordingly to obtain the
favorable treatment afforded by this rule. The Issuer acknowledges that, if it desires to
do so, it is advisable to formally identify such “eligible mixed-used project or projects”
on the date of issuance and to maintain records relating to the reasonably expected and
actual qualified equity payments for such project or projects, including the dates on
which payments are made.
(k)
Application of private activity bond tests to refunding bonds. In general,
an issuer may apply the private activity bond requirements without regard to any private
business use of property financed with the refunded bonds prior to the issue date of the
refunding bonds. If, however, the property financed with the refunded bonds had too
much private business use during the actual period that the refunded bonds were
outstanding, then the issuer is required to apply the private activity bond tests by treating
the refunding bonds and the refunded bonds as a single combined issue. The combined
issue rule must be applied if the refunded bonds met the private business use test by
using a measurement period beginning on the issue date of the refunded bonds and
ending on the issue date of the refunding bonds. The combined issue rule is required
only for refunded bonds issued after May 16, 1997. The combined issue rule applies for
purposes of the private business test and the private security or payment test.
Section 5.02 Restrictions on investments.
(a)
In general. The Code and the Regulations contain restrictions on how
gross proceeds of tax-exempt obligations may be invested. These restrictions are
intended, with limited exceptions, to remove incentives for issuers to issue tax-exempt
obligations to earn an investment profit.
(b)
General description of yield restriction rules. The “yield restriction” rules
generally prohibit the investment of proceeds of the Obligations at a yield that is
materially higher than the Bond Yield. A number of exceptions apply to these rules.
The rules generally do not require that each separate investment be yield restricted.
Rather, in general, all yield-restricted Nonpurpose Investments are considered together
as a single investment to determine whether the investment yield is too high.
(c)
Yield restriction rules apply after the Closing Date. The Issuer must
expect as of the Closing Date that the yield restriction rules will be met. In addition, the
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Issuer cannot take an intentional action after the Obligations are issued that causes the
yield restriction rules to be violated.
(d)
General description of rebate rules. The rebate rules apply in many cases
to prevent issuers from keeping investment profit on those investments that are not
subject to yield restriction (such as amounts held in a reasonably required reserve fund
for the issue). The general rule is that every 5 years and at the retirement of the last
Obligation the Issuer must pay to the United States the difference between the amount
earned on all investments allocable to gross proceeds of the Obligations subject to rebate
and the amount that would have been earned if those gross proceeds had been invested at
the Bond Yield. The rebate rules and the exceptions to rebate are described in greater
detail in Section 5.03.
(e)
Relationship between yield restriction and rebate rules. Rebate applies in
addition to yield restriction. Both rules apply to tax-exempt obligations after they are
issued, although in most cases the rebate rules are more likely to require additional
computations. The computational rules that apply to rebate and yield restriction are in
many ways the same, but the rules apply to investments that are in many cases not
exactly the same. For example, the yield restriction rules apply by looking at the
investment yield only on investments that must be yield restricted. The rebate rules, on
the other hand, apply by looking at the investment yield on all Nonpurpose Investments,
unless an exception or special rule applies.
(f)
Tax-Exempt Obligation exception. To the extent that any gross proceeds
are invested in Tax-Exempt Obligations (which generally do not include obligations
subject to the alternative minimum tax imposed on individuals pursuant to Section 55 of
the Code), the earnings thereon are not subject to the yield restriction or rebate
requirements. For example, if 100% of the gross proceeds of an issue are continually
invested in Tax-Exempt Obligations, then there would be no rebate requirement for the
issue.
(g)
Yield reduction payments. The regulations permit an issuer to accomplish
yield restriction in certain limited cases by making yield reduction payments to the
United States. However, the amount of these yield reduction payments may in some
cases be higher than the rebate amount, because the yield restriction rules may apply to a
different class of Nonpurpose Investments than the rebate rules. For this reason, it may
be advisable in certain instances (such as in certain cases when it is certain that no gross
proceeds will qualify for an exception from rebate) for an issuer to waive its right to
invest proceeds at a higher yield.
(h)
Bond Yield. In this case, the Bond Yield is calculated based upon
expected debt service payments on the Obligations (including amounts treated as
interest, such as qualified guarantee fees). The yield on a fixed yield issue (such as the
Obligations) is generally not required to be recalculated after the date of issuance except
under certain limited circumstances. Generally, a recomputation is required upon
changes in hedging transactions (for example, the purchase or termination of a swap or
cap agreement associated with the Obligations) or upon transfers of rights associated
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with the Obligations (for example, the sale of a call option). The actual rules for
computing the Bond Yield are complex. If the Bond Yield must be calculated or
recalculated, then the Issuer should consult an expert, such as Bond Counsel.
(i)
Gross proceeds. The arbitrage rules apply to gross proceeds of the
Obligations. Based upon the representations made by the Issuer in this Certificate, the
only gross proceeds of the Obligations that will remain unspent after the Closing Date
will be the moneys and investments in the Funds and Accounts. If, contrary to the
expectations described in this Certificate, moneys or investments are pledged or
otherwise set aside for payment of principal of or interest on the Obligations, then such
amounts may also become allocable to gross proceeds of the Obligations, even if those
amounts are not held in the Funds and Accounts. The Issuer should consult with Bond
Counsel if this occurs.
(j)
Purchase and sale of Nonpurpose Investments. All purchases and sales of
investments using gross proceeds of the Obligations must be made in arm’s-length
transactions in a manner that does not reduce investment yield. Investment decisions
(other than the decision to invest in Tax-Exempt Obligations to avoid yield restriction
and rebate) must be made on the basis of normal investment criteria of safety, yield, and
when the money will be needed. All yields must be market yields. Special safe harbor
rules apply to the purchase of guaranteed investment contracts and certificates of
deposit. Money that is gross proceeds of the Obligations must not be allowed to remain
uninvested except for small amounts or for short periods of time.
Section 5.03 The rebate requirement.
(a)
In general. This section does not describe how to determine the amount to
be rebated to the United States. Due to the complexity involved, the Issuer should
consult with an expert, such as Bond Counsel, to determine rebate.
(b)
General rule. Except in the case of certain exceptions described below,
every five years and at the retirement of the last Obligation the Issuer must determine
and pay (as described below) to the United States the difference (the “excess earnings”)
between the amount earned on all investments and reinvestments of gross proceeds of
the Obligations (the “actual earnings”) and the amount that would have been earned if
the gross proceeds of the Obligations subject to rebate had been invested at the Bond
Yield (the “allowable earnings”). Earnings to be taken into account are not determined
under normal tax accounting principles. In addition to taking into account earnings
received (either actually or constructively), receipts with respect to investments that have
not been liquidated are computed by assuming that such investments are, in effect,
converted to cash as of each Computation Date (as such dates are described below). The
“cash value” of investments determined in this matter is subject to many special rules.
Under many circumstances, the “market value” of an investment may be used. The
application of these rules is complex and requires a comprehensive understanding of the
rebate regulations.
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(c)
Phantom income. With certain exceptions, amounts paid for
administrative costs are not treated as increasing earnings for purposes of rebate
calculations. Administrative costs that do not increase earnings are reasonable, direct
administrative costs, other than carrying costs, and with certain exceptions, generally
include brokerage commissions for the purchase of investment agreements and
separately stated brokerage or selling commissions (but not legal and accounting fees,
record keeping, custody, and similar costs and expenses).
(d)
Computation Dates. Each determination of excess earnings should be
made as of a “Computation Date.” The Computation Date should be the same date in
each calendar year (except that the final Computation Date will be the date on which the
last Obligation is retired). As indicated above, a Computation Date is required at least
every five years. The first Computation Date must be on or before the fifth anniversary
of the issuance of the Obligations. Excess earnings are determined by comparing actual
earnings as of a Computation Date with allowable earnings as of the same date.
Allowable earnings are determined as of each Computation Date using the Bond Yield.
If the Bond Yield decreases as of a particular Computation Date, then rebate (or
additional rebate) may be due with respect to investments that have previously matured,
even if the proceeds of those investments were previously spent.
(e)
Bona Fide Debt Service Fund exception to the General Rule. Based upon
the representations and agreements in this Certificate and the terms of the Obligations,
the earnings on investments in the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund will not be subject to
rebate for a Bond Year if the gross earnings on the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund during
the Bond Year are less than $100,000. As provided in Section 1.148-3(k) of the
Regulations, the annual gross earnings on the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund may be
treated as being less than $100,000 if the average annual debt service on the Bonds does
not exceed $2,500,000.
(f)
Six-month exception to the general rule. If during the period beginning on
the Closing Date and ending on the date that is six months after the Closing Date (the
“Six-Month Date”), all gross proceeds of the Obligations (other than “Specified Gross
Proceeds of the Obligations”) are expended for the governmental purposes of the
Obligations, except for an amount that does not exceed 5% of the sale proceeds of the
Obligations and that is expended within 1 year after the Closing Date for the
governmental purposes of the Obligations, then the gross proceeds of the Obligations
may be treated under Section 148(f)(4)(B) of the Code as being exempt from rebate,
provided that (i) such exemption does not apply to any Specified Gross Proceeds of the
Obligations, and (ii) the rebate requirement is met for amounts not required to be spent
within the above period (except for earnings on the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund that
are otherwise exempt from rebate). For this purpose (1) “Specified Gross Proceeds of
the Obligations” includes (A) amounts held in the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund, and
(B) amounts that, as of the date of issuance of the Obligations, are not reasonably
expected to be gross proceeds of the Obligations but that become gross proceeds of the
Obligations after the Six-Month Date, and (2) expenditures for the governmental
purposes of the Obligations include payments of interest on, but not principal of, the
Obligations, and for principal of, or interest on, the Refunded Obligations. Any
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Specified Gross Proceeds of the Obligations in the Bona Fide Debt Service Fund are
exempt from rebate to the extent described above.
(g)
Expenditure exceptions to the general rule for the new money portion
consisting of Allocated Premium. Additional exceptions to the rebate requirement may
apply to the portion of the Obligations that consists of new money bonds (which
corresponds to the Allocated Premium). Such exceptions may apply if spendable
proceeds are spent according to designated schedules within 18 months or two years of
the Closing Date.
(h)
Rebate Payments. Within 60 days after the Computation Date that is the
end of the fifth Bond Year and every fifth Bond Year thereafter, at least 90% of the
excess earnings and all earnings on the excess earnings (net of an appropriate credit
depending on whether unexpended gross proceeds continue to exist) must be paid to the
United States. Within 60 days of after the last Obligation is retired, all excess earnings
and all earnings on the excess earnings (net of available credits) must be paid to the
United States. Payments are required to be accompanied by a Form 8038-T, which must
be signed by the Issuer.
Section 5.04 No federal guarantee.
The Code provides that interest on the Obligations will not be tax-exempt if the
Obligations are “federally guaranteed.” In general, the Obligations will be federally guaranteed
if the payment of debt service on the Obligations is directly or indirectly guaranteed (in whole or
in part) by the United States (or any agency or instrumentality of the United States). This
prohibition restricts how proceeds of the Obligations may be invested as well as how they may
be secured by guarantees. In general, the restrictions on federally-guaranteed investments do not
apply to amounts invested (i) at unrestricted yield for an initial temporary period, (ii) in a bona
fide debt service fund, (iii) in a reasonably required reserve fund, (iv) in obligations issued by the
United States Treasury, or (v) in a refunding escrow. These restrictions on security and
investment of gross proceeds apply as long as the Obligations are outstanding.
Section 5.05 Recordkeeping requirements.
The IRS Tax Exempt Bond Program has made publicly available an information
release stating that issuers and borrowers of tax-exempt obligations should maintain detailed
records to support compliance with federal income tax requirements. According to the
information release, the records that should be maintained include, but are not limited to:
(a)
basic records relating to the transaction (including the resolution, the tax
certificate, and the bond counsel opinion);
(b)
documentation evidencing expenditure of proceeds of the Prior
Obligations;
(c)
documentation evidencing use of the financed or refinanced property by
public and private persons (for example, copies of management contracts and service
agreements), including documentation evidencing all sources of payment and security
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for the Obligations, which includes any payments received by the Issuer, directly or
indirectly, with respect to any Financed Property, including any grants, other than taxes
of general application, and any agreements between the Issuer and any recipients of
grants or other user of proceeds requiring payments to the Issuer, directly or indirectly,
of any kind;
(d)
documentation pertaining to any investment of proceeds of the obligations
(including the purchase and sale of securities, subscriptions for United States Treasury
securities - state and local government series, yield calculations for each class of
investments, actual investment income received from the investment of proceeds,
guaranteed investment contracts, and rebate calculations).
The information release states that all material records should be maintained until 3 years after
the retirement of the last obligation of the issue. In the case of a refunding issue, the information
release states that certain information relating to the original new money issue should also be
retained until 3 years after the retirement of the last obligation of the refunding issue.
ARTICLE VI
MODIFICATION, ENFORCEABILITY,
AND ADMINISTRATION OF THIS CERTIFICATE
Section 6.01 Modifications to this Certificate; no continuing advice.
Notwithstanding any other provision in this Certificate, the conclusions,
directions, and agreements contained in this Certificate may be, and shall be deemed, modified to
the extent the Issuer secures an opinion of Bond Counsel that any action required hereunder is no
longer required or that some further action is required in order to maintain or assure the
exclusion of interest on the Obligations from gross income for federal income tax purposes.
Bond Counsel is not expected or obligated to provide continuing advice or opinions with respect
to the Obligations, except to the extent that Bond Counsel agrees to do so in a writing separate
from this Certificate.
Section 6.02 Termination.
Except as described in the following sentence, the agreements of the Issuer set
forth herein shall terminate after the last Obligation is retired and all amounts required to satisfy
Section 148(f) of the Code have been paid to the United States. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the agreements made in Section 3.06 (relating to maintaining records) shall not terminate until
three years after the April 15th of the calendar year immediately following the date on which the
last Obligation is retired, or for such other period as the United States Treasury may, by
regulations or rulings, provide.
Section 6.03 Severability.
If any clause, provision, or section of this Certificate is ruled invalid by any court
of competent jurisdiction, then the invalidity of that clause, provision, or section shall not affect
any of the remaining clauses, provisions or sections of this Certificate.
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Section 6.04 References to Code sections.
Each reference to a section of the Code in this Certificate includes a reference to
the final and temporary Regulations promulgated under that section.
Section 6.05 Headings.
The headings in this Certificate are inserted for convenience only and shall not in
any way affect the meaning or interpretation of the text of this Certificate.
Section 6.06 Reasonable expectations; authority to execute this Certificate.
To the best of the undersigned’s knowledge, information, and belief, the
expectations set forth above are reasonable, and there are no other facts, estimates, or
circumstances that would materially change such expectations. The undersigned has been duly
authorized and directed to execute and deliver this Certificate on behalf of the Issuer.

[Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have executed this Tax Certificate in my official capacity
effective as of the date first written above.
CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

By:
Title: Finance Director

[Signature Page to Tax Certificate]
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EXHIBIT A
UNDERWRITER CERTIFICATE
The undersigned, on behalf of Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated (“Baird”),
hereby certifies as set forth below with respect to the sale and issuance of the $7,615,000 City of
Green Bay, Wisconsin General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020D (the “Obligations”):
1.
Sale of the Obligations. The Underwriter offered the Obligations to the
Public in a bona fide public offering for purchase at the respective initial offering prices listed
in Schedule A on or before the Sale Date. A copy of the pricing wire or equivalent
communication for the Obligations is attached to this certificate as Schedule B.
As of the date of this certificate, for the 2021 through and including 2025
Maturities, and the 2030 Maturity, the first price at which at least 10% of such Maturity of the
Obligations was sold to the Public is the respective price listed in Schedule A.
As set forth in the Bond Purchase Agreement, Baird has agreed in writing that
(i) for the 2026 through and including 2029 Maturities identified in Schedule A, it would neither
offer nor sell any of the Obligations of such Maturity to any person at a price that is higher than
the Initial Offering Price for such Maturity during the Holding Period for such Maturity (the
“hold-the-offering-price rule”), and (ii) any selling group agreement shall contain the
agreement of each dealer who is a member of the selling group, and any retail distribution
agreement shall contain the agreement of each broker-dealer who is a party to the retail
distribution agreement, to comply with the hold-the-offering-price rule. Pursuant to such
agreement, no Underwriter (as defined below) has offered or sold any Maturity of the Bonds at a
price that is higher than the respective Initial Offering Price for that Maturity of the Bonds during
the Holding Period.
2.

Defined Terms.

(a)

Issuer means the City of Green Bay, Wisconsin.

(b)
Maturity means Obligations with the same credit and payment terms.
Obligations with different maturity dates, or Obligations with the same maturity date but
different stated interest rates, are treated as separate Maturities.
(c)
Public means any person (including an individual, trust, estate,
partnership, association, company, or corporation) other than an Underwriter or a related party to
an Underwriter. The term “related party” for purposes of this certificate generally means any
two or more persons who have greater than 50 percent common ownership, directly or indirectly.
Set forth in Schedule C is a list of all persons who were underwriters at any time from the Sale
Date through the date of this certificate.
(d)
Sale Date means August 18, 2020; the first day on which there was a
binding contract in writing for the sale of a Maturity of the Obligations.
(e)
Tax Certificate means the Tax Certificate dated as of August 31, 2020
executed by the Issuer in connection with the issuance of the Obligations.
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(f)
Underwriter means (i) Baird and any other person that agrees pursuant to
a written contract with the Issuer (or with the lead underwriter to form an underwriting
syndicate) to participate in the initial sale of the Obligations to the Public, and (ii) any person
that agrees pursuant to a written contract directly or indirectly with a person described in clause
(i) of this paragraph to participate in the initial sale of the Obligations to the Public (including a
member of a selling group or a party to a retail distribution agreement participating in the initial
sale of the Obligations to the Public).
(g)
“Holding Period means, for the 2026 through and including 2029
Maturities, the period starting on the Sale Date and ending on the earlier of (i) the close of the
fifth business day after the Sale Date, or (ii) the date on which Baird has sold at least 10% of
such Maturity of the Obligations to the Public at prices that are no higher than the Initial
Offering Price for such Maturity.
The representations set forth in this certificate are limited to factual matters only.
Nothing in this certificate represents Baird’s interpretation of any laws, including specifically
Sections 103 and 148 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, and the Treasury
Regulations thereunder. The undersigned understands that the foregoing information will be
relied upon by the Issuer for purposes of complying with the federal income tax rules that apply
to the Obligations, including making certain of the representations set forth in the Tax
Certificate, and by Foley & Lardner LLP in connection with (i) rendering its opinion that the
interest on the Obligations is excluded from gross income for federal income tax purposes, (ii)
the preparation of the Internal Revenue Service Form 8038-G, and (iii) other federal income tax
advice that it may give to the Issuer from time to time relating to the Obligations.
Dated: August 31, 2020
ROBERT W. BAIRD & CO. INCORPORATED

By:
Title:
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Schedule A
Initial Offering Prices;
First Prices at which at least 10% were Sold
[Attached]
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Schedule B
Pricing Wire or Equivalent Communication
[Attached]
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Schedule C
List of all Persons who were Underwriters at any time
from the Sale Date through the Date Hereof
Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
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EXHIBIT B
BOND YIELD
[See Attached]
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COMMON COUNCIL
OF THE
CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
August 18, 2020

Resolution No. __________

A Resolution Authorizing and Providing for the Sale and Issuance of
$2,075,000 Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020E,
and All Related Details

RECITALS
The Common Council (the “Governing Body”) of the City of Green Bay,
Wisconsin (the “Issuer”) makes the following findings and determinations:
1.
The Issuer needs funds for the purpose of financing the current refunding
of the Issuer’s $2,000,000 Certificate of Indebtedness, dated November 20, 2018, which was
issued to the State of Wisconsin Board of Commissioners of Public Lands (the “Refunding”).
2.
On July 21, 2020, the Governing Body adopted an initial resolution
authorizing the sale and issuance of taxable general obligation refunding bonds of the Issuer in
the principal amount of not to exceed $2,085,000 for the purpose of the Refunding.
3.
The Governing Body now wishes to borrow the funds needed for the
Refunding by selling and issuing its $2,075,000 Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds,
Series 2020E (the “Obligations”) pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 67 of the Wisconsin
Statutes.
4.
The Issuer has taken all actions required by law and has the power to sell
and issue the Obligations.
5.
The Governing Body is adopting this resolution to sell the Obligations and
provide for their issuance upon the terms and conditions set forth in this resolution.
RESOLUTIONS
The Governing Body resolves as follows:
Section 1.

Definitions.

In addition to the terms defined above, capitalized terms not otherwise defined
herein shall have the meanings set forth below, unless the context clearly requires another
meaning.
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“Book-Entry System” means a system in which no physical distribution of
certificates representing ownership of the Obligations is made to the owners of the Obligations
but instead all outstanding Obligations are registered in the name of a securities depository
appointed by the Issuer, or in the name of such a depository’s nominee, and the depository and
its participants record beneficial ownership and effect transfers of the Obligations electronically.
“Code” means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
“Continuing Disclosure Agreement” means the Continuing Disclosure
Agreement, dated as of the Original Issue Date, to be executed by the Issuer and delivered on the
closing date of the Obligations.
“Debt Service Fund” means the fund created by the Issuer pursuant to
Section 67.11 of the Wisconsin Statutes to provide for the payment of debt service on its general
obligations.
“Debt Service Fund Account” has the meaning set forth in Section 18 hereof.
“Depository” means DTC or any successor appointed by the Issuer and acting as
securities depository for the Obligations.
“DTC” means The Depository Trust Company, New York, New York.
“Fiscal Agent” means Associated Trust Company, National Association, or any
successor fiscal agent appointed by the Issuer to act as authentication agent, paying agent, and
registrar for the Obligations pursuant to Section 67.10 (2) of the Wisconsin Statutes.
“Governing Body” has the meaning set forth in the recitals to this resolution.
“Initial Resolution” has the meaning set forth in the recitals to this resolution.
“Issuer” means the City of Green Bay, Wisconsin.
“Municipal Officers” means the Mayor and the Clerk of the Issuer. These are
the officers required by law to execute general obligations on the Issuer’s behalf.
“Obligations” means the $2,075,000 City of Green Bay, Wisconsin Taxable
General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020E, which will be issued pursuant to this
resolution.
“Original Issue Date” means August 31, 2020.
“Purchase Agreement” means the purchase agreement signed and presented by
the Purchaser to evidence the purchase of the Obligations.
“Purchase Price” means $2,039,825.00, plus payment by the Purchaser on behalf
of the Issuer of $14,425.00 for the costs of issuing the Obligations.
“Purchaser” means Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated, or a group that it leads.
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“Record Date” means the 15th day (whether or not a business day) of the
calendar month just before each regularly scheduled interest payment date for the Obligations.
“Recording Officer” means the Issuer’s Clerk.
“Redemption Date” means August 31, 2020.
“Refunded Bonds” means the Issuer’s $2,000,000 Certificate of Indebtedness,
dated November 20, 2018, which was issued to the State of Wisconsin Board of Commissioners
of Public Lands.
“Refunding” means the refunding of the Refunded Bonds.
“Register” means the register maintained by the Fiscal Agent, in which the Fiscal
Agent records:
(i)

The name and address of the registered owner of each Obligation.

(ii)

All transfers of each Obligation.

“Term Bonds” means the Obligations maturing on April 1 in the years 2032,
2035, and 2038.
“Treasurer” means the Issuer’s Treasurer.
Section 2.

Exhibits.

The attached exhibits are also a part of this resolution as though they were fully
written out in this resolution:
(i)

Exhibit A — Form of Obligation.

(ii)

Exhibit B — Notice to Electors of Sale.

Section 3.

Purposes of Borrowing; Issuance of Obligations.

The Governing Body authorizes the Obligations and orders that they be prepared,
executed, and issued. The Obligations will be fully registered, negotiable, taxable general
obligation refunding bonds of the Issuer in the principal amount of $2,075,000. The Obligations
will be issued pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 67 of the Wisconsin Statutes to pay the costs
of the Refunding and issuing the Obligations (including printing costs and fees for underwriting,
financial consultants, bond counsel, fiscal agent, rating agencies, bond insurance, and
registration, as applicable).
Section 4.

Terms of Obligations.

The Obligations will be named “City of Green Bay, Wisconsin Taxable General
Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020E.” The Obligations will be dated the Original Issue
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Date, even if they are actually issued or executed on another date. Each Obligation will also be
dated the date on which it is authenticated by the Fiscal Agent. That date is its registration date.
The face amount of each Obligation will be $5,000 or any multiple thereof up to
the principal amount authorized for that maturity.
The Obligations will bear interest from the Original Issue Date. Interest will be
payable semiannually on each April 1 and October 1, beginning on April 1, 2021, until the
principal of the Obligations has been paid. Interest on each Obligation will be (i) computed on
the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months and (ii) payable to the entity or person in
whose name the Obligation is registered on the Register at the end of the day on the applicable
Record Date. The Issuer and the Fiscal Agent may treat the entity or person in whose name any
Obligation is registered on the Register as the absolute owner of the Obligation for all purposes
whatsoever under this resolution. The Obligations will be numbered consecutively as may be
required to comply with any applicable rules or customs or as determined by the Municipal
Officers executing the Obligations. The following table shows when the Obligations will mature
and the rate of interest each maturity will bear:
Maturity Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount

Interest Rate

2024

$ 140,000

0.75%

2025

140,000

0.85

2026

140,000

1.00

2027

140,000

1.10

2028

135,000

1.30

2029

135,000

1.45

2032

415,000

1.85

2035

410,000

2.05

2038

420,000

2.25

The principal of, and interest on, the Obligations will be payable in lawful money
of the United States of America.
Section 5.

Refunding of Refunded Bonds.

To provide for the redemption of the Refunded Bonds on the Redemption Date,
the Treasurer is directed to transfer proceeds of the Obligations to the debt service fund account
for the Refunded Bonds. The transfer shall be made on or prior to the Redemption Date. The
amount transferred shall be sufficient, together with all other funds then on deposit in said
account, to pay the amount due on the Refunded Bonds on the Redemption Date.
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Section 6.

Redemption of Refunded Bonds.

Subject to the delivery of the Obligations and the receipt of the Purchase Price for
the Obligations from the Purchaser, the Issuer irrevocably directs that the principal amount of the
Refunded Bonds be redeemed and paid in full in advance of their stated maturity dates on the
Redemption Date. The appropriate officers of the Issuer are directed to instruct the fiscal agent
for the Refunded Bonds to take all actions required to call the Refunded Bonds for redemption
on the Redemption Date, including giving notice in the manner required by the governing
documents for the Refunded Bonds. The Issuer ratifies and approves any action that has been
taken in connection with the Refunding and the redemption of the Refunded Bonds prior to the
date of this resolution.
Section 7.

Fiscal Agent.

The Issuer appoints the Fiscal Agent to act as authentication agent, paying agent,
and registrar for the Obligations. The appropriate officers of the Issuer are directed to enter into
a fiscal agency agreement with the Fiscal Agent on behalf of the Issuer. The fiscal agency
agreement may provide for the Issuer to pay the reasonable and customary charges of the Fiscal
Agent for those services. The fiscal agency agreement shall require the Fiscal Agent to comply
with all applicable federal and state regulations. Among other things, the Fiscal Agent shall
maintain the Register.
Section 8.

Appointment of Depository.

The Issuer appoints DTC to act as securities depository for the Obligations. An
authorized representative of the Issuer has previously executed a blanket issuer letter of
representations with DTC on the Issuer’s behalf, and the Issuer ratifies and approves such
document.
Section 9.

Book-Entry System.

On the date of their initial delivery, the Obligations will be registered in the name
of DTC or its nominee and maintained in a Book-Entry System. If the Issuer’s relationship with
DTC is terminated, then the Issuer may appoint a successor securities depository to maintain the
Book-Entry System.
If on any date the Obligations are not being maintained in a Book-Entry System,
then the Issuer will do the following:
(i)

At its expense, the Issuer will prepare, authenticate, and deliver to the
beneficial owners of the Obligations fully-registered, certificated
Obligations in the denomination of $5,000 or any multiple thereof in the
aggregate principal amount then outstanding. The beneficial owners will
be those shown on the records of the Depository and its direct and indirect
participants.
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(ii)

The Issuer will appoint a fiscal agent to act as authentication agent, paying
agent, and registrar for the Obligations under Section 67.10 (2) of the
Wisconsin Statutes (the Fiscal Agent may be reappointed in this capacity).

Section 10.

Redemption.

The Obligations maturing on and after April 1, 2028 are subject to redemption
before their stated maturity dates, at the Issuer’s option, in whole or in part, in the order of
maturity selected by the Issuer, on April 1, 2027 and on any date thereafter. The redemption
price will be 100% of the principal amount redeemed, plus accrued interest to the redemption
date, and no premium will be paid. If payment of an Obligation called for redemption has been
made or provided for, then interest on the Obligation stops accruing on the stated redemption
date. If less than all outstanding Obligations of a specific maturity are redeemed, then such
Obligations will be redeemed in multiples of $5,000 pursuant to Sections 11 and 12 hereof, and
if a portion, but not all, of a maturity that is subject to mandatory partial redemptions by
operation of a sinking fund (as described below) is being redeemed, then the Issuer will select
the amounts to be redeemed on future Sinking Fund Redemption Dates (as defined below) that
are reduced as a result of the partial redemption.
The Term Bonds are also subject to mandatory partial redemptions prior to their
stated maturity date by operation of a sinking fund. On the following redemption dates (each a
“Sinking Fund Redemption Date”), the Issuer will redeem the following respective principal
amounts (subject to reduction as provided in the immediate preceding paragraph) of the Term
Bonds:
Term Bonds Maturing April 1, 2032
Sinking Fund
Redemption Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount
To be Redeemed

2030
2031
2032 (Stated Maturity)

$140,000
140,000
135,000

Term Bonds Maturing April 1, 2035
Sinking Fund
Redemption Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount
To be Redeemed

2033
2034
2035 (Stated Maturity)
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$135,000
135,000
140,000

Term Bonds Maturing April 1, 2038
Sinking Fund
Redemption Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount
To be Redeemed

2036
2037
2038 (Stated Maturity)

$140,000
140,000
140,000

The redemption price will be 100% of the principal amount redeemed, plus
accrued interest to the Sinking Fund Redemption Date, and no premium will be paid. The
particular Term Bonds to be redeemed will be selected in accordance with Sections 11 and 12
hereof, and the Issuer will give notice of the redemption in the manner stated in said sections.
Section 11.

Manner of Payment/Transfers/Redemption Notices Under
Book-Entry System.

So long as the Obligations are being maintained in a Book-Entry System, the
following provisions apply:
Payment. The Fiscal Agent is directed to pay the principal of, and interest on, the
Obligations by wire or other electronic money transfer to the Depository or its nominee in
accordance with the Depository’s rules that are then in effect.
Transfers. The Obligations are transferable, only upon the Register and only if
the Depository ceases to act as securities depository for the Obligations and the Issuer appoints a
successor securities depository. If that happens, then upon the surrender of the Obligations to the
Fiscal Agent, the Issuer will issue new fully registered Obligations in the same aggregate
principal amount to the successor securities depository, and the Obligations will be recorded as
transferred to the successor securities depository in the Register.
The Fiscal Agent will not be required to make any transfer of the Obligations
(i) during the 15 calendar days before the date of the sending of notice of any proposed
redemption of the Obligations, or (ii) with respect to any particular Obligation, after such
Obligation has been called for redemption.
Partial Redemption. If less than all the Obligations of a particular maturity are to
be redeemed, then the Depository and its direct and indirect participants will select the beneficial
owners of the Obligations to be redeemed. If less than all the principal amount of a specific
maturity is redeemed, then on the redemption date, upon surrender to the Fiscal Agent of the
Obligation, the Issuer will issue one or more new Obligations in the principal amount
outstanding after the redemption.
Notice of Redemption. Notice of the redemption of any of the Obligations will be
sent to the Depository, in the manner required by the Depository, not less than 30, and not more
than 60, days prior to the proposed redemption date. A notice of optional redemption may be
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revoked by sending notice to the Depository, in the manner required by the Depository, not less
than 15 days prior to the proposed optional redemption date.
Section 12.

Manner of Payment/Transfers/Redemption Notices Not Under
Book-Entry System.

If on any date the Obligations are not being maintained in a Book-Entry System,
then the following provisions apply:
Payment. The Fiscal Agent will pay the principal of each Obligation upon its
presentation and surrender on or after its maturity or earlier redemption date at the designated
office of the Fiscal Agent, and the Fiscal Agent will pay, on each interest payment date, the
interest on each Obligation by wire or other electronic money transfer, or by check of the Fiscal
Agent sent by first class mail, to the entity or person in whose name the Obligation is registered
on the Register at the end of the day on the applicable Record Date.
Transfers. Each Obligation is transferable, only upon the Register, for a like
aggregate principal amount of the same maturity and interest rate in denominations of $5,000 or
any multiple thereof. A transfer may be requested by the registered owner in person or by a
person with a written power of attorney. The Obligation shall be surrendered to the Fiscal
Agent, together with a written instrument of transfer satisfactory to the Fiscal Agent signed by
the registered owner or by the person with the written power of attorney. The Issuer will issue
one or more new fully registered Obligations in the same aggregate principal amount to the
transferee or transferees, as applicable, in exchange for the surrendered Obligations and upon the
payment of a charge sufficient to reimburse the Issuer or the Fiscal Agent for any tax, fee, or
other governmental charge required to be paid with respect to such registration.
The Fiscal Agent will not be required to make any transfer of the Obligations
(i) during the 15 calendar day period before the date of the sending of notice of any proposed
redemption of the Obligations, or (ii) with respect to any particular Obligation, after the
Obligation has been called for redemption.
Partial Redemptions. If less than all the Obligations of a particular maturity are
to be redeemed, then the Issuer or the Fiscal Agent will randomly select the Obligations to be
redeemed. If an Obligation has been called for redemption but less than the entire principal
amount thereof is redeemed, then on or after the redemption date, upon surrender of the
Obligation to the Fiscal Agent, the Issuer will issue a new Obligation in the principal amount
outstanding after the redemption.
Notice of Redemption. Notice of the redemption of any of the Obligations shall
be sent by first class mail, not less than 30, and not more than 60, days before the redemption
date to the registered owners of the Obligations to be redeemed at the respective addresses set
forth in the Register. A notice of optional redemption may be revoked by sending a notice by
first class mail, not less than 15 days prior to the proposed optional redemption date to the
registered owners of the Obligations which have been called for optional redemption.
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Section 13.

Form of Obligations.

The Obligations shall be in substantially the form shown in Exhibit A.
Omissions, insertions, or variations are permitted if they are deemed necessary or desirable and
are consistent with this resolution or any supplemental resolution. The Issuer may cause the
approving opinion of bond counsel to be printed or reproduced on the Obligations.
Section 14.

Execution of Obligations.

The Obligations shall be signed by the persons who are the Municipal Officers on
the date on which the Obligations are signed. The Obligations shall be sealed with the Issuer’s
corporate seal (or a facsimile), if the Issuer has one, and they shall also be authenticated by the
manual signature of an authorized representative of the Fiscal Agent.
The Obligations will be valid and binding even if before they are delivered any
person whose signature appears on the Obligations is no longer living or is no longer the person
authorized to sign the Obligations. In that event, the Obligations will have the same effect as if
the person were living or were still the person authorized to sign the Obligations.
A facsimile signature may be used as long as at least one signature of a Municipal
Officer is a manual signature or the Fiscal Agent’s certificate of authentication has a manual
signature. If a facsimile signature is used, then it will be treated as the officer’s own signature.
Section 15.

Continuing Disclosure.

The appropriate officers of the Issuer are authorized and directed to sign the
Continuing Disclosure Agreement, and the Issuer agrees to comply with its terms.
Section 16.

Sale of Obligations.

The Issuer awards the sale of the Obligations to the Purchaser at the Purchase
Price, plus any accrued interest from the Original Issue Date to the date of delivery of the
Obligations. The Issuer approves and accepts the Purchase Agreement. The Municipal Officers
are directed (i) to sign the Purchase Agreement in the Issuer’s name and (ii) to take any
additional actions needed to complete the sale of the Obligations, including arranging for a
specific date, time, and location of closing of the sale.
The Municipal Officers are directed to sign the Obligations and to arrange for
delivery of the Obligations to the Purchaser in accordance with the Purchase Agreement and this
resolution. The Obligations may be delivered to the Purchaser upon payment by the Purchaser of
the Purchase Price, plus any accrued interest, as required by this resolution.
Unless waived by the Purchaser, the delivery of the Obligations is conditioned
upon the Issuer furnishing the following items to the Purchaser:
(i)

The Obligations, together with the written, unqualified approving opinion
of the law firm of Foley & Lardner LLP, bond counsel, evidencing the
legality of the Obligations.
-9-
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(ii)

A transcript of the proceedings relating to the issuance of the Obligations.

(iii)

A certificate showing that no litigation has been threatened or is pending
that would affect the legality of the Obligations or the right of the Issuer to
issue them at the time of their delivery.

Section 17.

General Obligation Pledge; Tax Levy.

For the prompt payment of the principal of, and interest on, the Obligations, the
Issuer irrevocably pledges its full faith and credit. The Issuer hereby levies upon all taxable
property in its territory a direct, annual, and irrepealable tax in an amount sufficient to pay, and
for the express purpose of paying, the interest on the Obligations as it falls due and also to pay
and discharge the principal of the Obligations at maturity.
This tax shall be carried from year to year into the Issuer’s tax roll. It shall be
collected in addition to all other taxes and in the same manner and at the same time as all other
taxes. The amount of this tax that is carried into the Issuer’s tax roll may be reduced in any year
by the amount of any surplus money in the Debt Service Fund Account available to pay debt
service on the Obligations for such year. The tax for each year the levy is made will be in the
following amounts:

Levy Year

Debt Service
Amount Due in
Following Year

2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2031
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037

$ 37,389.38
34,425.00
34,425.00
173,900.00
172,780.00
171,485.00
170,015.00
163,367.50
161,511.25
164,237.50
161,647.50
154,103.75
151,471.25
148,703.75
150,885.00
147,875.00
144,725.00
141,575.00
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Section 18.

Debt Service Fund Account.

The Issuer shall create a separate account within the Debt Service Fund solely for
the Obligations (the “Debt Service Fund Account”), which shall be maintained and
administered as provided in Section 67.11 of the Wisconsin Statutes. The Treasurer is directed
to keep the proceeds of the taxes levied under this resolution, when they are collected, in the
Debt Service Fund Account. Any accrued interest received on the date of delivery of the
Obligations, and the premium, if any, paid to the Issuer by the Purchaser in excess of the stated
principal amount of the Obligations shall be deposited into the Debt Service Fund Account and
used to pay interest on the Obligations. If the money in the Debt Service Fund Account is
insufficient to make a payment of principal of, or interest on, the Obligations on a date on which
such a payment is due, then the Issuer will promptly provide the necessary funds to make the
payment from other available sources.
Section 19.

Borrowed Money Fund.

The sale proceeds of the Obligations (not including any accrued interest or
premium received) shall be deposited and kept by the Treasurer in a separate fund. The fund
shall be designated with both the name of the Obligations and the name Borrowed Money Fund
(the “Borrowed Money Fund”). Money in the Borrowed Money Fund, including any earnings,
shall be (a) used to pay the costs of the Refunding, the costs of issuing the Obligations, and the
costs of investing amounts in the Borrowed Money Fund, or (b) transferred to the Debt Service
Fund Account as provided by law.
Section 20.

Official Statement.

The Issuer ratifies and approves the preliminary offering document prepared and
distributed in connection with the sale and issuance of the Obligations, and the Issuer authorizes
and directs the final version of such document (the “Official Statement”) to be prepared prior to
the issuance of the Obligations; provided, however, that the Official Statement shall be
substantially in the form submitted to this meeting, with such modifications as the Municipal
Officers approve. The Municipal Officers are directed to deliver copies of the Official Statement
to the Purchaser and, if the Purchaser requests, execute one or more copies on behalf of the
Issuer. Execution and delivery of the Official Statement will conclusively evidence the approval
of the Municipal Officers.
Section 21.

Publication of Notice.

The Recording Officer is directed to publish notice that the Issuer has agreed to
sell the Obligations. The notice shall be published in the Issuer’s official newspaper as a class 1
notice under Chapter 985 of the Wisconsin Statutes promptly after the execution of the Purchase
Agreement. The notice shall be in substantially the form shown in Exhibit B. The Recording
Officer shall obtain proof, in affidavit form, of the publication, and shall compare the notice as
published with the attached form to make sure that no mistake was made in publication.
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Section 22.

Authorization of Officers.

The appropriate officers of the Issuer are directed to prepare and furnish the
following items to the Purchaser and the attorneys approving the legality of the Obligations:
(i)

Certified copies of proceedings and records of the Issuer relating to the
Obligations and to the financial condition and affairs of the Issuer.

(ii)

Other affidavits, certificates, and information that may be required to show
the facts about the legality of the Obligations, as such facts appear on the
books and records under the officer’s custody or control or as are
otherwise known to the officer.

All certified copies, affidavits, certificates, and information furnished for such purpose will be
representations of the Issuer as to the facts they present.
Section 23.

Further Authorization.

The Issuer authorizes its officers, attorneys, and other agents or employees to do
all acts required of them to carry out the purposes of this resolution.
Section 24.

Conflict with Prior Acts.

In case any part of a prior action of the Governing Body conflicts with this
resolution, that part of the prior action is hereby rescinded.
Section 25.

Severability of Invalid Provisions.

If a court holds any provision of this resolution to be illegal or invalid, then the
illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provision of this resolution.
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Section 26.

Effective Date.

This resolution takes effect upon its adoption and approval in the manner
provided by law.
**********
Adopted:

August 18, 2020

Approved:

August __, 2020

Mayor

Clerk
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EXHIBIT A
FORM OF OBLIGATION
Unless this certificate is presented by an authorized representative of The Depository Trust Company, a New York corporation
(“DTC”), to the Issuer or its agent for registration of transfer, exchange, or payment, and any certificate issued is registered in the
name of Cede & Co. or in such other name as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC (and any payment is made to
Cede & Co. or to such other entity as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC), ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE, OR
OTHER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR OTHERWISE BY OR TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL inasmuch as the registered
owner hereof, Cede & Co., has an interest herein.

STATE OF WISCONSIN
CITY OF GREEN BAY
No. R-___

Registered
$_______________
TAXABLE GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BOND, SERIES 2020E

Interest
Rate

Maturity
Date

Original
Issue Date

CUSIP

_____%

April 1, 20__

August 31, 2020

392641 ___

REGISTERED OWNER:

CEDE & CO.

PRINCIPAL AMOUNT:

___________________________________________ DOLLARS

THE CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN (herein called the “Issuer”), hereby
acknowledges itself to owe, and for value received promises to pay the Principal Amount to the
Registered Owner on the Maturity Date, and to pay interest on the Principal Amount from the
Original Issue Date at the annual rate of the Interest Rate. Interest is due semiannually on each
April 1 and October 1, beginning on April 1, 2021, until the Principal Amount has been paid.
Interest is computed on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months.
This Obligation is one of a duly authorized issue of bonds (the “Obligations”) of
the Issuer of an aggregate principal amount of $2,075,000, all of like tenor, except as to
denomination, interest rate, maturity date, and redemption provisions, issued by the Issuer
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 67 of the Wisconsin Statutes, and is authorized by (1) an
initial resolution adopted by the governing body of the Issuer on July 21, 2020, and (2) the
resolution duly adopted by the governing body of the Issuer on August 18, 2020, entitled: “A
Resolution Authorizing and Providing for the Sale and Issuance of $2,075,000 Taxable General
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Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020E , and All Related Details” (the “Resolution”). The
Obligations are issuable only in the form of fully registered bonds.
On the date of their initial delivery, the Obligations will be maintained in a system
in which no physical distribution of certificates representing ownership of the Obligations is
made to the owners of the Obligations but instead all outstanding Obligations are registered in
the name of a securities depository appointed by the Issuer (a “Depository”), or in the name of
the Depository’s nominee, and the Depository and its participants record beneficial ownership
and effect transfers of the Obligations electronically (a “Book-Entry System”). So long as the
Obligations are maintained in a Book-Entry System, then the principal of, and interest on, this
Obligation will be paid by wire or other electronic money transfer to the Depository or its
nominee in accordance with the Depository’s rules that are then in effect by Associated Trust
Company, National Association, or any successor fiscal agent appointed by the Issuer under
Section 67.10 (2) of the Wisconsin Statutes (the “Fiscal Agent”), which will act as
authentication agent, paying agent, and registrar for the Obligations.
If on any date the Obligations are not being maintained in a Book-Entry System,
then (i) the principal of this Obligation will be paid by the Fiscal Agent upon its presentation and
surrender on or after its maturity date or earlier redemption date at the designated office of the
Fiscal Agent, and (ii) the interest on this Obligation will be paid by the Fiscal Agent, on each
interest payment date, by wire or other electronic money transfer, or by check of the Fiscal Agent
sent by first class mail, to the entity or person in whose name this Obligation is registered on the
register (the “Register”) maintained by the Fiscal Agent at the end of the day on the 15th day
(whether or not a business day) of the calendar month just before each regularly scheduled
interest payment date (the “Record Date”). The Issuer and the Fiscal Agent may treat the entity
or person in whose name this Obligation is registered on the Register as the absolute owner of
this Obligation for all purposes.
The principal of, and interest on, this Obligation is payable in lawful money of the
United States of America. For the prompt payment of the principal of and interest on this
Obligation, the Issuer has irrevocably pledged its full faith and credit. The Issuer has levied
upon all taxable property in its territory a direct, annual, and irrepealable tax sufficient in amount
to pay, and for the express purpose of paying, the interest on this Obligation as it falls due and
the principal of this Obligation on the Maturity Date.
The Obligations maturing on and after April 1, 2028 are subject to redemption
before their stated maturity dates, at the Issuer’s option, in whole or in part, in the order of
maturity selected by the Issuer, on April 1, 2027 and on any date thereafter. The redemption
price will be 100% of the principal amount redeemed, plus accrued interest to the redemption
date, and no premium will be paid. If payment of an Obligation called for redemption has been
made or provided for, then interest on the Obligation stops accruing on the stated redemption
date. If less than all outstanding Obligations of a specific maturity are redeemed, then such
Obligations will be redeemed in multiples of $5,000 as set forth below, and if a portion, but not
all, of a maturity that is subject to mandatory partial redemptions by operation of a sinking fund
(as described below) is being redeemed, then the Issuer will select the amounts to be redeemed
on future Sinking Fund Redemption Dates (as defined below) that are reduced as a result of the
partial redemption.
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The Obligations maturing on April 1 in the years 2032, 2035, and 2038 (the
“Term Bonds”) are also subject to mandatory partial redemptions prior to their stated maturity
date by operation of a sinking fund. On the following redemption dates (each a “Sinking Fund
Redemption Date”), the Issuer will redeem the following respective principal amounts (subject
to reduction as provided in the immediate preceding paragraph) of the Term Bonds:
Term Bonds Maturing April 1, 2032
Sinking Fund
Redemption Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount
To be Redeemed

2030
2031
2032 (Stated Maturity)

$140,000
140,000
135,000

Term Bonds Maturing April 1, 2035
Sinking Fund
Redemption Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount
To be Redeemed

2033
2034
2035 (Stated Maturity)

$135,000
135,000
140,000

Term Bonds Maturing April 1, 2038
Sinking Fund
Redemption Date
(April 1)

Principal Amount
To be Redeemed

2036
2037
2038 (Stated Maturity)

$140,000
140,000
140,000

The redemption price will be 100% of the principal amount redeemed, plus
accrued interest to the Sinking Fund Redemption Date, and no premium will be paid. The
particular Term Bonds to be redeemed will be selected as described below, and the Issuer will
give notice of the redemption in the manner described below.
So long as the Obligations are being maintained in a Book-Entry System, the
following provisions apply:
Transfers. The Obligations are transferable, only upon the Register and only if
the Depository ceases to act as securities depository for the Obligations and the
Issuer appoints a successor securities depository. If that happens, then upon the
surrender of the Obligations to the Fiscal Agent, the Issuer will issue new fully
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registered Obligations in the same aggregate principal amount to the successor
securities depository and the Obligations will be recorded as transferred to the
successor securities depository in the Register.
The Fiscal Agent will not be required to make any transfer of the Obligations
(i) during the 15 calendar days before the date of the sending of notice of any
proposed redemption of the Obligations, or (ii) with respect to any particular
Obligation, after such Obligation has been called for redemption.
Partial Redemption. If less than all the Obligations of a particular maturity are to
be redeemed, then the Depository and its direct and indirect participants will
select the beneficial owners of the Obligations to be redeemed. If an Obligation
has been called for redemption but less than all the principal amount of a specific
maturity is redeemed, then on or after the redemption date and upon surrender of
the Obligation to the Fiscal Agent, the Issuer will issue one or more new
Obligations in the principal amount outstanding after the redemption.
Notice of Redemption. Notice of the redemption of any of the Obligations will be
sent to the Depository, in the manner required by the Depository, not less than 30,
and not more than 60, days prior to the proposed redemption date. A notice of
optional redemption may be revoked by sending notice to the Depository, in the
manner required by the Depository, not less than 15 days prior to the proposed
optional redemption date.
If on any date the Obligations are not being maintained in a Book-Entry System,
then the following provisions apply:
Transfers. Each Obligation is transferable, only upon the Register, for a like
aggregate principal amount of the same maturity and interest rate in
denominations of $5,000 or any multiple thereof. A transfer may be requested by
the registered owner in person or by a person with a written power of attorney.
The Obligation shall be surrendered to the Fiscal Agent, together with a written
instrument of transfer satisfactory to the Fiscal Agent signed by the registered
owner or by the person with the written power of attorney. The Issuer will issue
one or more new fully registered Obligations, in the same aggregate principal
amount to the transferee or transferees, as applicable, in exchange for the
surrendered Obligations and upon the payment of a charge sufficient to reimburse
the Issuer or the Fiscal Agent for any tax, fee, or other governmental charge
required to be paid with respect to such registration.
The Fiscal Agent will not be required to make any transfer of the Obligations
(i) during the 15 calendar day period before the date of the sending of notice of
any proposed redemption of the Obligations, or (ii) with respect to any particular
Obligation, after such Obligation has been called for redemption.
Partial Redemption. If less than all the Obligations of a particular maturity are to
be redeemed, then the Issuer or the Fiscal Agent will randomly select the
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Obligations to be redeemed. If an Obligation has been called for redemption but
less than the entire principal amount thereof is redeemed, then on or after the
redemption date, upon surrender of the Obligation to the Fiscal Agent, the Issuer
will issue a new Obligation in the principal amount outstanding after the
redemption.
Notice of Redemption. Notice of the redemption of any of the Obligations shall
be sent by first class mail, not less than 30, and not more than 60, days before the
redemption date to the registered owners of any Obligations to be redeemed, at
the respective addresses set forth in the Register. A notice of optional redemption
may be revoked by sending a notice by first class mail, not less than 15 days prior
to the proposed optional redemption date, to the registered owners of the
Obligations which have been called for optional redemption.
The Issuer certifies, recites, and declares that all acts, conditions, and procedures
required by law to exist, to have happened, and to be performed, leading up to and in the issuing
of this Obligation and of the issue of which it is a part, do exist, have happened, and have been
performed in regular and due form, time, and manner as required by law; that the indebtedness of
the Issuer, including this Obligation and the issue of which it is a part, does not exceed any
limitation, general or special, imposed by law; and that a valid, direct, annual and irrepealable
tax has been levied by the Issuer sufficient to pay the interest on this Obligation when it falls due
and also to pay and discharge the principal of this Obligation at its maturity.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Issuer, by its governing body, has caused this
Obligation to be executed in its name and on its behalf by the manual or facsimile signatures of
its Mayor and Clerk and to be sealed with its corporate seal (or a facsimile thereof), if any, all as
of the Original Issue Date.
CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

By: __________________________________
Mayor
[SEAL]
And: _________________________________
Clerk
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CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICATION
Dated: August ____, 2020
This Obligation is one of the Obligations
described in the Resolution.

ASSOCIATED TRUST COMPANY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
as Fiscal Agent

By:

______________________________
Authorized Signatory
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ASSIGNMENT
For value received, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns, and transfers unto
PLEASE INSERT SOCIAL SECURITY OR
OTHER IDENTIFYING NUMBER OF ASSIGNEE

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
(Please Print or Type Name and Address of Assignee)
the within-mentioned Obligation and all rights thereunder and does hereby irrevocably constitute
and appoint _________________________________________ attorney-in-fact, to transfer the
same on the books of the registry in the office of the Fiscal Agent, with full power of substitution
in the premises.
Dated: ______________________________
Signature Guaranteed

NOTICE: Signatures must be guaranteed by an
“eligible guarantor institution” meeting the
requirements of the Fiscal Agent. Those
requirements include membership or
participation in the Securities Transfer
Association Medallion Program (“STAMP”) or
such other “signature guarantee program” as
may be determined by the Fiscal Agent in
addition to, or in substitution for, STAMP, all in
accordance with the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, as amended.

Note: The signature to this assignment must
correspond with the name as written on the
face of the within Obligation in every
particular, without any alteration or change.
When assignment is made by a guardian,
trustee, executor or administrator, an officer
of a corporation, or anyone in a
representative capacity, proof of the
person’s authority to act must accompany
this Obligation.
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EXHIBIT B
NOTICE TO THE ELECTORS OF THE
CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
RELATING TO TAXABLE BOND SALE

On August 18, 2020, pursuant to Chapter 67 of the Wisconsin Statutes, a
resolution was offered, read, approved, and adopted whereby the City of Green Bay, Wisconsin,
authorized the borrowing of money and entered into a contract to sell taxable general obligation
refunding bonds in the principal amount of $2,075,000. It is anticipated that the closing of this
bond financing will be held on or about August 31, 2020. A copy of all proceedings had to date
with respect to the authorization and sale of said bonds is on file and may be examined in the
office of the City Clerk, at 100 North Jefferson Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin between the hours
of 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on weekdays.
This notice is given pursuant to Section 893.77 of the Wisconsin Statutes, which
provides that an action or proceeding to contest the validity of such financing, for other than
constitutional reasons, shall be commenced within 30 days after the date of publication of this
notice.

Publication Date: August ___, 2020

/s/ Kris A. Teske
City Clerk
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CERTIFICATIONS BY CLERK
I, Kris A. Teske, certify that I am the duly qualified and acting Clerk of the City
of Green Bay, Wisconsin (the “Municipality”), and as such I have in my possession, or have
access to, the complete corporate records of the Municipality and of its Common Council (the
“Governing Body”), and that attached to this certification is a true, correct, and complete copy
of the resolution (the “Resolution”) entitled:
A Resolution Authorizing and Providing for the Sale and Issuance of
$2,075,000 Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2020E,
and All Related Details
I further certify as follows:
1.
Meeting Date. On August 18, 2020, a meeting of the Governing Body
was held beginning at _____ p.m.
2.
Posting. On August ___, 2020 (and not less than 24 hours prior to the
meeting), I posted, or caused to be posted, at the Municipality’s offices in Green Bay, Wisconsin
a notice setting forth the date, time, location, and subject matter of said meeting. The notice
specifically referred to the Resolution.
3.
Notification of Media. On August ___, 2020 (and not less than 24 hours
prior to the meeting), I communicated or caused to be communicated, the date, time, location,
and subject matter of said meeting to those news media that have filed a written request for such
notice and to the official newspaper of the Municipality, if any. The communication specifically
referred to the Resolution.
4.
Open Meeting Law Compliance. The meeting was a regular meeting of
the Governing Body that was held in open session in compliance with Subchapter V of Chapter
19 of the Wisconsin Statutes and any other applicable local rules and state statutes.
5.
Members Present. The meeting was duly called to order by the Mayor
(the “Presiding Officer”), who chaired the meeting. Upon roll call, I noted and recorded that
there were ___ members of the Governing Body present at the meeting, such number being a
quorum of the Governing Body.
6.
Consideration of and Roll Call Vote on Resolution. Various matters
and business were taken up during the course of the meeting without intervention of any closed
session. One of the matters taken up was the Resolution. A proper quorum of the Governing
Body was present for the consideration of the Resolution, and each member of the Governing
Body had received a copy of the Resolution. All rules of the Governing Body that interfered
with the consideration of the Resolution, if any, were suspended by a two-thirds vote of the
Governing Body. The Resolution was then introduced, moved, and seconded, and after due
consideration, upon roll call, ___ of the Governing Body members voted Aye, ___ voted Nay,
and ___ Abstained.
-i4841-5423-2261.2

7.
Adoption of Resolution. The Resolution was supported by the
affirmative vote of a majority of a quorum of the members of the Governing Body in attendance.
The Presiding Officer then declared that the Resolution was adopted, and I recorded the adoption
of the Resolution.
8.
Approval of Presiding Officer. The Resolution was approved by the
Presiding Officer on August ___, 2020, and I have recorded the approval. The approval is
evidenced by the signature of the Presiding Officer on the copy of the Resolution to which this
certificate is attached.
9.
Publication of Notice. I have caused the Notice to Electors, in the form
of Exhibit B to the Resolution, to be published in the place specified in the Resolution.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have signed my name and affixed the seal of the
Municipality, if any, on this certificate as of August ___, 2020.

______________________________________
Clerk
[SEAL]
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COMMON COUNCIL
OF THE
CITY OF GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

July 21, 2020

Resolution No. ___

An Initial Resolution Authorizing the Sale and Issuance of
Not to Exceed $2,085,000 Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds;
and Certain Related Details

RECITALS
The Common Council (the “Governing Body”) of the City of Green Bay,
Wisconsin (the “City”) makes the following findings and determinations:
1.
The City is currently in need of funds to finance the refunding of the 2021
through and including 2028 maturities (the “Refunding”) of the Issuer’s $2,000,000 Certificate
of Indebtedness, dated November 20, 2018, to the State of Wisconsin Board of Commissioners
of Public Lands.
2.
The Governing Body deems it in the best interests of the City that the
funds needed for the Refunding be borrowed, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 67 of the
Wisconsin Statutes, on the terms and conditions set forth below.
RESOLUTIONS
The Governing Body resolves as follows:
Section 1.

Authorization of Issuance and Purpose of Bonds.

Under and by virtue of the provisions of Chapter 67 of the Wisconsin Statutes, the
City shall issue its negotiable general obligation refunding bonds in a principal amount of not to
exceed $2,085,000 (the “Bonds”) to finance the Refunding; provided, however, that the Bonds
shall be sold and issued in whole or in part from time to time in such amount or amounts as shall
be within the limits provided by law.
Section 2.

Authorization of Sale of Bonds.

The Bonds shall be sold by negotiated sale to Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated
(the “Purchaser”).
Section 3.

Preparation of Official Statement.

The Mayor, the Clerk, and the Finance Director of the City are hereby authorized
and directed to cause a preliminary offering document for the Bonds (the “Official Statement”)
to be prepared. The Mayor and the Clerk are hereby authorized on behalf of the City, to approve
4826-2665-9522.1

the form of Official Statement and to deem it final as of its date for purposes of Securities and
Exchange Commission Rule 15c2-12(b)(1)), and to supply copies of the Official Statement upon
request.
Section 4.

Further Actions.

The issuance of the Bonds shall be subject to the condition that the Governing
Body has adopted a resolution to award the sale of the Bonds to the Purchaser, to approve the
purchase contract submitted by the Purchaser to evidence the purchase of the Bonds (the “Bond
Purchase Agreement”), to fix the interest rate or rates on the Bonds in accordance with the
Bond Purchase Agreement, to provide for the form of the Bonds, to set forth any early
redemption provisions, to levy taxes to pay the principal of, and interest on, the Bonds as
required by law, to designate a fiscal agent for the Bonds, and to take such further action as may
be necessary or expedient to provide for the preparation, execution, issuance, delivery, payment,
and cancellation of the Bonds.
Section 5.

Severability of Invalid Provisions.

In case any one or more of the provisions of this resolution shall for any reason be
held to be illegal or invalid, such illegality or invalidity shall not affect any other provisions of
this resolution.
Section 6.

Authorization to Act.

The officers of the City, attorneys for the City, or other agents or employees of
the City are hereby authorized to do all acts and things required of them by this resolution for the
full, punctual, and complete performance of all of the provisions of this resolution.
Section 7.

Prior Actions Superseded.

All prior resolutions, rules, ordinances, or other actions, or parts thereof, of the
Governing Body in conflict with the provisions of this resolution shall be, and the same are
hereby, rescinded insofar as they may so conflict.
Section 8.

Effective Date.

This resolution shall take effect upon its adoption and approval in the manner
provided by law.
Adopted:

July 21, 2020

Approved:

July ___, 2020

Mayor

Clerk
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CERTIFICATIONS BY CLERK
I, Kris A. Teske, hereby certify that I am the duly qualified and acting Clerk of
the City of Green Bay, Wisconsin (the “City”), and as such I have in my possession, or have
access to, the complete corporate records of the City and of its Common Council (the
“Governing Body”) and that attached hereto is a true, correct, and complete copy of the
resolution (the “Resolution”) entitled:
An Initial Resolution Authorizing the Sale and Issuance of
Not to Exceed $2,085,000 Taxable General Obligation Refunding Bonds;
and Certain Related Details
I do hereby further certify as follows:
1.
Meeting Date. On July 21, 2020, a meeting of the Governing Body was
held commencing at _______ p.m.
2.
Posting. On July ___, 2020 (and not less than 24 hours prior to the
meeting), I posted, or caused to be posted, at the City’s offices in Green Bay, Wisconsin a notice
setting forth the date, time, location, and subject matter (including specific reference to the
Resolution) of said meeting.
3.
Notification of Media. On July ___, 2020 (and not less than 24 hours
prior to the meeting), I communicated or caused to be communicated, the date, time, location,
and subject matter (including specific reference to the Resolution) of said meeting to those news
media who have filed a written request for such notice and to the official newspaper of the City.
4.
Open Meeting Law Compliance. Said meeting was a regular meeting of
the Governing Body that was held in open session in compliance with Subchapter V of Chapter
19 of the Wisconsin Statutes and any other applicable local rules and state statutes.
5.
Members Present. Said meeting was duly called to order by the Mayor
(the “Presiding Officer”), who chaired the meeting. Upon roll call, I noted and recorded that
there were ___ members of the Governing Body present at the meeting, such number being a
quorum of the Governing Body.
6.
Consideration of and Roll Call Vote on Resolution. Various matters
and business were taken up during the course of the meeting without intervention of any closed
session. One of the matters taken up was the Resolution. A proper quorum of the Governing
Body was present for the consideration of the Resolution, and each member of the Governing
Body had received a copy of the Resolution. All rules of the Governing Body that interfered
with the consideration of the Resolution, if any, were suspended by a two-thirds vote of the
Governing Body. The Resolution was then introduced, moved, and seconded, and after due
consideration, upon roll call, ___ of the Governing Body members voted Aye, ___ voted Nay,
and ___ Abstained.

-i4826-2665-9522.1

7.
Adoption of Resolution. The Resolution was supported by the
affirmative vote of a majority of a quorum of the members of the Governing Body in attendance.
The Presiding Officer then declared that the Resolution was adopted, and I recorded the adoption
of the Resolution.
8.
Approval of Presiding Officer. The Resolution was approved by the
Presiding Officer on July ___, 2020, and I have recorded this approval. This approval is
evidenced by the signature of the Presiding Officer on the copy of the Resolution attached to this
certificate.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have signed my name and affixed the seal of the City
hereto on July ____, 2020.

Clerk
[SEAL]
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REVIEW OF ETHICS CODE AND CODE OF CONDUCT—GREEN BAY
In order to conduct this review, I analyzed the Wisconsin Ethics Code, the local Green Bay Code
of Conduct and the Green Bay Ethics Code and spoke with City Attorney Vanessa Chavez and
Alderman Chris Wery.
My recommendations are based upon my 35 years of experience in the ethics and anti-corruption
field, including being a federal prosecutor, Fellow at the Harvard Ethics Center, Ethics Director of
Jacksonville, Florida, Founder of CityEthics and ethics consultant with cities across the United
States, the Middle East, Europe and China.
It is most important to know the difference between the 3 basic types of governing documents
for Council members:
1. Codes of Conduct. These codes focus on general values, such as fairness, respect,
honesty, transparency. They are aspirational in nature and cover what a person “should
do”. This type of code cannot successfully be enforced with legal processes, such as
complaints, hearings and fines. (See the Ethics and Value Code of Santa Clara, CA for a
good example of this type of code.)
2. Legal Ethics Codes. These codes contain specific “do’s and don’ts”; a minimum standard
of behavior. The laws flow from the general ethical concepts that you see in the broader
Codes of Conduct. For example, the general value of not using one’s office for personal
gain can be translated into a legal requirement that officials not accept gifts from those
doing business with the City.
A legal code contains clear advance warning of what constitutes a violation; it is not
subjective and up for interpretation. Legal Ethics Codes can be enforced and violations
penalized with letters of reprimand or fines. Most legal ethics codes cover potential
conflicts of interest and they can also cover campaign activities. CityEthics has developed
a model ethics code which I have attached for reference as to the types of provisions that
should be considered for a Code of Ethics.
It is possible to start a legal Code with a “preamble” or “declaration of policy” that lays
out the values and purpose behind the actual laws. But, it should be clear that these
general provisions are background, and not enforceable by a legal process.
3. Council Internal Operating Rules. These are rules that lay out the process for Council
meetings: leadership positions, committees, how to take public comment, how to
conduct orderly meetings and what to do about disruptions to meetings. For an example,
see Seattle, WA Council Rules The Council always has the option with Robert’s Rules of
Order to censure members of the body for their conduct during the meeting. This is an
expression of disapproval of a member’s acts. It is best to have a procedure for censure
1

in place that ensures due process. I have enclosed a sample of one that I developed for
the Council of the District of Columbia. (Note: when you have a procedure for censure,
you have to discuss what types of actions can be the subject of a censure. Can it be any
bad behavior or only bad behavior in City meetings and interactions? I believe it is best
practice to only censure bad acts related to City related business.)
Now that we have reviewed the three types of governing documents, I will comment on your
current Code of Conduct and your current Ethics Code.
CODE OF CONDUCT. Green Bay
This is an interesting document because it combines all 3 types of documents into one and then
sets up a legal process to enforce it. It is not possible to enforce these types of value driven
concepts: “take the high road”, “members shall not be degrading” (what does that mean?),
“making belligerent comments”, or “having clear and honest communication”. These are all
good things to aspire to but everyone will interpret violations differently. It is arbitrary to try to
enforce these values in a legalistic fashion.
Here are the “values” type provisions in this Conduct Code: Section 2, being civil and having
decorum; not using abusive language; Section 3, treating all staff as professionals; never
demeaning employees; Section 4, making the public feel welcome, no signs of partiality;
demonstrating honesty and being welcoming; Section 6B, being sensitive as to how they are
viewed at Board meetings; 6C being respectful of diverse opinions. These are all good goals to
discuss and to try to live up to. If a person habitually violates the values of the community as an
elected official, the penalty is that it is likely the person will not get re-elected. Punishment with
fines or community service and formal evidentiary hearings are inappropriate for violations of
aspirational value goals.
Most of the Conduct Code covers items that should be moved to be in the Council’s Internal
Operating Rules. This would cover how to maintain order at Council meetings and how to treat
citizens at meetings. For example, 1. B. point of order during meetings if inappropriate statement
made; Section 4 (how to welcome speakers; fairness in allocating speaking time to public; don’t
argue with public; follow parliamentary procedure); and Section 7, Contact with media.
There are also sections of the Conduct Code that need to be in the Code of Ethics as laws; these
are more in the nature of “do’s and don’ts” that can be enforced. For example, Section 3D—
soliciting political support from City Staff; and sections 5A and 6A need to be turned into specific
conflicts violations. See CityEthics Model Code provisions 1, 3, 5 and 6.
Also, there could be an ethics law developed to cover the issues in Section 3.C. on superseding
administrative authority. This law would lay out specific parameters on how officials can interact
with City employees and the Department Heads. It is important to lay out laws like “Cone of
Silence” during procurement or contract negotiations to prevent improper influence of elected
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officials on the process. Section 3.C, improper influence in purchasing and contracts is a key area
and should be elaborated on and included in your legal Code of Ethics and made enforceable.
Recommendations:
Remove Section 8 of the Code of Conduct, “Enforcement”. Values cannot be enforced with
complaints and legal proceedings; it is too arbitrary and will be contested by anyone accused of
vague violations, for example “my statement wasn’t impertinent”, or “my communication was
honest and clear”. Review the Conduct Code for potential additional sections on values (see Santa
Clara Code.)
Pull out all sections from the Conduct Code that regulate the specifics of how meetings are run
and how the public are engaged and add them to your Council Internal Operating Procedures. (If
you don’t have a set of those, they should also be enacted.) Discuss and enact a censure policy
for your Council.
Pull out provisions that should be in the Legal Code of Ethics and make them specific so they can
be enforced, for example: campaign activities, conflicts in front of Boards, withdrawal if
conflicted. Confer with your City Attorney to make sure that the Wisconsin law on local ethics
codes does not already govern this behavior; see section 19.59, state law.

ETHICS CODE. (Section 1.90) Green Bay
There are many improvements you could implement in your Ethics Code. Here are some ideas:
1. Section 8, Ethics Board.
All members should not be appointed by the Mayor. This does not encourage
independence. Either assign the appointments to other officials or have community
organizations provide a pool of qualified applicants for the officials to select from.
The City Attorney should provide all services to the Board, unless there is a documented
conflict and then outside counsel would be retained (in many jurisdictions, attorneys
volunteer to do this); if outside counsel is retained, then that person would only provide
legal services in the areas that involve the conflict, not in other routine matters in the
case. There should be budget limitations that are enforced.
The Ethics Commission should be required to enact comprehensive Rules of Procedure to
ensure due process in hearings; it is not enough just to say they shall conduct a “due
process hearing”. Here is an example: “The Commission shall establish and post rules and
procedures to provide for due process in the charging and prosecution of violations of this
Code.”
I have enclosed a set of such due process rules that can be reviewed by your Commission.
It is useful to have a provision in your Ethics Code allowing the Ethics Commission to
dismiss charges when appropriate:
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The Commission may, at its discretion: (a) dismiss any complaint at any stage of
disposition should it determine that the public interest would not be served by
proceeding further, or (b) dismiss any complaint at any stage of disposition and issue a
letter of instruction to the respondent when it appears that the alleged violation was
inadvertent, unintentional or insubstantial. In the event the Commission dismisses a
complaint as provided in this subsection, the Commission shall issue a public report stating
with particularity its reasons for the dismissal.
So for example, if a person leaves office, is it reasonable to use taxpayer funds to pursue
a case? The Ethics Commission could consider this type of situation and say “no”—it’s not
worth it, and dismiss the case in the public interest.
Ethics proceedings should be confidential until a probable cause determination on the
validity of the accusations is made; the process can become a circus if opened up
immediately.
2. Section 4, Fair and equal treatment needs to be re-written into a misuse of property and
position code provision. The existing language is a combination of a value statement and
an actual prohibition. See section 11, Model Code.
3. See section above on the Code of Conduct; you need specific laws governing political
activities, voting conflicts, withdrawal from certain matters and rules on officials
representing other interests in City proceedings: Model Code sections 1,3, 5 and 6.
4. Penalties; it is fairly severe to remove someone from office; is that allowable under state
law? What about fines up to $1000?
5. Section 5(c). Incompatible employment. In order to prevent this type of conflict, it is
advisable to have a requirement that all officials and employees file a disclosure of any
secondary employment they might have so it can be reviewed for any prohibited conflicts.
(I can send forms and procedures on this if you are interested.)
6. There should be an “Ethics Officer” designated for the City. This person is in charge of
creating a preventative training program and in working with the Ethics Commission. It
can be a collateral, part time duty of a current employee.
7. Periodic ethics training should be required of all employees and officials, especially when
beginning a new role. This should be a requirement in the Code and cover training on your
local laws, state ethics laws (with examples) and values based concepts.
8. Your gift provision (5.c 3) is weak. Left up to “reasonable, prudent people”, someone
could consider a $500 gift OK or say the gift doesn’t influence me. There are lots of options
here for disclosure and/or reasonable limits being set.
9. Section 5e needs to be developed more. When is a disclosure made? It should be prior to
any discussion on the matter. See section 101 of the City Ethics Model Code for discussion
on this topic.
10. You may want to consider a procedure for a confidential hotline for the Ethics Commission
and a basic whistleblower protection clause.
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Transition Back to Work Plan: Initial Steps
Under the current Safer at Home order the following precautions will be implemented:
May 4: Employees will be strongly encouraged to wear a mask when entering/leaving the building and
while in common areas at City Hall (should apply to other facilities as well, but will defer to those
department heads). HR will send out a notice to employees. Starting May 11, employees will be required
to wear a mask.
May 11: Nurse Lori will be providing temperature checks to all employees between 7-9am each day as
they enter the building, and a determination will be made prior to May 11th as to whether employees
will be required to answer health screening questions. More information to follow.
Department Heads and Supervisors need to think about employees coming into City Hall at different
times how that will be administered. Signage will be placed as well.
-

-

Employees will not be allowed to use the fresh fridge, community coffee makers, and popcorn
machines. We can have further discussions on the vending machines.
For floors with break rooms, please continue to disinfect and clean as needed.
Employees will be responsible for routinely cleaning workspace
Individuals are encouraged to eat at their desks, and to refrain from using break rooms.
Individuals should store any lunch/meals outside of those break areas.
One person in an elevator at a time.
Turn off all “out of office” messages.
Assign someone to answer your main office lines, at least part of the day, M-F
One person allowed in a restroom at a time.
HR will work with the print shop to create signage which will be posted for all of these new
precautions (room limits, social distancing, mask-wearing, hand-washing, etc.)
HR will distribute tips on remote work based on survey responses.
Continue with virtual meetings.
Individuals participating in internal meetings or social interactions should stand /sit at least 6
feet apart and wear a mask (mandatory after 5/11).
We encourage departments to create virtual social gatherings for employees.
Continue to check in and communicate with supervisors and teams to ensure everyone is
informed of the operations and can ask/answer questions.
Create virtual employee recognition/appreciation ideas.
For those employees that are unable to work remotely, ensure that they are recognized for their
work (order in lunch, send an e-mail thanking them for what they do for the City, etc.)
HR to get out information on consistent message for when an employee may be exposed to
COVID-19 and has to be sent home. What to say to the employee, how to process an employee
on leave due to COVID-19 and what to communicate to coworkers.
o Since we already had this occur, we have a pretty good blueprint and will work on
where we can improve. Each circumstance will be a little different, too.
HR will provide guidance documents for more details.
We can allow vendors/contractors to work in City Hall during this period. Please refer to the
guidance documents to be sent out on a later date.
With the exception of vendors/contractors, City Hall is closed to the public.

Preparation for Phase One and Two.
Per the Governor’s Orders Phase One will include allowing mass gatherings of up to 10 people;
restaurants opening with social distancing requirements; removal of certain restrictions including retail
restrictions for Essential Businesses and Operations; additional operations for non-essential businesses;
K-12 schools to resume in person operation; and child care settings resuming full operation.
Phase Two will include allowing mass gatherings of up to 50 people; restaurants resuming full operation;
bars reopening with social distancing requirements; non-essential businesses resuming operations with
social distancing requirements; and postsecondary education institutions may resume operation.
More than likely, we will not be allowing the public into City Hall until Phase Two. However, there may
be an option to allow the public in by appointment only during Phase One or if a legal challenge
discontinues these restrictions. Below is a good starting point to prepare for employees coming back to
the work place. There will be more discussion on handling the public in City Hall and Common Council,
Committee, and Board meetings.
In preparation for Phase One and Two please complete the following by May 15:
-

-

-

Areas that can use coughing guards (i.e. front desk employees and cubicles) think about if
employees are standing or sitting (or both at their cubicles).
Analysis of positions that can work remotely based upon the job description and role in the
department
o Approve telework policy for your department. Any changes? Communicate to HR.
o Effectively communicate the “tips for working from home” to all employees
o Summarize your remote (virtual/non-contact) services and communicate those to
HR/Operations Team
o Work with IT to address equipment concerns. Might need to purchase equipment.
A staggered schedule for employees to work 2-3 times a week in the office.
o You don’t need to create the schedule, but having a plan put together if employees
were to come back to the office.
Social distancing work spaces: how can we reposition work areas to social distance from
coworkers and the public.
o Look at cubicles and how they are arranged. Can they be rearranged? Can employees
come in on staggered schedules to create social distancing?
o How are open spaces affected? Either make open spaces off limits or ensure employees
are appropriately social distancing themselves.
Provide cleaning supplies for employees to use on a daily basis. Parks/Celestine will be looking
at cleaning protocols to be implemented.
Markings on the floor for the public –
o Look at areas where the public interacts with employees and use tape (painter’s tape
probably) to mark where the public can stand (at least 6 feet away).
Think about documents that need to be approved for the public to continue operations if City
Hall is closed for the next 2 months (Permits, licenses.)

can they be signed electronically or use a drop box. How will this be communicated to
the public?
 This is probably already done, but ensure there isn’t any seasonal services that
may have been missed.
What type of renovation work is being done in City Hall (other facilities)? How do we ensure
contractors are abiding by our social distancing and mask precautions while performing work.
o

-

Please send this information to Joe or contact Joe if you have any questions.

Vanessa Chavez
City Attorney

Green Bay, Wisconsin

Invoice
Consultation Services:
October, 2018 Review of Ethics Code, Code of Conduct and draft of
opinion letter (4 hours @$150 hour; cap of $500)

$500.00

TOTAL FEES:

$ 500.00

Please make check payable to “City Ethics” and mail to:

Carla Miller

8120 Merganser Drive,
Ponte Vedra, FL 32082
EIN:
Carla Miller, Esq.

President & Founder, City Ethics Inc.

 City Ethics Inc.

City of Green Bay, WI
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5/5/2020
Communication to Finance Committee from Alderman Vander Leest
Due to the financial toll the pandemic will have on the economy, City tax base, lost revenues and increased
health insurance expenses it’s important for the City Finance Director to review all spending decisions for
the current 2020 budget and to ask all department heads to determine reductions of at least 10% for their
department.
The City should instate a 90-120-day temporary hiring freeze on all city positions and outline what city
spending can be eliminated or reduced in 2020 and report back at the next City Council meeting.
Furthermore, the city Finance Director and Mayor’s office should look to the impact of the pandemic for
the 2021 City budget and report back on plans to address this by the July City Council meeting.
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To read the foreword and introduction to this Model Code, click here.
To discuss the Model Ethics Code Project itself, click here.
To discuss municipal ethics codes in general - their value, necessity, and role in
ethics programs - click here.
To discuss problems and solution with respect to getting ethics codes passed or
improved, click here.
Model Municipal Code of Ethics
Declaration of Policy, Purpose, and Obligations
To discuss declarations of policy, click here.
The proper operation of our city's government requires that its public officials and
employees act as fiduciaries entrusted with and responsible for the property and
resources of the community; that they make governmental decisions and policies in the
proper channels of the government structure, free of coercive or other improper
influence; that they use their position in the best interests of the city rather than for
personal interests, whether their own interests or those of their family, friends, or
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business associates; and that they do not, directly or indirectly, in a positive or negative
sense, treat anyone preferentially, that is, other than in a manner generally accorded to
city residents.
It is central to gaining and retaining the public's trust in our city's government that public
servants seek to avoid even the appearance of impropriety. Fulfilling one's role as public
servant sometimes means sacrificing rather than gaining opportunities.
This code focuses on conflicts of interest, which affect the decisions of government
officials and employees in ways that are unfair both to the community and to individuals
and entities who lack special relationships with our city's officials. When public servants
make decisions that are not or do not appear to be impartial, this seriously undermines
public confidence in government.
While the vast majority of municipal officials are well-meaning, being well-meaning is
not enough. It is important that officials understand the conflicts they confront every day,
appreciate their fiduciary obligations to city residents, and recognize the importance of
preventing conflicts from occurring, disclosing conflicts when they arise, and
withdrawing from any involvement in a matter where they have a conflict.
Nothing is more important to public trust than having public servants err on the side of
disclosing every possible conflict and withdrawing from participation even where they
feel certain they can act impartially.
The purposes of this ethics code are:
(a) To establish standards of ethical conduct - especially those dealing with conflicts
between personal interests and those of the city - for city officials, employees,
consultants, candidates, and those who do business with the city;
(b) To provide clear guidance with respect to such standards by clarifying which acts
are allowed and which are not;
(c) To promote public confidence in the integrity of our city's governance and
administration;
(d) To provide for the consideration of potential ethical problems before they arise, to
minimize unwarranted suspicion and to enhance the accountability of our city's
government to city residents; and
(e) To provide for the fair and effective administration and enforcement of this code.
There is more to ethical conduct than what is covered by this code, which consists
primarily of enforceable rules about conflicts of interest, and procedures for enforcing
the rules and providing ethics advice. The city must also provide a healthy ethics
environment with positive means of encouraging ethical behavior among its public
servants. And individuals - especially community leaders - must commit themselves to
dealing responsibly with their conflict situations.
Ethical conduct depends on thinking about one's acts not in terms of what is politically
popular, best for oneself and one's colleagues, or even most effective and efficient, but
in terms of what is in the best interests of the city. Ethics is not just about enforceable
rules, but also about democratic ideals and aspirational goals. Central to ethical action
is respect for city residents (treating them as ends rather than as means) as well as selfrespect (integrity, expecting the best of oneself).
This code is enacted pursuant to [Section ____] of [state statutes] and is not intended to
authorize any conduct prohibited by that section.
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Comment: It is helpful to list other municipal and state ethics-related laws here, or
reference a supplement containing them, so that all ethics laws are available in one
place. In this way, people will not have to search for them or worry if they have missed
any rules or exceptions. It is also helpful for authors of ethics laws to consult all other
relevant laws, so that there will not be any contradictions.
Here are the citations in the Connecticut model code I wrote, including only references
to state law: "The power to adopt an ethics code is provided in 7-148(c)(10)(b). There
are some specific conflict of interest rules in 7-148t. Allegations, confidentiality, and
probable cause findings are provided for in 1-82a. A business with which an official or
employee is associated is defined in 1-79(b). And the Freedom of Information Act can
be found in Chapter 14, 1-200 to 1-242."
Why freedom of information? Because it involves one of the most often abused conflicts
of interest: between the public's right to know and the municipal official's desire to keep
information hidden, for personal or political reasons (it's much easier to do one's job in
secret than in the public eye; it is especially easier to act unethically when acting in
secret). In fact, it would be completely appropriate for a municipal ethics code to
supplement the Freedom of Information Act in areas that have been problems in a
particular city. For example, an ethics code could include longer notice requirements for
meetings and agendas, shorter periods in which to provide information (as well as lower
reproduction costs), and requirements for notice and the placement of information on
the city website.
Part A: Ethics Provisions
100. General Conflict of Interest Provisions.
1. Conflict of Interest.
To discuss this provision, click here.
a. An official or employee* may not use his or her official position or office, or take or fail
to take any action, or influence others to take or fail to take any action, in a manner
which he or she knows, or has reason to believe, may result in a personal* or financial
benefit*, not shared with a substantial segment of the city's population, for any of the
following persons or entities (no group of government employees may be considered "a
substantial segment" for the purposes of this provision):
a. himself or herself;
b. a member of his or her household*, including a domestic partner* and his or her
dependents, or the employer or business of any of these people;
c. a sibling or step-sibling, step-child or foster child, parent or step-parent, niece or
nephew, uncle or aunt, or grandparent or grandchild of either himself or herself,
or of his or her spouse or domestic partner, or the employer or business of any of
these people;
d. a person with which he or she has a financial or business relationship, including
but not limited to:
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a. an outside employer or business* of his or hers, or of his or her spouse
or domestic partner, or someone who works for such outside employer or
business;
b. a client* or substantial customer;
c. a substantial debtor or creditor of his or hers, or of his or her spouse or
domestic partner.
e. a person or entity from whom the official or employee* has received an election
campaign contribution of more than $200 in the aggregate during the past
election cycle (this amount includes contributions from a person's immediate
family or business as well as contributions from an entity's owners, directors, or
officers, as well as contributions to the official or employee*'s party town
committee or non-candidate political committee); or
f. a nongovernmental civic group, union, social, charitable, or religious organization
of which he or she (or his or her spouse or domestic partner) is an officer or
director.
b. The prohibition in (a) above applies equally to attempts to use, act, or influence.
c. It is a violation of this code for an official or employee* to, within two years of entering
city employment or service, award a contract or participate in a matter benefiting a
person or entity that formerly employed him or her.
Comment: The central point of an ethics code is that city officials and employees
should not prefer, over the public interest, their own interests or the interests of their
family or business associates. There are other relationships that should be included in
the above list, but cannot due to problems of defining them. These include romantic
relationships short of domestic partnership, and close friends and associates.
The general rule is: If it looks to others as if you might be giving someone special
treatment, or if it would look that way to others if they knew about the relationship, then
you should not act with respect to that person or entity, and instead recuse yourself and
withdraw from participation in the matter under subsection 3 below. It is important to
give city residents confidence that their officials and employees are treating everyone
the same, even when you believe that you can be totally impartial.
The most common way to define conflict of interest is as follows: No person subject to
this code shall have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or engage in
any business, employment, transaction or professional activity, or incur any obligation of
any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the proper discharge of his or her public
duties or employment. However, most government officials and employees do, on
occasion, have conflicting interests. The important thing is not for them to prevent them,
but rather to manage them honestly and responsibly, that is, to disclose them and to not
act where there is such a conflict, no matter how impartial they feel they can be. What
matters is not whether one can still act with integrity, but whether one will be perceived
that way. It should be noted that even voting or making a decision against a friend or
relative, in order not to seem partial, is not acting impartially, because the reason for the
vote or decision is wrong: it might actually be better or more fair to vote or decide in
favor of the friend.
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The one thing the common approach contains which does not appear in this model
code is a prohibition of outside employment where there is not a conflict with a particular
government interest, but instead with the general government interest in "the proper
discharge of an employee or official's duties" (a term that, by the way, is too vague to
allow for enforcement). Outside employment does not only lead to conflicts of interest
as defined in this code, but also interferes with doing one's job by affecting the official or
employee's time, energy, and focus. Volunteers are expected to have other jobs, and it
is not fair to prevent low-paid employees from having evening, weekend, or holiday
jobs, but many cities have rules limiting the amount and type of outside employment.
Please contribute outside employment provisions which you feel are just (or unjust),
enforceable or unenforceable, and explain why. Such provisions should include
procedural requirements, for example, applying for formal, written permission from one's
supervisor or department head (including disclosure of any officials, employees, or
contractors involved), and the written acceptance of limitations on time and place of
outside employment.
There is also nothing in this model code about incompatible positions in government
and parties, that is, holding legislative and administrative positions, for example,
especially where one office has the power to remove or affect the other's budget; or
multiple administrative positions that stretch an official or employee too thin; or nongovernmental positions that can have a great effect on government, for example, a
department head who is an officer of a local political party, posing a question about his
or her responsibility to all citizens vs. to party members, as well as putting him in a
position of affecting who his boss will be, come the next election. Often such rules do
not appear in ethics codes (often they appear in the city charter), but because they do
involve conflicts of interest, they should at least be included by reference. Please say
how your municipality deals with this problem, or how you think it should be dealt with.
Another common conflict provision is as follows: No person subject to this code shall
accept other employment which will either impair his or her independence of judgment
as to his or her public duties or employment or require or induce him or her to disclose
confidential information acquired by him or her in the course of and by reason of his or
her official duties. What does it mean to have a job that impairs one's independence of
judgment, or a job that induces or requires one to disclose confidential information? And
how could it be proven that particular employment could do this? Again, this sort of
provision focuses on the conflict rather than on the improper management of the
conflict. It is true that a developer should not be on a zoning board, nor should a
contractor be in charge of a city's purchases, at least in the relevant area. But in and of
themselves, these are not violations of the public trust (so long as they withdraw from
participation when appropriate; but if that is very often, they are not fulfilling the
obligations of their position); they are examples of seriously poor judgment on the
individual's part as well as on the part of those who nominated or appointed that
individual. In addition, when a developer sits on a zoning board, it is a sign of a poor
ethics environment, whose leaders have not spoken out against so severe a conflict.
Cities may want to add a provision like the following to deal with this situation:
The withdrawal provisions of 100(3) do not permit an official or employee to make use
of withdrawal on a regular basis. If withdrawal occurs with such frequency as to give the
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appearance of impropriety, the official or employee is deemed to have violated the
provisions of this code.
Comment: An official or employee who is forced to withdraw from matters (also known
as "recusing oneself") on a regular basis should resign from his or her position. This
should also be taken into account when a position is accepted.
Another approach to conflicts of interest is to deem something a conflict only to the
extent that an interest is not disclosed and the official or employee participates in the
matter. This approach recognizes that ignoring a conflict is the principal problem. Such
an approach can be combined with defining "conflict of interest" as doing or not doing
much of what appears in 100 of this model code, as it is, for example, in Kings County
(Seattle), Washington. This makes it clear that the central concept of a conflict of
interest takes many forms, but it also limits conflict to particular instances, in effect,
saying that all other conflicts are acceptable.
New Haven, Connecticut enumerates several examples of conflicts of interest, as well
as several exceptions. This is unusual, but if done thoughtfully and responsibly (being
careful not to make the examples exclusive), it can provide clear guidance. The best
place for such examples is, however, not in the code itself, but in explanatory guidelines
on the city website or in pamphlet form. Here is what New Haven lists:
Sec. 12 5/8-6. Exception to the conflict of interest provisions.
The following situations shall not constitute a conflict of interest under section 209 of the
Charter of the City of New Haven:
a. Where a municipal employee or public official is employed by a person who
enters into a contract with the City of New Haven, where said employee or public
official is not directly involved in the procurement, preparation, or performance of
such contract and whose remuneration is not, directly or indirectly, derived from
said contract;
b. If the municipal employee or public official is employed by any newspaper which
publishes any municipal notice, resolution, ordinance or other proceeding where
such publication is required or authorized by law;
c. If the municipal employee or public official is employed by a public utility that
furnishes public utility services to the City of New Haven when the rates or
charges therefor are fixed or regulated by the public utilities control authority;
d. If the municipal employee or public official is employed by a person or business
which has a contract with the City of New Haven if the total consideration
thereunder, when added to the aggregate amount of all consideration payable
under contracts in which said employee or public official has an interest during a
calendar year does not exceed five hundred dollars ($500.00).
Sec. 12 5/8-7. Examples of an interest requiring disclosure.
In accordance with article XXIII, section 210, of the Charter of the City of New Haven,
interests requiring disclosure shall include, but not be limited to the following:
a. Where a member of the immediate family of a member of a board, commission or
task force is employed by the City of New Haven;
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b. Where a member of a board, commission or task force is employed by a
nonmunicipal agency the funding of which is, in part or in its entirety, provided by
funds authorized by the City of New Haven;
c. Where a member of a board, commission or task force serves on the board of
directors or governing board of a nonprofit organization when said organization is
engaged in the application of federal, state or local funding authorized by the City
of New Haven;
d. Where a member of a board, commission or task force serves on the board of
directors or governing board of a nonprofit organization when said organization is
lobbying for specific legislation before the City of New Haven or when said
organization is lobbying for specific State of Connecticut legislation which will
result in the city receiving funding which is controlled by the city board,
commission or task force of which the individual is a member;
e. Where a member of a board, commission or task force serves on the board of
directors or governing board of a nonprofit organization when said organization is
engaged in litigation against the City of New Haven;
f. Where a member of a board, commission or task force accepts an offer of
employment, whether paid or unpaid, by the City of New Haven or by a program
recommended by said task force but has not yet resigned or retired from said
board, commission or task force to accept said offer of employment;
g. Where a municipal employee or public official has a financial or personal interest
in a contract which was entered prior to the time of his nomination, appointment,
election or employment to said position, so long as said contract is not renewed,
amended or modified subsequent to his assuming public office;
h. Where an employee or public official seeks or obtains employment with a person,
company or corporation engaged in business with the City of New Haven but has
not yet resigned his position assume said employment;
i. Where an employee or public official applies for a city program or benefit over
which he has control, influence or discretionary authority.
2. Legislators Employed by City
To discuss this provision, click here.
A member of the legislative body has a conflict of interest with respect to any labor
contract to which he or she, or a member of his or her household*, may be a party, and
with respect to an appropriation to any city department or agency through which he or
she, or a member of his or her household, is employed.
Comment: Some cities require that there be no incompatible or even multiple offices
held by an individual, especially a council member, so that this problem could only arise
with respect to members of the household. In towns and small cities, it is more difficult
to make such requirements, because there are sometimes too few competent and
interested people to go around. Also, withdrawal can take care of instances such as
those described in this subsection. But explicit restrictions in this area, especially in
large cities, can be valuable.
3. Withdrawal from Participation
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To discuss this provision, click here.
a. An official or employee* must refrain from acting on or discussing, formally or
informally, a matter before the city, if acting on the matter, or failing to act on the
matter, may personally* or financially benefit* any of the persons or entities listed
in subsection 1 of this section. Such an official or employee should join the public
if the withdrawal occurs at a public meeting, or leave the room if it is not a public
meeting.
b. An official or employee* must refrain from acting or discussing, formally or
informally, a matter involving a person who appointed or recommended him or
her for that position, if he or she is aware of such appointment or
recommendation.
c. If a board or agency member is requested to withdraw from participation in a
matter, for the reason that he or she has a conflict of interest, by
i.
another member,
ii.
a party to the current matter, or
iii.
anyone else who may be affected by a decision relating to this matter,
the member must decide whether to withdraw. If the member decides not to
withdraw, the unchallenged members must consider any relevant evidence
concerning such claimed conflict of interest, as defined in this code, and vote
whether or not to allow the request and require that the member withdraw from
participating in the matter.
d. Withdrawal at a meeting requires the public announcement, on the record, of the
reason for withdrawal. Withdrawal outside of a meeting requires disclosure in
writing of the reason for withdrawal to the official or employee's supervisor.
e. Ongoing Conflict: An official or employee* whose outside employment or other
outside activity or relationship can reasonably be expected to require more than
sporadic withdrawal must resign or cease such outside employment or activity. If
the ongoing conflict involves a relationship, the official or employee* must resign.
An official or employee* should not begin employment or an activity or
relationship that can reasonably be expected to require more than sporadic
withdrawal. If a prospective official or employee* is in such a situation, he or she
should not accept the position.
f. Rule of Necessity: If withdrawal would leave a board with less than a quorum
capable of acting, members must disclose their conflicts on the public record, but
they may then vote. If an official or employee* is the only person authorized by
law to act, the official or employee* must disclose the nature and circumstances
of the conflict to the Ethics Commission and ask for a waiver or advisory opinion.
Comment: "Acting on and discussing, formally or informally" means that the official
should withdraw from any involvement with the matter, including conversations,
appearances at meetings or portions of meetings concerned with the matter, and voting
on the matter, except, of course, in a public referendum.
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Sometimes inaction benefits an official or his or her close associates - for example,
when a code enforcement official fails to cite her brother for a zoning violation. That is
why this subsection prohibits an official's inaction, as well as action, in certain
circumstances. In such an instance, the enforcement official should ask someone else
to handle the matter.
See 101 for provisions concerned with the disclosure of a conflict pursuant to this
subsection. Because disclosure in this sort of situation occurs at the time a conflict
becomes immediately relevant to an action or transaction to be taken by an official or
employee, this is referred to as "transactional disclosure."
4. Gifts*
To discuss this provision, click here.
a. An official or employee*, his or her spouse or domestic partner*, child or stepchild, parent, or member of his or her household*, may not solicit nor accept
anything of value, directly or indirectly, from any person or entity that the official
or employee knows, or has reason to believe, has received or sought a financial
benefit*, directly or through a relationship with another person or entity, from the
city within the previous three years, or intends to seek a financial benefit in the
future. If in doubt, the official or employee should refrain from soliciting or refuse
a gift, and should first inquire into the person or entity's relationship with the city.
[or: If the official or employee* does not know whether a person or entity fits this
description, he or she should inquire and, if it is discovered that the person or
entity does fit this description, the gift should be returned (or its monetary value if
it cannot be returned) and no further gifts accepted during the relevant period.]
b. A person or entity that has, in the last three years, received or sought, or is
seeking, a financial benefit, directly or indirectly, from the city, may not give or
seek to give anything of value to any official or employee.
c. Gifts of property, money, or services given nominally to the city must be accepted
by a resolution of the legislative body.

Comment: The first sentence of subsection 4a is difficult, even if the language itself is
not. Here it is broken down and explained:
Who cannot accept or solicit gifts: An official or employee, his or her spouse or domestic
partner, child or step-child, parent, or member of his or her household
What a gift is: anything of value (see the definition at 111(6) and the exceptions in 102)
Whom one cannot accept gifts from: any person or entity that has received or sought a
financial benefit from the city within the previous three years, or that intends to seek a
financial benefit in the future. Such persons or entities are usually referred to as
"restricted sources."
Must the gift giver have directly received or sought a financial benefit from the city? No,
it also counts if it sought a financial benefit through a relationship with someone or some
entity. See this City Ethics blog post for an example of indirect benefit.
"
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What the official or employee must know about the gift giver's relationship with the city:
he or she must know the gift giver's relationship with the city, or know enough that he or
she has reason to believe that such a relationship may exist. If uncertain, the gift should
be refused and questions asked.
With respect to higher officials and department heads, and for officials and employees
who deal directly with contractors and permitees, a city might choose to prevent them
from receiving any gifts at all, other than campaign contributions and gifts from close
relatives.
Cities have taken a great variety of approaches to the gift problem. The approach here
is to limit only gifts from people and entities that do business with or otherwise get
financial benefits from the city, including permits, zoning approval, etc. Other common
approaches are to limit the amount of gifts or to limit the type of gifts or the type of
givers.
There are two principal goals here: (1) to give clear guidance to officials, employees,
and potential gift givers; and (2) to ensure city residents that their public servants are
not accepting gifts from people and businesses who might be trying to influence them,
whether or not that is a purpose for the gift (since no one can ever know the purpose).
The choice of the above approach is intended to keep the process simple: if there is any
question of the giver's relationship with the city, do not accept the gift. If there is any
reason to believe there is an improper motive behind the gift, do not accept it. There are
exceptions to this rule below (at 102), but they are few and essentially allow just a lunch
or two each year.
Another approach to gift-giving is to require the annual disclosure of all gifts either by
itself or in addition to prohibitions. This puts a great deal of pressure on the city's
informal oversight resources (citizen and media), since such gifts would be out of the
jurisdiction of official boards. Since party organizations provide the most effective
informal oversight in most communities, depending on disclosure will politicize this part
of the city's ethics process. Here is language for that approach:
Officials and employees must file with the Ethics Commission, on or before January 31,
a list of all gifts received during the preceding calendar year by them or by their spouse
or domestic partner, child or step-child, parent, or member of their household, to the
extent that the aggregate amount of gifts received from an individual or entity (including
gifts from all employees, partners, or investors) during the year is $50 or greater.
Information to be disclosed is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the date the gift was received and who received it;
a description of the gift;
the fair market value of the gift;
the name, address and employer of the person who provided the gift;
the name of any organization or individual represented by the person or on
whose behalf the person was acting in providing the gift.

Another common approach, which I included as an alternative in my original text, is to
make it a violation of the ethics codes to take gifts with an understanding that some
action will occur or not occur in return (usually the language includes the word
"influence"). The problem is that this is not an ethical issue, but rather a crime. The gift
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is no longer a gift, but a bribe. Ethics commissions have no jurisdiction over this sort of
crime, so it is best that this language not appear in an ethics code.
If an official or employee purchases goods, rents, or accepts a loan from a restricted
source, and is not certain whether it has been discounted and is therefore a gift, the
official should declare it, since there is an appearance of impropriety either way. And
then the restricted source should be required to prove to the ethics commission that no
discount was given. The restricted source can better handle this burden, since it has
better access to the necessary information. At the end of the process, there will either
be no more appearance of impropriety, or the official will not make the purchase, rent
from the restricted source, or accept a loan from the restricted source.
5. Representation
To discuss this and the following provision (Appearances), click here.
An official or employee* may not represent any other person or entity before the city,
nor in any matter not before the city, but against the interests of the city. However, it is
acceptable for elected officials to represent constituents without compensation in
matters of public advocacy.
Comment: The second sentence of this subsection recognizes that officials are elected
to serve their constituents. Thus, for example, when a resident complains to a council
member that the public works department blocks the resident's driveway with snow, a
council or board member must be able to pursue that complaint with the proper city
authorities.
Some cities go into more detail and cover more people in their limitations on
representation. Such provisions include the representation by business associates of
officials and employees, and acting as an expert witness before the official or
employee's board or agency.
6. Appearances*
To discuss this and the previous provision (Representation), click here.
An official or employee* may not appear* before any city department, agency, board or
commission, except on his or her own behalf or on behalf of the city. Every time an
official or employee appears before the meeting of any municipal body, or when he or
she writes a letter to the editor or other publicly distributed writing, he or she is required
to disclose before speaking or clearly on the writing whether he or she is appearing in
an official capacity or as a private citizen. If the speech or writing is in response to
criticism or other communication directed at or regarding his or her official role, the
official or employee may respond only in his or her official role.
Comment: Subsections 6 and 7 appear to overlap, because one who represents
another usually makes an appearance. However, it is much more clear when an
"appearance" has been made than when there is a "representation" relationship, so
including both makes it more clear what conduct is being prohibited. Also, subsection 6
includes representation of private interests outside of the city's own boards and
departments, when it is against the interests of the city, usually but not exclusively when
the city is a party to business or a proceeding. And subsection 7 deals with
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appearances where the official is representing himself or herself, but it is not clear which
hat the official is wearing.
Again, the general rule is that if others see your relationship with a person or entity as
"representation," then you should not do it, because it would be perceived as a conflict
with your principal role of representing the city. Similarly, if your appearance at a
meeting or in writing does not appear to be in the city's interest, you should not appear.
Why are officials and employees restricted from appearing before boards or agencies
other than their own? Because restricting only appearances before your own board or
agency would, for example, allow a code-enforcement official or the city attorney to
represent private clients before the city planning board, because those officials are not
members of that board. It would be very difficult to list every possible instance where an
appearance before other boards and agencies would be inappropriate. When there is
no such conflict, an official or employee should obtain a waiver from the Ethics
Commission pursuant to 210.
Some municipalities may go beyond actual representation, and include assistance or
legal assistance, with an exclusion for representation or assistance in the performance
of the official or employee's official duties.
For volunteers, towns might want to limit restrictions on representation and
appearances to their own board or commission, especially those on boards where the
opportunity for conflict elsewhere is very small, such as the library board. A list of
boards where this exception applies could be added to a subsection 8 that read:
8. Volunteer members of the following boards and commissions may represent persons
and entities before, or appear before, any town department, agency, board, or
commission other than their own.
7. Confidential Information
To discuss this provision, click here.
An official or employee*, a former official or employee, a contractor or a consultant* may
not use confidential information, obtained formally or informally as part of his or her
work for the city or due to his or her position with the city, for his or her own benefit or
for the benefit of any other person or entity, or make such information available in a
manner where it would be reasonably foreseeable that a person or entity would benefit
from it.
Comment: Some cities will want to define "confidential information" more exactly. Here
is possible definition language, based on the IMLA Model Code:
"Confidential information" means information obtained in the course of holding public
office or employment, or as a contractor to the city, which is not available to members of
the public and which the official or employee* is not authorized to disclose, except to
designated individuals or bodies, including written and non-written information. When
such information is also available through channels open to the public, officials and
employees* are not prohibited from disclosing the availability of those channels.
The IMLA Model Code states explicitly, in its confidential information provision, that an
ethics commission is, effectively, considered a designated body.
New York City adds a valuable exception to its confidential information provision:
"provided, however, that this shall not prohibit any public servant from disclosing any
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information concerning conduct which the public servant knows or reasonably believes
to involve waste, inefficiency, corruption, criminal activity or conflict of interest."
8. Political Solicitation
To discuss this provision, click here.
An official, employee, or municipal candidate may not knowingly request, or authorize
anyone else to request, that any subordinate* or potential future subordinate participate,
or not participate, in any political activity, including the making of a campaign
contribution. Nor may he or she engage in any political activity while on duty for the city,
with the use of city funds, supplies, vehicles, or facilities, in uniform, or during any
period of time during which he or she is normally expected to perform services for the
city, for which compensation is paid.
Comment: Political solicitation of subordinates by an official fosters the appearance,
if not the reality, of coercion. The word "knowingly" here means that neither an official
nor a campaign committee is required to cull the names of municipal officials from voter
registration lists it mails to. However, a targeted mailing to municipal officials is
prohibited.
Similarly, candidates are barred from soliciting from appointed officials and employees
who may fear reprisal, such as being fired, if they refuse to aid the candidate's
campaign, even if they do not currently work under that candidate.
Note that this code does not restrict voluntary political contributions or political activity
by any official or employee.
Some municipalities may wish to add a bar on soliciting from persons or entities that
have sought or received a financial benefit from the municipality within the previous
twenty-four months.
9. Patronage
To discuss this provision, click here.
No official or employee* may promise an appointment or the use of his or her influence
to obtain an appointment to any position as a reward for any political activity or
contribution.
Comment: As has been shown so skillfully in Chicago, patronage involves both
promises of jobs in return for political activity, and the threat of losing jobs in return for
political activity, so that patronage continues on forever. Even the Shakman Decree of
1983 did not put an end to the Chicago patronage system: it just went underground. It
was twenty years before the new version, based on fraud, was taken on.
Most ethics codes do not include patronage provisions, although many do prohibit
asking subordinates to participate (however, this can occur without implicit requests or
threats). Patronage involves the most basic conflict of interest in government: the
conflict between holding on to power and acting in the public interest. A city government
based on patronage cannot have a truly ethical environment, because most of its
officials and employees are there on the basis of a quid pro quo/special consideration
relationship, which is inconsistent with ethics.
I would like to hear how various cities have dealt with or ignored patronage as an ethics
issue.
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10. Post-Employment
To discuss this provision, click here.
a. Representation. For a period of two years after the termination of his or her city
service or employment, an official or employee* may not, on behalf of any other person,
for compensation, directly or indirectly, formally or informally, act as agent, attorney,
lobbyist, or other sort of representative, to or before his or her former agency,
department, authority, board, or commission. For the purposes of this provision, a
mayor, chief of staff or vice-mayor, city manager or assistant manager, council member
or council aide is deemed to have worked for every city department, agency, authority,
board, and commission. Acting indirectly includes action by a partner, associate, and
other professional employee of an entity in which the former official or employee is a
partner, associate, or professional employee, as well as acting by a member of the
former official or employee’s immediate family.
b. Particular Matters. With respect to particular matters on which the official or
employee personally and substantially worked while in city service or employment, the
foregoing prohibition is permanent.
c. Area of Responsibility. With respect to matters for which the official or employee
had official responsibility, but were not personally and substantially involved, the
foregoing prohibition is for a period of two years after termination of city service or
employment.
d. Employment. An official or employee*, or a member of his or her immediate family,
may not accept employment with, or with the help of, (a) a party to a contract with the
city, within two years after the contract was signed, when he or she participated
personally and substantially in the preparation, negotiation, or award of the contract,
and the contract obliged the city to pay an aggregate of at least $25,000; or (b) an
individual or entity who has, within the previous two years, benefited directly from any
decision made by, or based on advice or information supplied by, the official or
employee or by a subordinate. An elected or appointed official, or a member of his or
her immediate family, may not accept employment if the body of which he or she is a
member or was a member within the previous two years had any role in filling the job,
including an advisory role. A mayor, chief of staff or vice-mayor, or council member, or a
member of his or her immediate family, may not, for two years after termination of city
service or employment, accept any full-time compensated position with the city. For the
purposes of this section, “employment” includes full-time and part-time jobs, and
professional and other work for hire, given directly or indirectly.
e. Exceptions. Former officials and employees are not prohibited from acting if:
1. They are working for the city on a volunteer basis.
2. They are acting on behalf of another federal, state, or local government.
3. They are giving testimony under oath and is not being compensated for it.
4. They are providing scientific or technological information at the government’s
request.
e. They performed only ministerial acts*.
f. Waivers. The Ethics Commission may waive the prohibitions of this provision if it
determines that the situation does not create a potential for undue influence, unfair
advantage, or a serious appearance of impropriety. See §210 for the waiver process.
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Comment: "Personally worked" means the official actually worked on the matter, not
that he or she supervised a department that worked on the matter, which is included
under having “official responsibility.”
The appearance of impropriety of getting a job based on what you did as a city official or
employee is so great that each official or employee should err on the side of not seeking
or accepting work with people or firms that had business before his or her agency or
board.
If an official or employee is not certain whether this provision applies to work they are
seeking or are requested to do, and does not want to turn it down, he or she should ask
the Ethics Commission for an advisory opinion or a waiver.
This provision is intended to, as stated in the waiver section, prevent people and firms
from having undue influence or unfair advantage by hiring officials and employees to
help them use their contacts before their agencies or boards. In addition, it is intended
to make it harder for firms to use a job offer to get special treatment from officials and
employees. And it is intended to prevent officials and employees from using their
positions to gain jobs with firms that have business before them and, similarly, to
prevent the appearance of impropriety that arises when an official takes a job with a firm
that had business before his or her agency or board.
In short, it is important that officials focus on the public interest while in office, and not
have an incentive to give preferential treatment to firms or individuals who may hire
them when they leave public service.
One year is too short a time period to accomplish the goals of a post-employment
provision, but the longer the bar, the more difficult it might be to hire qualified officials or
find qualified candidates for office. This is the trade-off every local government must
make in setting the time period. Two years is a reasonable compromise between
effectiveness and the burden on government officials.
Allowing former officials to immediately work for the city as paid consultants would allow
the official to continue to act in the city's interest, but such an exception would allow for
sweetheart deals between the city and former officials, who normally have the edge in
competing with vendors lacking their municipal contacts. Therefore, according to this
subsection, a former official could consult to the city only on a volunteer basis for his or
her first year after city service.
The confidential information provision also applies to former officials and employees.
And the other side of the revolving door, from business to government, is dealt with in
§100(b), as a conflict of interest.
11. Misuse of City Property and Reimbursements
To discuss this provision, click here.
An official or employee* may not use, or permit others to use, any city funds, property,
or personnel for profit or for personal convenience or benefit, except (a) when available
to the public generally, or to a class of residents, on the same terms and conditions, (b)
when permitted by policies approved by the local legislative body, or (c) when, in the
conduct of official business, used in a minor way for personal convenience. “City funds”
includes travel and other expense reimbursements, which may not be requested for nor
spent on anything but official business.
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Comment: The IMLA Model Code takes this further by requiring care in the use of city
property, so that there is no waste. This is an essential element of government ethics,
but it is a difficult thing to put into law. People - especially opposition parties - often paint
other people's actions as wasteful and negligent. The duty to use city property and
resources with care belongs in the aspirational section of an ethics code, or it invites
frivolous complaints, making it almost impossible to reject any complaint as frivolous.
12. Nepotism
To discuss this provision, click here.
No official or employee* may appoint or hire, or participate in influencing the
appointment or hiring of, his or her spouse or domestic partner*, child or step-child,
sibling or step-sibling, parent, or member of his or her household* for any type of
employment, including by contract (unless competitively bid), with the city. No official or
employee* may supervise or be in a direct line of supervision over his or her spouse or
domestic partner*, child or step-child, sibling or step-sibling, parent, or member of his or
her household*. If an official or employee* comes into a direct line of supervision over
one of these persons, he or she will have six months to come into compliance or to
obtain a waiver.
Comment: Some cities might also want to broaden the range of relations that constitute
nepotism to include, say, aunts and uncles, nephews and nieces, and direct in-laws.
Comments should include a statement that officials should not participate with respect
to the hiring of relatives not expressly included in the list, even if this is not clearly a
violation. It is always best to stay out of any dealings that involve relatives.
This is a popular provision in terms of requests for waivers, and for good reason. There
are situations where enforcing this provision would mean the resignation of a valuable
employee. As important as it is to prevent nepotism, this prohibition needs to be
balanced against other considerations.
Here is an interesting provision from Oakland, CA, which combines a prohibition against
nepotism with one against cronyism, which is defined as follows:
participating in any employment decision that may be viewed as a conflict of
interest, such as one involving a close friend, a business partner, and/or
professional, political, or commercial relationship, that would lead to preferential
treatment or compromise the appearance of fairness.
The provision, §2.40.060 (Title 2, Ch. 2.40 of the Oakland Municipal Code), reads as
follows:
No official, manager or employee may engage in cronyism and/or attempt to
influence the City or any official, manager or employee, to hire, promote, or
change the terms and conditions of employment of any individual with whom that
person has a family relationship, consensual romantic relationship or cohabitant
relationship.
13. Transactions with Subordinates
To discuss this provision, click here.
No official or employee* may engage in a financial transaction, including the giving or
receiving of loans or monetary contributions, including charitable contributions, with a
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subordinate* or person or business over which, in the official or employee's* official
duties and responsibilities, he or she exercises supervisory responsibility, unless (a) the
financial transaction is in the normal course of a regular commercial business or
occupation, or (b) the financial transaction involves a charitable event or fundraising
activity which is the subject of general sponsorship by a state or municipal agency
through official action by a governing body or the highest official of state or municipal
government.
Comment: Exception (b) allows for United Way campaigns and the like, but officials
should be careful not to abuse this exception by getting pet charities approved by the
mayor or city manager. Too often, charities are as much about the official as elections
are, and even good causes should not be aided through coercion.
Some cities might also want to except situations where the subordinate or business
offers or initiates the financial transaction, but this exception can be abused in instances
where a subordinate or business acted under pressure and does not feel in a position to
anger a supervisor or someone responsible for handing out contracts.
14. Fees and Honorariums
To discuss this provision, click here.
No official or employee* may accept a fee or honorarium for an article, for an
appearance or speech, or for participation at an event, in his or her official capacity.
However, he or she may receive payment or reimbursement for necessary expenses
related to any such activity.
15. Endorsements
To discuss this provision, click here.
No official or employee* in his or her official capacity may publicly endorse products or
services. However, this does not prohibit an official or employee from answering
inquiries by other governmental officials, consumer organizations, or product
information services regarding products or services.
16. Consultants*
To discuss this provision, click here.
A consultant* may not represent a person or entity other than the city in any matter,
transaction, action, or proceeding in which the consultant participated personally and
substantially as a consultant to the city. Nor may a consultant represent a person or
entity in any matter, transaction, action, or proceeding against the interest of the city.
Comment: Other rules that apply expressly to consultants are 100(8) (Confidential
Information), 100(21) (Honesty in Application for Positions), and 101(2) (Transactional
Disclosure). Also see the comments to 100(11), the post-employment provision.
Many codes also include language such as: A consultant may not accept other
employment that will either impair the consultant's independence of judgment with
respect to the consultant's official duties for the city, or that will require or induce the
consultant to disclose confidential information pursuant to subsection 8 of this section.
The same problem appears as in the comments to 100(1) above: how does one know
or prove that employment will impair someone's judgment or induce someone to
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disclose confidential information? It is enough that consultants are prevented from
representing parties against the city or in matters the city hired them to deal with, and
that they be included in the confidential information provision, 100(8).
17. Complicity with or Knowledge of Others' Violations
To discuss this provision, click here.
No one may, directly or indirectly, induce, encourage, or aid anyone to violate any
provision of this code. If an official or employee* suspects that someone has violated
this code, he or she is required to report it to the relevant individual, either the
employee's supervisor, the board on which the official sits or before which the official or
employee* is appearing* or will soon appear, or the Ethics Commission if the violation is
past or if it is not immediately relevant to a decision, to discussion, or to actions or
transactions. Anyone who reports a violation in good faith will be protected by the
provisions of 110.
Comment: This subsection seems to turn all city officials and employees into stool
pigeons. But, in fact, a principal reason why ethics programs are ineffective is that
officials and employees feel they can get away with unethical conduct because no one
will turn them in. Instead of having a culture based on ethics, their city has a culture
based on loyalty. People in such a city ignore conflicts of interest, because they feel
protected. There are two reasons for this: (i) no one wants to be a tattle-tale and (ii)
everyone is afraid to be a tattle-tale, because doing so might threaten their jobs, lead to
harassment and failure to advance, or undermine their relations with people in power.
This subsection, along with the whistle-blower protection in 110, allows the people who
know most what is going on in city government - city employees - to safely foster an
ethical environment by preventing action in the public interest from being against their
self-interest. The inclusion of this provision makes it clear to all officials and employees
that government ethics is a group activity, that unethical behavior is less an individual
problem than an organizational problem.
Such a provision appears in the IMLA Model Code; the comments to the IMLA provision
state, in part, "Even if a community ultimately decides not to impose any duty [to report
violations], it would be better off for having debated the issue."
Whether or not anonymous reports would be accepted is another area for debate.
Creating a hotline for reports of violation (anonymously or not) makes it easier for city
employees and others to fulfill their duty to report violations. As long as the ethics
commission can file its own complaint in such an instance, there is the protection for
respondents that the ethics commission must feel satisfied, after a preliminary
investigation, in the truth of the report. People's experiences with such hotlines, good
and bad, would be very helpful, as would information about debates about the duty to
report and about hotlines and anonymous reporting of violations.
Back to tattling, which is rarely defended in a rational way. Not tattling is something very
important in childhood, where it helps maintain solidarity of children against adults. But
for adults there is not a group to maintain solidarity against (hopefully not the city's
residents, to whom officials have a fiduciary duty) and, therefore, this sort of
unquestioning loyalty is inappropriate. The best thing to do, before reporting, is to try to
prevent unethical conduct before it occurs, to directly recommend, for example, that
someone withdraw from participation or seek advice from the ethics commission. But it
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is important that officials and employees know that unethical conduct will not be
protected by the silence of fear or misplaced loyalty.
The first sentence of this subsection, on complicity and inducement, is equally
important. Under most ethics codes, a private citizen or company that induces a
municipal official to violate ethics laws runs no risk of penalty. For example, hoping to
keep a city's business, a bank might give a personal loan to the city treasurer at a
below-market interest rate. If this loan is discovered, the official might lose his or her job
as a result; however, the bank will lose nothing and, more important, knowing this, it is
more likely to offer the loan. Since the goal of this code is to prevent conflicts between
the official's interests and the public interest, it is important that the code also make it
less likely that officials are tempted into these conflicts. Please share your experiences
with provisions such as this, including instances where suits have been brought, arguing
that ethics commissions have no jurisdiction over anyone other than public servants.
18. Falsely Impugning Reputation
To discuss this provision, click here.
An official or employee* may not falsely impugn the reputation of a city resident. If an
official or employee* believes his or her accusation to be true, and then learns that it
was false, even in part, he or she should apologize in the same forum the accusations
were made. A failure to so apologize within a reasonable period of time after learning of
the falseness of the accusations will create the presumption that the conduct was fully
intentional.
Comment: A common way for officials to intimidate residents who speak out and to
prevent others from similarly speaking out is to use their positions of respect to falsely
attack people who lack such positions, and thereby destroy their reputation and the
legitimacy of their arguments, so that opposition from that individual and others will
lessen. This form of misuse of office is central to undermining free debate as well as
citizen oversight of executive and legislative actions.
19. Meeting Attendance
To discuss this provision, click here.
All members of boards and commissions are expected to attend their meetings. It is a
violation of this code to miss more than a third of a board or commission's meetings in a
twelve-month period.
Comment:This might seem rough, but it is rough on a board when its members do not
attend meetings. In fact, it can make quorums difficult and, thereby, undermine the
functioning of the board. If a board member has health problems, lives out of town a
large part of the year, or has ongoing scheduling problems, the responsible thing to do
is resign. If things change in the future, the board member can ask to be appointed
when the next position opens up. Reappointment should be easy for someone so
responsible.
20. Honesty in Applications for Positions
To discuss this provision, click here.
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No person seeking to become an official or employee,* consultant* or contractor may
make any false statement, submit any false document, or knowingly withhold
information about wrongdoing in connection with employment by or service for the city.
To discuss other provisions, including those suggested below, click here.
Additional Comment to 100: Some codes, including the IMLA Code, make it an ethical
duty to comply with laws, including criminal laws, discrimination and sexual harassment
laws, and lobbying laws. The chronic violation of more minor laws and rules is also
sometimes cited.
It is a difficult question whether to involve an ethics commission with every violation of
law. Criminal and other undesirable activity by public servants certainly undermines the
public trust in municipal government. But is the ethics process the right place to deal
with such matters, or are they better dealt with by supervisors or, in the case of elected
officials, by voters? The duty to comply with laws is not included here because, as long
as the violation of other laws is made public, criminal and other proceedings should deal
with them as well as the ethics process. However, if the violation is somehow hidden
from the public, it might be appropriate for an ethics commission to make the violation
public. Has anyone seen language to this effect?
I believe that cities should consider special ethical guidelines and rules for city
attorneys. This is a complicated area, where it is sometimes not clear what it means to
represent the city (the mayor, the council, the public interest in such things as truth,
openness, ane fair process). I feel that guidelines are important not only for attorneys,
who often do not recognize the special conflicts they face, but also to protect the public
interest, which is harmed by city attorneys who ignore conflicts in the name of
representing their client. Who their client is in each sort of instance needs to be clarified.
Attorney conflicts of interest are covered by their state's disciplinary rules, but (i) these
rules are enforced by lawyers rather than city residents; and (ii) these rules do not deal
with the special conflicts that city attorneys are faced with. I would like to see a
discussion about it, including recommended provisions to deal with the problems
practitioners, both lawyers and non-lawyers, have witnessed.
101. Transactional Disclosure.
To discuss this provision, click here.
1. Whenever an official or employee* has reason to believe that he or she should
withdraw from participation under §100.3 of this code, he or she must:
a. immediately refrain from participating further in the matter, formally or informally;
b. promptly inform the appropriate individual or body, pursuant to subsection 3
below, that he or she has a conflict, and the nature of the conflict; and
c. promptly file with the ethics commission [or city clerk, if there is no commission] a
signed statement disclosing the reasons for withdrawal or, if a member of a
board or commission, state this information on the public record of that board or
commission.
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Comment: In subsection 1(c) and in 104(2) there are references to placing information
on the public record. This appears to assume that municipal meetings have a published
transcript or, at least, a recording, video or aural, that is available to the public. But
especially in smaller cities and towns, and in less important meetings, this is not the
case. How have cities dealt with this problem of not having a public record to place
disclosures on? Is it required that minutes include all disclosures?
2. Whenever someone suggests or requests (privately or publicly) that an official or
employee* withdraw from participation under §100.3 of this code, and he or she
chooses not to do so, he or she must promptly file with the ethics commission [or city
clerk, if there is no commission] a signed statement disclosing the reasons for refusing
to withdraw or, if a member of a board or commission and if the suggestion was made
publicly at a meeting of that board of commission, state this information upon the public
record of that board or commission.
Comment: See the comment to 100(3) for more information.
3. An official or employee* is required to inform the appropriate individual or body
pursuant to subsection 1b, as follows:
a. If a member of a board, commission, committee, or authority, inform the chair or
the entire body at a public or executive session (if at an executive session, the
disclosure should also be made after going back into regular session); if the
chair, inform the secretary;
b. If not on such a body and appointed by the city manager/director of
administration/mayor, inform the city manager/director of administration/mayor;
c. If an employee of the Board of Education, inform the Superintendent of Schools;
d. If the Superintendent of Schools, inform the chair of the Board of Education;
e. If an elected official, inform the mayor;
f. If a consultant,* inform the chair or head of the board, department, or agency that
hired the consultant.
4. An official or employee* with an interest in a contract must disclose this interest prior
to the first of any of the following events of which the official has knowledge:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The preparation of the contract specifications.
The solicitation of the contract.
The bidding of a contract.
The negotiation of a contract.
The approval of the contract.

5. An official or employee* need not make a disclosure pursuant to this section if he or
she, with respect to the same matter, has already made such a disclosure.
Comment: Transactional disclosure provides specific disclosure when a conflict arises,
that is, when an official or employee's personal relationship or interest actually creates a
conflict with the public interest. It is at this point that it is most important that the official
or employee seriously consider the effects of this conflict on his or her actions or
judgment, as well as the effects on how his or her involvement would appear to the
public if it knew about the conflict.
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Subsection 3: These specific guidelines to informing of conflicts should be adapted to
each city's particular form and structure.
102. Exclusions from the Code of Ethics and from Transactional Disclosure.
To discuss exclusions and waivers, click here.
The provisions of 100 and 101 of this code do not require withdrawal or transactional
disclosure as a result of:
1. An action specifically authorized by statute, rule, or regulation of the State of
__________ or of the United States.
2. A ministerial act*.
3. Gifts* (a) received by the official or employee* from his or her parent, spouse or
domestic partner*, child or step-child, or sibling or step-sibling; (b) received by
the official or employee, his or her spouse or domestic partner, child or stepchild, parent, and member of his or her household*, from a person or entity (any
person who works for or is otherwise related to an entity is considered as having
given on behalf of that entity), having an aggregate value of $50 or less during
any twelve-month period; or (c) accepted on behalf of the city and transferred to
the city pursuant to 100(4)(b).
4. Gifts* or financial benefits* having a value of $50 or less that are received by a
city official or employee for the solemnization of a marriage officiated by that
official or employee at a place other than his or her normal public place of
business and at a time other than his or her normal work hours.
5. Public awards from charitable organizations having a value of $100 or less.
Comments: Subsection 3 contains an annual dollar limit for gifts given to an official or
employee plus his close relations. Many ethics codes' dollar limits are per gift, usually
around $50, in the belief that taking an official out to lunch is acceptable. However, such
a limit is easy to get around by giving lots of small gifts to officials and their relatives,
which add up to large gifts over time. Another way around such a rule is to give large
gifts that are naturally spread out over time, such as a restaurant or club tab, or season
tickets. Other codes' gift rules contain many detailed instances and amounts, for such
things as private or public or charitable functions. A simpler rule, with an annual limit, is
more clear and therefore provides better guidance. I would like to hear people's
opinions about this, as well as their experiences with the approaches: how successful
they've been, how they've been enforced, etc.
103. Annual Disclosure.
To discuss this provision, click here.
1. Officials, Employees, and Others Who Are Required to File.
Those holding the following job titles or positions are required to file a signed annual
disclosure statement:
1. Elected officials;
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2. Department heads and those authorized to act on their behalf (e.g., first
deputies);
3. Officials and employees* who hold policymaking positions, including members of
municipal boards, such as ethics commissions, finance boards, planning and
zoning boards, boards of zoning, buildings, and assessment appeals, wetlands
and conservation boards, economic development boards, and parks and
recreation boards;
4. Officials whose job descriptions or whose actual duties involve:
i.
The negotiation, authorization, or approval of contracts, leases,
franchises, revocable consents, concessions, variances, special permits,
or licenses;
ii.
The purchase, sale, rental, or lease of real property, personal property, or
services, or a contract for any of these;
iii.
The obtaining of grants of money or loans; or
iv.
The adoption or repeal of any rule or regulation having the force and effect
of law;
v.
candidates for elected office;
vi.
political party committee officers; and
vii.
relatives of officials and employees who, pursuant to subsection 5(d) of
this section, are required to file because they are employed by the city, but
who would not otherwise be required to file.
2. Time and Place for Filing.
a. Annual disclosure statements (for the calendar year) are to be filed with the Ethics
Commission:
(i) Within one-hundred-and-twenty days after the effective date of this section;
(ii) Within thirty days after taking one of the job titles or positions listed in subsection 1 of
this section; and
(iii) No later than May 15 of each year thereafter.
b. For candidates for elected office:
(i) With the filing of the certificate of candidacy or declaration of intent.
(ii) No later than May 15 of each year thereafter. If an annual disclosure statement is
overdue and is not filed within 20 days after the candidate receives from the Ethics
Commission written notice of the failure to file, the candidate is considered to have
withdrawn his or her candidacy.
3. Changes in Disclosed Information.
Within thirty days after a change in the information contained in his or her most recently
filed annual disclosure statement, an official, employee, or candidate must file a signed
amendment to the statement (as in subsection 2), indicating the change.
4. Contents of Annual Disclosure Statement.
The annual disclosure statement will include:
a. The location of any real property in the city, or within one mile of the boundary of the
city, in which the person disclosing, or his or her relative*, has a financial interest*, and
the type of financial interest.
b. With respect to each outside employer or business* of the person disclosing:
(i) Its name (if any);
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(ii) The nature of its business;
(iii) If it is an entity, the type of entity;
(iv) The person disclosing's relationship to it, such as sole proprietor, owner, partner,
official, director, member, employee, bondholder, or shareholder.
c. With respect to each outside employer or business* of the person disclosing's spouse
or domestic partner*, the information required by paragraph (b) of this subsection.
d. The names and addresses of all relatives* employed by the city as employees,
contractors, or consultants*, including relatives* who work for or are subcontractors of
contractors, consultants*, or subcontractors.
e. Failure to disclose the information required by subsection 4 of this section with
respect to a person disclosing's spouse or other relative* does not constitute a violation
of that subsection if the person disclosing made a good faith effort to obtain the
information and if he or she also sets forth those efforts in his or her disclosure
statement.
5. Any person who is subject to the disclosure provisions of this and the following
subsection is required to obtain and preserve, for a period of three years following the
date of the relevant disclosure statement, all accounts, bills, receipts, and other
documents necessary to complete and substantiate such disclosure statement. These
documents will be made available for inspection upon request by the Ethics
Commission or its agent after reasonable notice.
6. The Director of Finance must certify to the Ethics Commission, no later than May 15
of each year, a list of all business entities doing business with the city, currently bidding
for business with the city, or that have done business with the city over the prior three
years. This list will be made available to the public at no cost.
Comment: While less significant than transactional disclosure, annual disclosure does
fill an important role in an ethics program. In particular, annual disclosure reveals
potential conflicts of interest before they arise and thus alerts the official - and the
citizenry - to those potential conflicts. Annual disclosure thereby provides a check on
transactional disclosure and protects officials by identifying potential ethical pitfalls,
which the official can then take steps to avoid.
Politicians often focus their condemnation of ethics codes on annual disclosure
statements. They insist that forcing people to disclose their interests will prevent people
from getting involved in city government. But the disclosure statements in this model
code are far from what, say, U.S. Senators are required to file. No one is being asked to
disclose how wealthy or poor they are. They are only being asked to say who their
employer is (not what they're paid), what local companies they have financial interests
in (not how big their interest is), what land they own in the municipality, and which of
their relatives work for the city. The only people who will truly mind disclosing this
information are those who have so many interests or involved relatives, or so much land
in town, that they probably would face many conflicts of interest and, therefore, should
probably not be involved in city government, except in areas that do not deal with
businesses, developers, or contractors. After all, the biggest complaint people have
about municipal governments is that they're run by local businessmen, developers, and
contractors, those who represent them, and their relatives. This problem is only
compounded when officials do not want to admit publicly what they do for a living.
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Some cities will want to go beyond these minimal disclosure requirements, especially
for senior officials. Such cities will want annual disclosure of all information directly
relevant to the ethics code, including all interests, direct and indirect, that might conflict
with government responsibilities (see 100(1) above). Major debtors and creditors may
also be listed, as well as any applications made to the city during the year. It may be
specified that the disclosure statement is being filed under oath.
Subsection 1: For the sake of clarity, each municipality should list the job titles or
positions of the persons required to file annual disclosure statements.
Subsection 2: May 15 was chosen because it is one month after personal income tax
returns are due, providing them with both fresh information and the time to prepare the
disclosure statement.
Subsection 4: In the event a person disclosing, after a good faith effort, is unable to
obtain the required information from an estranged spouse or from a relative, he or she
need only set forth his or her efforts in the disclosure statement; there is no need to
review land records.
Subsection 6: Information in disclosure statements is useful only if it can be checked
against information. That is the purpose of this subsection: to allow the comparison of
an official's business connections with a list of businesses that do business with the city.
Should failure to file a disclosure statement be a violation requiring a complaint to be
filed, placing the burden on citizens or the ethics commission and requiring an
investigation and hearing for a clear-cut violation? Or should the burden be on the
person disclosing to file (at least a request for a 30-day extension), requiring from the
ethics commission only a notice and a reasonable length of time before a stated penalty
is automatically due?
There have been cases, such as in Rhode Island, where a large number of officials did
not file disclosure statements, making it almost impossible for the ethics commission to
take action against them all (it is my understanding that they chose to go after the
governor first). A late fee and serious penalty for not filing would require officials to take
the requirement seriously. I would like to know others' experiences with enforcement of
annual disclosure.
104. Disclosure by Applicants.
To discuss this provision, click here.
1. When a person requests that the city, or a city official or employee*, take or refrain
from taking any action (other than a ministerial act*) that may result in a financial
benefit* to either any official or employee or to one of the other persons listed in 100(1)
of this code, the person requesting must disclose the name of any such person or
persons, to the extent of his or her knowledge at the time of the request.
2. If the request is made in writing, the disclosure must accompany the request. If the
request is oral and made at the meeting of a public body, the disclosure must be set
forth in the public record of the body. If the request is oral and not made at the meeting
of a public body, the disclosure must be set forth in writing and filed with the city clerk,
who will send a copy to the Ethics Commission.
Comment: An example of how this section works is that an applicant for a zoning
variance is required to list the name of any city official or employee, or others listed in
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100(1), who might benefit from the granting of the variance. Applicant disclosure
provides a check on transactional and annual disclosure.
This section does not require that the applicant research which officials, if any, have an
interest in the matter, but only requires that the applicant disclose the names of
interested officials to the extent the applicant knows of the interest. Also, the section
imposes no burden on the applicant to update the disclosure if the applicant later learns
that certain officials have an interest in the application.
105. Advisory Opinions.
To discuss advisory opinions, click here.
1. Upon the written request of any official or employee*, including former officials and
employees whose position was terminated within three years as well as people who
intend to soon become an official or employee, as well as any candidate, consultant, or
person or entity doing business with the city, or person or entity doing business with or
seeking a special benefit from the city, or intending to soon do so, the Ethics
Commission must render, within fifteen days after the date of its next regular meeting, a
written advisory opinion with respect to the interpretation or application of this Code with
respect to future actions only. If an earlier response is desired, or if the Ethics Officer
determines that the situation does not require a formal advisory opinion, an informal
verbal or e-mail opinion will be provided by the Ethics Officer. For more information
about advisory opinions, see Section 209 of this code.
2. Any person or entity may request informal advice from the Ethics Officer about any
situation, including hypothetical situations, but such advice is not binding and there are
no time requirements.
Comment: For more information about advisory opinions, see 209, in the
Administration part of this code. The Ethics Commission's other duties are set forth in
the Administration part of this code, which is of interest to most people only in extreme
situations. But all officials and employees, as well as many residents, will have occasion
to take advantage of the Ethics Commission's or Ethics Officer's advice. And this is the
Ethics Commission's most important responsibility. It is very important for local
government officials and employees, whenever they are uncertain as to whether they
should proceed with a matter, to immediately seek advice. This will prevent unethical
conduct from occurring due to a lack of knowledge or understanding, and will create a
series of precedents to guide officials and employees in the future.
In smaller jurisdictions that do not provide for paid staff, ethics officers sometimes work
on a volunteer or part-time basis (and ethics officers can be shared among small
jurisdictions). They can be very helpful in providing quick advice before possible
conflicts can cause problems. Ethics Commissions rarely meet often enough to provide
timely advice, and town, city, and county attorneys rarely have the training, and rarely
are unbiased enough, or seen as unbiased enough, to provide trustworthy advice.
There is nothing worse than having an official told by a government attorney that he or
she can do (or not do) something which, whether a violation of the ethics code or not,
would undermine citizens' trust in their government officials. And yet this happens all the
time. A truly neutral ethics officer can prevent this from happening.
Although it is common for informal ethics advice not to be binding on the ethics
commission and not to require an official to follow it, if the informal ethics advice is put
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into writing, and the facts are confirmed by the requester, it is best to treat the informal
ethics advice as binding on both the requester and the ethics commission.
106. Void Contracts.
To discuss penalties relating to contracts, click here.
Any contract, permit, or other transaction entered into by or with the city which results in
or from a violation of any provision of sections 100 or 101 of this code is void, without
further action taken, unless ratified by the city's legislative body in an open session held
after applicable public notice. Such ratification does not affect the imposition of any
penalties pursuant to this code or any other provision of law.
107. Penalties for Violation of This Code.
To discuss penalties and other relief, click here.
To discuss negotiating with unions regarding penalties that apply to employees,
click here.
1. Resignation, Compensatory Action, Apology.
Violation of any provision of this code should raise conscientious questions for the
official or employee* concerned as to whether a sincere apology, compensatory action,
or resignation is appropriate to promote the best interests of the city and to prevent the
cost - in time, money, and emotion - of an investigation and hearings.
Comment: An official should not compound ignoring a conflict of interest by again
putting his or her personal interest ahead of the public interest by denying, obfuscating,
or covering up what he or she knows to be true, or by, directly or indirectly, falsely
accusing others of misconduct. An apology that includes sincere remorse and a
willingness to make reasonable reparations restores respect and dignity, brings peace
to personal and partisan rancor, assures the public that it is safe from further harm.
2. Disciplinary Action.
Any person or entity that is found to have engaged in action or inaction that violates any
provision of this code may be reprimanded, suspended, or removed by the Ethics
Commission, or the Ethics Commission may seek or impose any of the sanctions or
remedies listed below or in 215.
Comment: Many cities do not choose to allow ethics commissions to suspend or
remove officials and employees. This can be a special problem where the employee is
covered by a collective bargaining agreement. Below is alternative language for such
cities:
Any person or entity that is found to have engaged in action or inaction that violates any
provision of this code may be reprimanded by the Ethics Commission. If the Ethics
Commission recommends that the violator be suspended or removed from office or
employment, or be subject to any other sanction or remedy authorized by law or
collective bargaining agreement not listed in this section or in 215, the legislative body
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must choose, in an open session held after applicable public notice, whether and to
what extent to impose such sanctions.
Requiring the legislative body to make a determination on the ethics commission's
recommendation is very important, because otherwise a council majority could prevent
the matter from being debated (or they could dispose of it secretly in executive session).
An alternative approach is to make it more clear what sort of violation of this code can
lead to suspension or removal, and to require a supermajority, as in the following
language:
The Ethics Commission may suspend or remove a respondent from office, or employ
other sanctions or remedies authorized by law or collective bargaining agreement not
listed in this section or in 215. To suspend or remove a respondent, the violation must
have been committed either with (i) fraudulent intent to secure the unjust enrichment of
the respondent or another person or (ii) malicious intent to inflict pecuniary or other
substantial injury upon another person. A respondent can be suspended or removed
only by the vote of four members of the Ethics Commission.
Two important limitations on an ethics commission suspending or removing employees
must be taken into account: (i) union rules and procedures; and (ii) civil service rules
and procedures. Since these vary greatly, each city must determine how to take these
into consideration without undermining the Ethics Commission's enforcement powers,
especially with respect to elected and appointed officials who are neither union
members nor civil service employees (and most ethics proceedings involve such
officials). Protection of union and civil service prerogatives can be used a way to take
enforcement power out of the Ethics Commission's hands. Please share your
experiences with union and civil service conflicts with ethics enforcement.
When politicians do give this power to an Ethics Commission, especially one not of their
choice, it makes a strong commitment to a neutral, non-politicized ethical environment
and sends a clear message to people in the city government and to those who work
with it.
Please also share your experiences with ethics commissions that do have the power to
suspend or remove employees, as well as with situations where this power is reserved
to the legislative body or other individuals or bodies.
3. Civil Fine.
Any person or entity that violates any provision of this code may be subject to a civil fine
of up to $2,000 for each violation, payable to the city. A civil fine may be imposed in
addition to any other penalty authorized by this code or by law, other than a civil
forfeiture pursuant to subsection 5 of this section.
4. Damages.
Any person or entity that violates any provision of this code is liable in damages to the
city for any losses or increased costs incurred by the city as a result of the violation.
Such damages may be imposed in addition to any other penalty authorized by this code
or by law, other than a civil forfeiture pursuant to subsection 5 of this section.
5. Civil Forfeiture.
Any person or entity that violates any provision of this code is subject to a civil forfeiture
to the city of a sum equal to twice the value of any financial benefit* he, she, or it
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received, or caused others to receive, as a result of the conduct that constituted the
violation. A civil forfeiture may be imposed in addition to any other penalty authorized by
this code or by law, other than a civil fine pursuant to subsection 3 or damages pursuant
to subsection 4 of this section.
108. Debarment.
To discuss penalties relating to contracts, click here.
1. Any person or entity that intentionally or knowingly violates any provision of this code,
in more than a de minimis manner, as well as any entity owned by such person or entity
or by an owner of the entity in violation, is prohibited from entering into any contract,
other than an employment contract, with the city for a period not to exceed three years.
2. Nothing in this section may be construed to prohibit any person or entity from
receiving a service or benefit, or from using a facility, which is generally available to the
public.
3. Under this section, a corporation, partnership, or other entity is not vicariously liable
for the actions of an employee. A corporation, partnership, or other entity is not
debarred because of the actions of an employee unless the employee acted in the
execution of company policy or custom, or with knowledge of one or more company
officers. A store, region, division, or other unit of an entity is not debarred because of
the actions of an employee of that unit unless the employee acted at the direction, or
with the actual knowledge or approval, of the manager of the unit.
109. Injunctive Relief.
To discuss penalties and other relief, click here.
1. Any resident, official, or employee of the city may initiate an action or special
proceeding, as appropriate, in a court of appropriate jurisdiction for injunctive relief to
enjoin any person or entity from violating this code or to compel any person or entity to
comply with the provisions of this code. In lieu of, or in addition to, injunctive relief, the
action or special proceeding, as appropriate, may seek a declaratory judgment.
2. No action or special proceeding may be prosecuted or maintained pursuant to
subsection 1 of this section, unless (a) the plaintiff or petitioner has filed with the Ethics
Commission a complaint alleging the violation, (b) it is alleged in the complaint or
petition filed with the court that at least six months have elapsed since the filing of the
complaint with the Ethics Commission, and that the Ethics Commission has failed to
issue a determination in the matter, and (c) the action or special proceeding is filed
within ten months after the alleged violation occurred.
Comment: This section addresses the failure of the Ethics Commission to act on a
matter before it. When the Ethics Commission does act within the period prescribed by
subsection 2, the remedy of the aggrieved party (the complainant or the alleged violator)
lies in a proceeding to review the commission's determination (see 216). If the Ethics
Commission files a determination in the matter after the 109 suit has been filed, the
matter should proceed as a review proceeding, provided that the plaintiff or petitioner is
aggrieved by the Ethics Commission's determination.
110. Whistle-Blower Protection.
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To discuss this section, click here.
1. Neither the city nor any person, including officials and employees*, may take or
threaten to take, directly or indirectly, official or personal action, including but not limited
to discharge, discipline, personal attack, harassment, intimidation, or change in job,
salary, or responsibilities, against any official, employee, or other person (or against any
member of their family) because that person, or a person acting on his or her behalf, (a)
reports, verbally or in writing, or files a complaint with the Ethics Commission regarding
an alleged violation of this code, or (b) is requested by the Ethics Commission to
participate in an investigation, hearing, or inquiry, or is involved in a court action relating
either to the alleged violation or to evidence presented or given as part of an Ethics
Commission investigation or hearing. The provisions of this section are not applicable
when the complainant, witness, or reporter of a violation made accusations or other
statements that were malicious and false. A violation of this section is a violation of this
code.
2. Anyone who alleges a violation of subsection 1 may bring a civil action for
appropriate injunctive relief, or actual damages, or both within ninety days after the
occurrence of the alleged violation. A court may order reinstatement of the plaintiff to
such a suit, or the payment of back wages, full reinstatement of fringe benefits and
seniority rights, actual damages, or any combination of these remedies. A court may
also award the plaintiff all or a portion of the costs of litigation, including reasonable
attorney fees and witness fees. The initiation of such litigation is not a violation of the
confidentiality provisions in 100(8) or 213(9).
Comment: Without whistle-blower protection, city employees - the people who best
know what is going on in the city government - will be unlikely to come forward with
reports of ethics code violations. It is difficult enough to betray the strong feelings of
loyalty that exist in most workplaces, and almost impossible when speaking out
endangers your job and pension. With whistle-blower protection, city officials will know
their violations might be reported and, therefore, will be more likely to act consistent with
the code (that is, their personal interest in protecting themselves will be closer to the
public interest in their acting fairly and impartially).
111. Definitions.
To discuss this section, click here.
To discuss whether some provisions should apply only to certain officials, click
here.
Unless otherwise stated or unless the context otherwise requires, when used in this
code:
1. To "appear" or "appear before" means to communicate in any form, including, without
limitation, personally, through another person, by letter, or by telephone. This definition
also applies to the noun form, "appearance."
2. "Consultant" means an independent contractor or professional person or entity
engaged by the city or advising a city official, and in a position to influence a city
decision or action, or have access to confidential information.
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3. "Customer or client" in 100(1)(e) means (a) any person or entity to which a person or
entity has supplied goods or services during the previous twenty-four months, having, in
the aggregate, a value greater than $1,000, or (b) any person or entity to which an
official or employee's* outside employer or business* has supplied goods or services
during the previous twenty-four months, having, in the aggregate, a value greater than
$1,000, but only if the official or employee knows or has reason to know the outside
employer or business supplied the goods or services.
4. "Domestic partner" is an adult, unrelated by blood, with whom an unmarried or
separated official or employee* has an exclusive committed relationship, maintains a
mutual residence, and shares basic living expenses.
5. "Financial benefit" includes any money, service, license, permit, contract,
authorization, loan, discount, travel, entertainment, hospitality, gratuity, or any promise
of any of these, or anything else of value. This term does not include campaign
contributions authorized by law. A "financial interest" is a relationship to something such
that a direct or indirect financial benefit has been, will be, or might be received as a
result of it.
6. A "gift" is a financial benefit* received or given without equivalent compensation.
However, a financial benefit* received or given on terms available to the general public
is not a gift.
7. "Household" includes anyone whose primary residence is in the official or
employee*'s home, including non-relatives* who are not rent payers or servants.
8. An "interest in a contract" is a relationship to a contract such that a direct or indirect
financial or other material benefit* has been, will be, or might be received as a result of
that contract. The official or employee* does not need to be a party to the contract to
have an interest in it. Indirect benefit includes a benefit to the official's family or outside
business or employer.
9. "Ministerial act" means an action performed in a prescribed manner without the
exercise of judgment or discretion as to the propriety of the act. An example of a
ministerial act is the granting of a marriage license by a city clerk.
10. "Official or employee" means any official or employee of the city, whether paid or
unpaid, and includes all members of an office, board, body, advisory board, council,
commission, agency, department, district, administration, division, bureau, committee,
or subcommittee of the city. The term also includes candidates for office and elected
candidates prior to the time they take office, as well as anyone engaged in the
performance of a governmental function. "Official or employee" does not include:
(a) A judge, justice, or official or employee of the court system;
(b) A volunteer fire fighter or civil defense volunteer, except a fire chief or assistant fire
chief; or
11. "Outside employer or business" includes:
(a) any substantial business activity other than service to the city;
(b) any entity, other than the city, of which the official or employee* is a member, official,
director, or employee, and from which he or she receives compensation for services
rendered or goods sold or produced;
(c) any entity located in the city or which does business with the city, in which the official
or employee* has an ownership interest, except a public corporation in which the official
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or employee's ownership interest is the lesser of (i) stock valued at less than $50,000 or
(ii) five percent of the outstanding stock; and
(d) any entity to which the official or employee* owes, or by which the official or
employee is owed, more than $10,000, either in the form of a note, a bond, a loan, or
any other financial instrument.
For purposes of this definition, "compensation" does not include reimbursement for
necessary expenses, including travel expenses..
12. "Personal benefit" includes benefits other than those that are directly financially
advantageous. These include financial benefits* to relatives*, business associates, and
others listed in 100(1), as well as non-financial benefits to these people and to oneself,
including such things as reputation and the success of one's career. A "personal
interest" means a relationship to something such that a personal benefit has been, will
be, or might be obtained by certain action or inaction with respect to it.
13. "Relative" means a spouse, child, step-child, brother, sister, parent or step-parent,
or a person claimed as a dependent on the official or employee's* latest individual state
income tax return.
14. "Subordinate" means another official or employee* over whose activities an official
or employee has direction, supervision. or control.
Comment: Subsection 3 ("customer or client"): An employee of a large corporation may
not know many of the customers or clients of his or her employer and should not be
penalized for that understandable ignorance. For that reason, the "knows or has reason
to know" language is included.
Subsection 6 ("gift"): A "financial transaction -- on terms not available to the general
public" includes, for example, a reduced-interest loan to a municipal official. The
reduction in interest would constitute a gift.
Subsection 10 ("official or employee") used to contain an exception for members of
advisory boards that have no authority to implement their recommendations. This
exception was deleted for the reasons set forth in a blog post, which focuses on more
responsible ways of dealing with conflicted potential advisory board members.
Subsection 11(c)("outside employer or business"): It is sometimes said that stock
ownership in a public company is not relevant to an official's interests, because he or
she owns a tiny percentage of the stock and therefore has no control over the entity. But
the success of the public company does have special meaning to someone who holds a
large dollar amount of that company's stock (even if that amount is large only for the
individual, not for the corporation) and, therefore, it does constitute an interest that could
get in the way of an official's ability to act impartially (as well as the perception of how
the official would benefit from the company's success).
The amount of share holdings will not be disclosed, but since there is a minimum
amount, it will be clear that any disclosed share holding is sizeable. Therefore, some
cities may want a lower threshold amount, so that it is not clear whether a shareholding
is large or small.
Subsection 12 ("personal benefit"): Many ethics codes require the expenditure of funds
even with respect to personal benefits. But this requirement allows officials to vote, say,
on whether they should have to withdraw from participation, when a committee member
raises the issue at a meeting. Non-financial interests, such as reputation, are very
important to people and have an equally powerful effect on their ability to make impartial
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decisions. I would like to hear about examples of personal benefits you feel should be
included as giving rise to a possible conflict of interest, and how you have seen such
personal benefits dealt with when they are and when they are not covered by ethics
codes.
Subsection 13: Some cities follow the IMLA Model Code by defining "relatives,"
generally or in such instances as gift-giving, as anyone within up to the fifth degree of
consanguinity. I feel that this term is inappropriate to an ethics code because of its
unfamiliarity, its difficulty, and its common usage in law (determining incest). To be in
the fifth degree of consanguinity, two individual's first common ancestor must be no
more than a total of five generations away. For example, if my grandfather (two
degrees) is your great-grandfather (three degrees), there are five degrees of
consanguinity between us. In law, because consanguinity is for the purpose of defining
incest, it does not include relationship by marriage. However, relationship by marriage is
relevant in government ethics.
Throughout this code there are stars next to defined words. If this usage is followed and
the code is placed on a city's website, these stars should be turned into links to the
Definitions section, so that the definitions can be easily consulted.
Part B: Administrative Provisions
201. Duties of City Clerk.
The City Clerk must maintain on file for public inspection and, with respect to disclosure
statements, index in alphabetical order by the last name of the relevant official,
employee, candidate, or applicant the following documents:
(1) A copy of the code of ethics and amendments thereto;
(2) A statement that the city has established an Ethics Commission, and its
composition;
(3) A copy of the form of annual statement of financial disclosure;
(4) A list of the names and offices, or positions, of all officials and employees required to
file annual disclosure statements;
(5) Copies of all transactional, applicant, and annual disclosure statements filed
pursuant to this code.
202 Maintenance of Disclosure Statements.
1. The City Clerk must transmit promptly to the Ethics Commission copies of each
transactional and applicant disclosure statement filed pursuant to sections 101, 103,
and 104 of this code.
2. The Ethics Commission must index and maintain on file for at least seven years all
disclosure statements filed with it pursuant to sections 101, 103, and 104 of this code..
203 Ethics Commission: Establishment; Qualifications of Members; Appointment
of Members; Term of Office.
To discuss the establishment and role of ethics commissions, click here.
1. There is hereby established an Ethics Commission consisting of five members, plus
two alternate members. All members and alternate members must be residents of the
city.
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2. No member of the Ethics Commission may be, or have been within the three years
prior to appointment, an official or employee*, consultant or contractor of the city; an
officer in a political party or political committee; a candidate or an active member of the
campaign of a candidate for any office within the Commission’s jurisdiction; or a
lobbyist. Nor should a member nor any member of his or her immediate family, have,
within the three years prior to appointment, sought any special benefits from the city,
directly or indirectly. An Ethics Commission member or staff member, or a member of
his or her immediate family, may not, directly or indirectly, seek any special benefits
from the city, make campaign contributions, nor participate in any way in the campaign
of a candidate for any office within the commission’s jurisdiction, or of an individual
currently within the commission's jurisdiction.
3. Of the regular membership of the Board, no more than two may be registered in the
same political party, and at least one must be registered as unaffiliated. The alternate
members may not be registered in the same political party.
4. Within sixty days after the effective date of this code, and no later than December 31
each year thereafter, the city's legislative body will appoint the members of the Ethics
Commission from a list of nominees prepared by [five-to-seven community
organizations, such as the local branch of the League of Women Voters; see this City
Ethics blog post to see how some local governments do this.]
Comment: Subsection 1: Five is not a magic number for an ethics commission. In large
cities, if there is a lot of activity, it would be best to have a larger number of members,
and then allow, say, five-member panels for proceedings, and three-member panels for
advisory opinions. When there is little activity, it is often difficult to get a quorum at
ethics commission meetings, so it is best to keep the number of members low. This is
especially important since an ethics commission may only act by the majority vote of its
total membership, not just those members who attend a meeting.
Subsection 2: There are constitutional problems with excluding elected officials from
ethics commissions, but it is a terrible idea to have an elected or appointed official on a
commission that is supposed to be independent and without its own conflicts of interest.
It undermines the spirit of the ethics code.
The restriction on municipal officials and employees, and lobbyists and party officers,
serving on ethics commissions seeks to ensure that the board is as free as possible
from pressure from other officials, co-workers and superiors alike.
Subsection 3: The restriction on the political make-up of the board aims to strengthen
both the perception and the reality of a board that is not partisan. Ethics commissions
must not become political footballs, because this will undermine trust in them and cause
people not to file complaints or seek advisory opinions, nor to have faith in their
determinations. For the same reason, this code restricts the political activities of ethics
commission members.
Subsection 4: The idea of having one or more nonpartisan civic organizations select a
city's ethics commission is unusual, but there are no better alternatives to preventing an
ethics commission from being (and appearing) political or to ensuring that either party
cannot block a member of its party from being disciplined or from getting no more than a
reprimand. Another alternative is to require that each member be selected by
unanimous vote of the legislative body, but this would still allow the parties to trade
votes and make the same selections the two party committees would have made (or in
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fact did make). An ethics commission should be as nonpartisan, and without its own
conflicts, as possible, and answerable to no one. Only a nonpartisan body can ensure
this, at least on a city level (that is, without having a regional or state commission
handle city ethics matters; see the next comment for more on this). In any event,
instead of politicians (or even nonpartisan civic organizations) selecting only people
they know, a vacancy on an ethics commission should be widely publicized, and
citizens who are not politically involved should be encouraged to apply.
Smaller municipalities may choose to form joint or regional ethics commissions. Since,
in towns, most politically active residents have personal biases and relationships with
those most likely to be brought before an ethics commission, a regional ethics
commission can provide a truly neutral, independent solution. The decisions of a
regional ethics commission will demand much more respect and make people more
certain that ethical matters are not being decided based on local loyalties. In addition,
towns lack the resources to educate ethics commission members pursuant to 211, and
they have too few matters brought before them to allow members to gain the necessary
experience. Another alternative, which several states employ, is to have a state ethics
commission deal with municipal as well as state matters (the commission can be the
same one, or a separate one that focuses on municipal matters, but has access to the
same staff expertise). I would like to hear people's feelings about regional and state
ethics commissions, as well as their experiences with them.
5. The term of office of Ethics Commission members is three years and runs from
January 1 through December 31, except that, of the regular members first appointed,
one member will serve until December 31 of the year in which the Board is established,
two regular members and one alternate member will serve until the second December
31, and two regular members and one alternate member will serve until the third
December 31.
6. An Ethics Commission member will serve until his or her successor has been
appointed, in the same manner as the original appointments. Consecutive service on
the Ethics Commission may not exceed two full terms, except that a one-term alternate
member may thereafter serve two terms as a regular member, and a two-term alternate
member may thereafter serve one term as a regular member.
7. Members of the Ethics Commission will not receive compensation but will be
reimbursed for reasonable expenses incurred in the performance of their official duties.
8. The unexcused absence of any member from three consecutive meetings, unless the
Ethics Commission has excused the absence for good and sufficient reason, shall
constitute a resignation.
Comment: Subsection 5: The terms of office of members should be staggered, to
provide continuity in the work and philosophy of the board. Municipalities may wish to
increase or decrease the length of the term of office or establish a different year of
service than the calendar year. However, terms of office should be sufficiently long to
ensure that the members acquire expertise, but not so long as to discourage people
from serving on the commission. In addition, ethics commission members should not be
allowed to become entrenched on the commission; the model law therefore contains a
term limitation. However, interested, experienced members may return to the
commission after a term off.
204. Ethics Commission: Vacancies.
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To discuss the establishment and role of ethics commissions, click here.
When a vacancy occurs in the membership of the Ethics Commission, the vacancy will,
within sixty days, be filled for the unexpired portion of the term in the same manner as
regular appointments. Any person appointed to fill a vacancy on the Ethics Commission
must meet the qualifications and limitations set forth in 203 of this code.
205. Ethics Commission: Removal of Members.
To discuss the establishment and role of ethics commissions, click here.
An Ethics Commission member may be removed from office by at least a three-fourths
majority of the legislative body, after written notice, including a clear statement of the
grounds for removal, and opportunity for reply, at least thirty days before voting on
removal. The only grounds for removal are failure to meet the qualifications or
limitations set forth in 203 of this code, substantial neglect of duty, gross misconduct in
office, inability to discharge the powers or duties of office, and violation of this code.
Comment: The party in power cannot be allowed to change the membership of the
ethics commission when a colleague comes before it. This does happen, and it can be
very damaging to a city's trust in its government. It is preferable that it be made very
difficult to get rid of ethics commission members. Please share experiences with the
removal or attempted removal of ethics commission members.
206. Ethics Commission: Meetings.
To discuss the establishment and role of ethics commissions, click here.
At its first meeting each calendar year, the Ethics Commission will elect a chair and a
vice-chair from among its regular members; alternate members may vote for chair and
vice-chair. A majority of the regular members is required for the Commission to take any
action. The chair or a majority of the regular members may call a meeting of the
Commission.
207. Ethics Commission: Jurisdiction, Powers, and Duties.
To discuss this and the following sections on ethics commission powers and
duties, click here.
1. The Ethics Commission may only act with respect to current and former officials and
employees* (and those who, although acting under contract, appear to act as
government officials and employees), consultants*, applicants, candidates, and persons
and entities that do or seek business with the city (including the owners and officers of
such entities, and subcontractors and other indirect beneficiaries), are required to make
applicant disclosures, give gifts* to officials and employees* or their relatives*, induce,
encourage, or aid anyone to violate any provision of this code, or are otherwise covered
by the provisions of this code.
2. The termination of an official's or employee's term of office or employment with the
city does not affect the jurisdiction of the Ethics Commission with respect to the
requirements imposed on him or her by this code.
Comment: Jurisdiction over former officials and employees, as well as over those who
do business with the city or give gifts, can be controversial. The extent of jurisdiction
allowed by courts (when they have had to decide this issue) varies among states, but
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often it is unclear, and many lawyers, especially those involved politically, will
automatically say that there is no such jurisdiction. Nothing makes government officials
and employees feel more secure than knowing all they have to do is quit in order to
prevent an ethics or corruption matter from being investigated. Therefore, it is important
to make it clear in advance to officials and employees that quitting is not an antidote to
ethics violations. I would like to hear about the law in various states, and experiences
people have had or know about where jurisdiction has been successfully or
unsuccessfully challenged, and the effects of such challenges on ethics systems.
3. Unless otherwise stated, all Ethics Commission decisions or determinations must be
made by the affirmative vote of a majority of members present.
4. The Ethics Commission has the following powers and duties:
(a) To solely prescribe and promulgate rules and regulations governing its own internal
organization and procedures in a manner consistent with this code;
(b) To appoint hearing officials, an executive director, if necessary, and such other staff
as are necessary to carry out its duties under this code, and to delegate authority to the
executive director, if any, to act in the name of the Commission between meetings of
the Commission, provided that the delegation is in writing and the specific powers to be
delegated are enumerated, and further provided that the Commission may not delegate
the power to render a formal advisory opinion, determine a violation, impose a penalty,
seek any remedy not otherwise delegated in this code to the legislative body, or refer a
matter to a prosecutor. An executive director must meet the qualifications of an Ethics
Commission member as specified in 203 of this code;
(c) To prepare and provide forms for complaints and for annual, applicant, and
transactional disclosure statements, pursuant to section 208;
(d) To review, index, and maintain on file disclosure statements filed with the
Commission, pursuant to sections 202 and 208 of this code;
(e) To render, index, and maintain on file advisory opinions pursuant to section 209;
(f) To review, index, maintain on file, and dispose of complaints, and to make
notifications and conduct investigations pursuant to section 213;
(g) To conduct hearings, apply and recommend disciplinary action, assess penalties,
make referrals, and initiate appropriate actions and proceedings pursuant to sections
214 and 215>/a>;
(h) To dispose of waiver requests pursuant to section 210;
(i) To provide training and education to officials, employees, and those doing business
with the city pursuant to section 211;
(j) To prepare an annual report and recommend changes to this code pursuant to
section 212;
(k) To provide for public inspection of certain records pursuant to section 217; and
(l) To make this code and explanations of it available for reproduction and distribution
pursuant to section 219.
Comment: Subsection 4: This model code is intended to minimize the administrative
burden on municipalities. For that reason, only sizeable cities will find it necessary to
hire an executive director and staff for their ethics commissions. In such instances, the
code should specify the powers and duties of the executive director, for example,
carrying out investigations or overseeing ethics officers. All other municipalities can rely
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upon other municipal staff members for the occasional secretarial services or legal
advice the enforcement of the law will require.
However, care must be taken that any municipal staff used by the ethics commission
maintain the confidentiality of commission actions and remain free from conflicts of
interest and political and other pressures from superiors and peers. In particular, where
the city attorney is a political appointee or is otherwise beholden to the chief elective
official or a majority of the governing body, the commission must have the authority,
when necessary, to obtain independent counsel. For that reason, some municipalities
may wish to require, in their ethics code, funding for such counsel.
This raises the general issue of funding. One of the most popular ways to prevent an
ethics commission from doing too good a job investigating alleged violations of the
ethics code is to restrict its budget. With a small budget, it will be forced to depend on
the city attorney and will have to cut corners and delay investigations. If it is possible, a
city seeking to improve its ethical environment should set a healthy budget for the next
few years, with minimum increases tied to inflation.
5. Ex Parte Communications
(a). An Ethics Commission member may not communicate, directly or indirectly, with
any party to an ethics proceeding or with any person who has a direct or indirect interest
in the outcome of an ethics proceeding (other than communications necessary to
procedural aspects of maintaining an orderly process, including settlement negotiations)
without notice and opportunity for all parties to participate. Such communications
constitute ex parte communications.
(b). It is an ethics violation for anyone to make, or attempt to make, directly or indirectly,
an ex parte communication to an Ethics Commission member.
(c). An Ethics Commission member who receives an ex parte communication must
place on the record of the matter all written communications received, all written
responses to the communications, and a memorandum stating the substance of all oral
communications received, all responses made, and the identity of each person from
whom the member received, directly or indirectly, an ex parte communication. The
member must advise all parties that these documents and information have been
placed on the record.
(d). Within fourteen days after receiving notice of an ex parte communication, any party,
or other person mentioned, may place a written rebuttal statement on the record.
(e). If, before an ethics proceeding, an Ethics Commission member receives an ex parte
communication that could not properly be received during the proceeding, the member
must disclose the communication to the Commission and, when the proceeding
commences, the documents and memo must be placed on the record of the
proceeding, as set forth in subparagraph (c).
(f). If necessary, to eliminate the effect of an ex parte communication, an Ethics
Commission member who receives the communication may be asked by the
Commission to withdraw. However, the Commission should not allow a party to a
proceeding, or other interested person, to use an ex parte communication to remove a
member from an active role in a proceeding.
Comment: Restricting ex parte communications can make the ethics process slower
and more difficult for everyone. But it is important that officials not be permitted to use
their offices to influence an Ethics Commission's members. Even the appearance of
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manipulation is disastrous to an ethics program. In larger jurisdictions, where there is
more than one staff member, and a separation of prosecutorial and advisory functions,
an ex parte communication provision should be extended to staff performing a
prosecutorial function with respect to any particular proceeding.
208. Lists, Complaint Forms, and Disclosure Statements.
To discuss this and the previous sections on ethics commission powers and
duties, click here.
1. The Ethics Commission will annually review the list of officials and employees
required to file annual disclosure statements, to determine whether the lists are
complete and accurate. Within ninety days after it has been formed, and by February 1
each year thereafter, the Ethics Commission must (a) cause to be filed with the City
Clerk a list of the names and offices, or positions, of all officials and employees* and
others required to file annual disclosure statements pursuant to 103 of this code; and (b)
notify all such persons of their obligation to file an annual disclosure statement.
2. The Ethics Commission will prepare forms for complaints and for annual, applicant,
and transactional disclosure statements, and will make these forms available at the City
Clerk's office and on the city's website, for easy downloading.
3. By June 15 of each year, the Ethics Commission must review all annual disclosure
statements filed with it to determine whether any person required to file such a
statement has failed to file it, has filed a deficient statement, or has filed a statement
that reveals a possible or potential violation of this code.
4. The Ethics Commission must review all transactional disclosure statements filed with
it.
5. If the Commission determines that an annual or transactional disclosure statement is
deficient or reveals a possible or potential violation of this code, the Commission will
notify the person in writing of the deficiency or possible or potential violation, and of the
penalties for failure to comply with this code.
209. Advisory Opinions.
To discuss advisory opinions, click here.
1. Upon the written request of any official or employee,* including former officials and
employees who served or were employed within the prior three years, and also
including those who intend to soon become an official or employee, as well as any
candidate, consultant, or person or entity doing business with the city or seeking a
special benefit from the city, or intending to soon do so, the Ethics Commission must
render, within fifteen days after the date of its next regular meeting, a written advisory
opinion with respect to the interpretation or application of this Code with respect to
future actions only. If an earlier response is desired, or if the Ethics Officer determines
that the situation does not require a formal advisory opinion, a verbal, mailed, or emailed opinion will be provided by the Ethics Officer.
2. Any person or entity may request informal, verbal advice from the Ethics Officer
about any situation, including hypothetical situations, but such advice is not binding and
there are no time requirements.
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3. The Ethics Commission will designate one of its members or alternate members, or
another individual selected by the votes of at least four sitting members, to be the Ethics
Officer, for the purpose of quickly responding to questions regarding the requirements of
this Code. The Ethics Officer’s phone number and e-mail address will be made
available on the Commission's website. The Ethics Officer's informal opinions may be
relied upon, in good faith, but will not be binding upon the Commission or upon the
person making the request.
4. An advisory opinion rendered by the Ethics Officer or the Ethics Commission, until
and unless amended or revoked, is binding upon the Ethics Commission in any
subsequent proceeding concerning the person or entity that requested the opinion, or to
which the advisory opinion referred, and acted in good faith, unless the requester
omitted or misstated a material fact in requesting the advisory opinion. The advisory
opinion may also be used as a defense in any civil action brought by the Ethics
Commission or the city.
5. A written advisory opinion is also binding on an official, employee, candidate,
contractor or other person under the Ethics Commission's jurisdiction to whom it directly
applies. If the Ethics Commission has reason to believe that a written advisory opinion
has not been complied with, it will take appropriate action to ensure compliance,
including but not limited to the filing of a complaint pursuant to 213(3).
6. Advisory opinions (with unnecessary financial and personal details redacted) will be
indexed and maintained on file by the Ethics Commission and will also be available on
the city website. Officials, employees, and businesses should be notified about advisory
opinions that directly affect their conduct.
7. A requester of ethics advice may seek reconsideration of a written advisory opinion
by the Ethics Officer or the Ethics Commission. A request for reconsideration must
allege that (1) a material error of law has been made; (2) a material error of fact has
been made; or (3) a change in materially relevant facts or law has occurred since the
request for ethics advice was made. The Ethics Officer's decision upon reconsideration
may be appealed to the Ethics Commission. An Ethics Commission's decision upon
reconsideration is final and may not be appealed. The Ethics Officer or Ethics
Commission may reconsider its advice on its own initiative, providing notice to whoever
originally requested the advice and to any official, employee, or other person under the
Ethics Commission's jurisdiction that will be directly impacted by the advice. Advice
stands until it has been amended; it is not suspended pending reconsideration or
appeal.
Comment: This is the Ethics Commission's most important responsibility. It is very
important for local government officials and employees, whenever they are uncertain as
to whether they should proceed with a matter, to immediately seek advice. This will
prevent unethical conduct from occurring due to a lack of knowledge or understanding,
and will create a series of precedents to guide officials and employees in the future.
In smaller jurisdictions that do not provide for paid staff, ethics officers sometimes work
on a volunteer or part-time basis (and ethics officers can be shared among small
jurisdictions). They can be very helpful in providing quick advice before possible
conflicts can cause problems. Ethics Commissions rarely meet often enough to provide
timely advice, and town, city, and county attorneys rarely have the training, and rarely
are unbiased enough, or seen as unbiased enough, to provide trustworthy advice.
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There is nothing worse than having an official told by a government attorney that he or
she can do (or not do) something which, whether a violation of the ethics code or not,
would undermine citizens' trust in their government officials. And yet this happens all the
time. A truly neutral ethics officer can prevent this from happening.
Although it is common for informal ethics advice not to be binding on the ethics
commission and not to require an official to follow it, if the informal ethics advice is put
into writing, and the facts are confirmed by the requester, it is best to treat the informal
ethics advice as binding on both the requester and the ethics commission.
The reference to civil actions in subsection 3 refers to actions for damages, civil
forfeiture, debarment, or injunctive relief.
Subsection 5: Here, cities might want to reference specific privacy laws or laws
regarding public records, or refer more generally to such laws.
210. Waivers.
To discuss waivers and exclusions, click here.
1. Upon written application and upon a showing of compelling need by the applicant, at
an open session after public notice, the Ethics Commission may in exceptional
circumstances grant the applicant a waiver of subsections 1-10, 1-11, 13-19, 21 of 100,
101(1)(a), 106, or 108 of this code. To allow a waiver, the Ethics Commission must
determine either that the applicant has a compelling need or that overall, when
considering the possible damage to the community, the conduct would clearly be
beneficial to the community. The Ethics Commission must also determine the extent to
which the waiver might create a potential for undue influence, unfair advantage, or a
serious appearance of impropriety.
2. Waivers must be in writing and must state the grounds upon which they are granted.
Within ten days after granting a waiver, the Ethics Commission must publish the waiver
on its website in a clearly designated area..
Comment: A provision for waivers of ethics provisions is dangerous because it opens
the door to the wholesale gutting of an ethics code, encourages political pressure on
ethics commissions by individuals and groups within the community, and leads to
charges of partiality, all of which undercut the perception of the ethics commission as an
impartial body of high integrity. For those reasons, many municipalities may wish to
forego a provision for waivers. Other municipalities, concerned about the need to
remedy unnecessary hardship that ethics provisions may impose upon an individual in a
particular instance, will wish to run these risks.
To minimize the risks, this section sets a high standard for granting a waiver
("compelling need" and "exceptional circumstances"), restricts waivers to certain
specified provisions, and requires that the waiver be published. Moreover, the meeting
of the ethics commission at which the waiver is considered must be held in open
session after public notice.
Some cities may want to list criteria for providing waivers. For example, here are the
criteria that Baltimore considers sufficient (one of either (1)-(4) plus (5)):
(1) the action would constitute an unreasonable invasion of privacy;
(2) compliance would constitute a hardship;
(3) the nature of the activities of the person, agency, board, or commission does not
require compliance;
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(4) compliance would significantly reduce the availability of qualified people for public
service;
(5) the particular exemption would not be contrary to the purposes of this article.
Some cities may want to list possible reasons for waivers as a guide for both officials
and the ethics commission. For example, here are Denver's sample waivers for
nepotism:
(1) The relative who was proposed to be hired was certified through a competitive
process conducted pursuant to law, and the officer, official, or employee who would
make the appointment did not influence or affect the certification.
(2) The officer, official, or employee who would officially make the appointment is acting
ministerially and did not select the relative or attempt to influence the person who did.
(3) The relative who would be in the line of supervision was already working in the
agency before the officer, official, or employee came into the line of supervision, and the
officer, official, or employee can and will abstain from participating in any personnel
actions involving the relative.
And then there are exemptions. Some codes include a number of exemptions, providing
an alternative list of provisions that show what is acceptable, as opposed to what
constitutes a violation. These exemptions have been omitted from this model code,
because I feel they are self-evident and because, although they are self-evident, they
can be used as defenses by respondents who can say they misconstrued their conduct
as falling within one of the exemptions. For example, as I said above, the standard of
interference with discharge of duties is too ambiguous a criterion; when it is applied in
the negative sense (as in (b) below) - that there is no conflict of interest where there is
no such interference - it is easy to argue that there was no such interference. Here is
what the IMLA Model Code lists as exemptions:
(a) No provision of this Ordinance shall be construed to prohibit or restrict any City
employee from negotiating, entering into or enforcing a collective bargaining agreement
between the City and a labor union to which the employee belongs pursuant to state or
federal law. No public servant shall be deemed to have a conflict of interest due to any
lawful action taken pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement. The mere fact that
public servants have entered into a collective bargaining agreement, however, shall not
exempt them from any provision of this Ordinance unless the City is barred by the
collective bargaining agreement from adopting the provision in question.
(b) This Ordinance does not prevent any public servant from accepting other
employment or following any pursuit which in no way interferes with the full and faithful
discharge of his or her public duties, provided that the public servant complies with all
applicable City requirements, including any requirements imposed by this Ordinance.
(c) No public servant shall be deemed to have a conflict of interest by virtue of carrying
out any contract pursuant to which the public servant directly or indirectly received
income or benefits in the form of compensation for the performance of official duties.
(d) A former public servant is not prohibited from entering into a contract to represent
the City in any matter.
(e) No public servant shall be deemed to have a conflict of interest by virtue of sharing,
directly or indirectly, in the benefit of a lawful City action when the benefit to the public
servant is substantially the same as the benefit to the public at large or to a segment of
the public to whom the benefit is provided in a nondiscriminatory manner.
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(f) This Ordinance does not prohibit any public servant from taking any action to
approve the lawful payment of salaries, employee benefits, reimbursements of actual
and necessary expenses, or other lawful payments which are authorized in accordance
with City policies.
(g) This Ordinance does not prohibit public servants from taking any official action
properly within the scope of their duties with respect to any proposal to enact or modify
law or public policy.
(h) This Ordinance does not prohibit an elected official from raising campaign
contributions in any manner which is otherwise permitted by law.
(i) This Ordinance does not prohibit communication between an individual or
organization and a candidate regarding the candidate's views, record or plans for future
action regarding an issue or measure in an attempt to determine a candidate's
viewpoints or how the candidate plans to act in the future, if such communication results
in an endorsement of the candidate, a decision not to endorse the candidate, or a
contribution or expenditure required to be recorded or reported under a state statute.
(j) Actions which might otherwise be alleged to constitute a conflict of interest shall be
deemed to comply with this Ordinance and not to be a conflict of interest if:
(1) before acting, the public servant requested and received a written opinion from the
City Attorney or a formal ethics opinion or a confidential advisory opinion from theBoard
in accordance with the procedures established in this Ordinance; and
(2) the material facts, as stated in the request for an opinion, are true and complete; and
(3) the actions taken were consistent with the opinion.
211. Training and Education.
To discuss this section, click here.
The Ethics Commission (1) will, within one year after its passage, make this code, and
explanations of its provisions (including information on how to fill out all forms and
statements), available (including, but not limited to, on the city website) to all officials
and employees, candidates and consultants*, and to municipal residents and to all
persons doing business or interested in doing business with the city, and (2) will
develop educational materials and a required educational program for the officials and
employees of the city, and those who do business with the city, regarding the provisions
of this code. The educational program must begin within eighteen months after this
code goes into effect. In addition, the Ethics Commission will hold an annual workshop
for new and old officials and employees to discuss this code, its values and goals, its
enforcement, and the ways in which it has affected their work and the working of the city
government.
212 Annual Reports; Review of Ethics Laws.
To discuss this section, click here.
1. The Ethics Commission must prepare and submit an annual report to the legislative
body, summarizing the activities, decisions, and advisory opinions of the Commission.
The report may also recommend changes to the text or administration of this code. The
report must be submitted no later than October 31 of each year, covering to the year
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ended August 31, and must be filed with the City Clerk and made available on the city
website.
2. The Ethics Commission will periodically (no less than every five years) review this
code, the enforcement of the code, and the Commission's rules, regulations, and
administrative procedures to determine whether they promote integrity, public
confidence, and participation in city government, and whether they set forth clear and
enforceable, common-sense standards of conduct. After at least one public hearing, it
may recommend to the legislative body amendments to this code.
213. Filing a Complaint; Investigations.
To discuss this section, click here.
1. Upon receipt of a complaint on a form prepared by the Ethics Commission pursuant
to 208(2), which any person or entity may file, the Ethics Commission will first determine
if it, in fact, alleges an action or inaction that, if the allegations are true, might constitute
a violation of this code, and that at least one person or entity accused of a violation is
covered by this code. If the Ethics Commission determines that no such action or
inaction has been alleged or that no one accused is covered by this code, then it will
dismiss the complaint with notice to the complainant. Similarly, if the Ethics Commission
determines that an alleged violation is so minor that it is not worthy of investigation, then
it will dismiss the complaint with notice to the complainant. The Ethics Commission must
make this determination within thirty days of receipt of a complaint.
Comment: It is common to require complainants to swear to their allegations, and some
ethics codes contain penalties for those who make knowingly false accusations in their
complaints. But this makes it hard for individuals and, especially, entities to file
complaints, because they often are not certain as to the facts of a matter. They have
only done limited investigation. But they believe they have enough information to seek
an investigation by the ethics commission. Even with whistle-blower protection, city
employees - the people who know best what is happening in the city - are afraid to
come forward or get involved in controversial, protracted proceedings. Officials often
depend on this reluctance when they act unethically. Allowing hotline tips does not
require changing this subsection, because the final complaint would be filed by the
ethics commission.
Most ethics codes limit complaints to individuals, but this model code allows entities to
file as well. This is especially intended to allow civic organizations and citizens groups to
file complaints, because there are many instances where an individual's filing leads to
slap suits and other forms of harassment from wealthy respondents. The threat of suit is
one of the most serious obstacles to the workings of an ethics system.
For more about minor or de minimis violations, see the City Ethics blog post on this
topic.
2. A complaint must be filed within one year after the complainant discovered the
alleged violation. Complaints may be filed against officials and employees* who no
longer hold office or are no longer employed.
3. The Ethics Commission may, on it own initiative, determine through an inquiry into
informal allegations or information provided directly to the Commission, through the
hotline, by referral, in the public news media, or otherwise that a violation of this code
may exist, and prepare a complaint of its own. The Ethics Commission may also amend
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a complaint that has been filed with it by adding further allegations, by adding
respondents involved in the same conduct, directly or indirectly, by action or inaction, or
by deleting allegations that would not constitute a violation of this code, have been
made against persons or entities not covered by this code, or do not appear to be
supported by the facts. The Ethics Commission may also consolidate complaints where
the allegations are materially related.
4. The Ethics Commission must send notification of the accepted or self-initiated
complaint, as amended, as well as any further amendment, to the respondent against
whom the complaint was filed, not later than seven days after making the determination
in subsection 1 or the preparation of a complaint or amendment pursuant to subsection
3. A copy of the complaint, and of any amendments, must accompany such notice. The
Ethics Commission must also send notification to the complainant in writing of its receipt
and acceptance of the complaint, and of any amendments. Here and elsewhere,
"complainant" and "respondent" might consist of more than one person or entity.
5. Settlement Agreements
a. At any time after a complaint has been filed, the Ethics Commission may seek and
enter into a settlement agreement with the respondent. At any time after a complaint
has been filed, the Ethics Commission may seek and enter into a settlement agreement
with the respondent. The settlement agreement will include the nature of the complaint,
findings of fact, conclusions of law, the Commission’s reasons for entering into the
agreement, an admission of violation by the respondent, and a waiver of the right to a
hearing and to appeal. It will also, where relevant, include a promise by respondent not
to do certain actions, the imposition of penalties permitted by this code, remedial action
to be taken, and oral or written statements to be made.
b. In determining whether a matter is appropriate for settlement, the Ethics Commission
should consider the following factors, as well as other factors it considers relevant: (i)
the severity of the alleged conduct; (ii) the respondent’s apparent level of knowledge
and willfulness regarding the alleged conduct; (iii) whether the alleged conduct appears
to be an isolated event or part of a pattern of conduct; (iv) whether the alleged conduct
appears to indicate violations of criminal laws; (v) the complexity of issues or evidence,
and the likely scope of an investigation and hearings; (vi) the involvement of other
agencies in the investigation of the respondent’s conduct; (vii) the existence of Ethics
Commission precedent concerning the alleged conduct; (viii) the age of the facts
alleged in the complaint; (ix) the resources and priorities of the Ethics Commission; and
(x) whether the respondent self-reported the alleged conduct or sought an advisory
opinion regarding it.
c. Any settlement agreement approved by at least three members of the Ethics
Commission will be a public record. However, all meetings held and documents relating
to the settlement negotiations will be kept confidential, unless the parties agree
otherwise.
d. If a settlement agreement is breached by the respondent, the Ethics Commission
may rescind the agreement and reinstitute the proceeding. However, no information
obtained from the respondent in reaching the settlement, which is not otherwise
discoverable, may be used in the proceeding.
Comment: Most city and town ethics codes do not explicitly deal with settlement
agreements, but most state ethics codes do. The above language is based on that of
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several state ethics codes and rules, especially those of Ohio and Georgia. Settlements
are especially important because ethics commissions tend to have limited resources. In
most cases, there is no need for lengthy investigations and hearings. And since the
principle goal of ethics enforcement (as opposed to the criminal process) is to provide
guidance, a public settlement agreement that includes a reasonable penalty is more
important than an expensive proceeding that may or may not produce a more severe
penalty. In fact, some states (and at least one city) make settlement the default or
preferred approach. Arkansas’ code requires a written Offer of Settlement when
probable cause is found. Texas’s code requires that, upon a determination that there is
credible evidence, the commission “resolve and settle the complaint or motion, to the
extent possible.” Los Angeles delays public announcement of a finding of probable
cause so that a settlement can be reached. Oregon’s Administrative Rules “encourages
the settlement of a case,” and Ohio’s extensive settlement rules shows a propensity for
settlement. But most codes and rules do little more than mention the possibility of
settlement, providing little guidance. Following are a few different approaches or
considerations that I have found. Rhode Island explicitly refers to an informal
conference between the executive director and the respondent to negotiate a
settlement, as well as to a hearing of the commission to review the executive director’s
settlement (in executive session). Alabama includes the Attorney General or District
Attorney in any settlement where they are involved, limiting settlement to “minor
violations.” Ohio requires consultation with the complainants, and the commission may
require the complainant to file an affidavit setting forth the allegations he or she wants
the commission to consider in settlement negotiations (and respondent is permitted to
respond with an affidavit). Massachusetts provides three alternatives to a settlement
agreement: (i) a compliance letter, which warns that future violations may be pursued
through a public proceeding in cases where the violation does not involve “willful
misconduct, significant economic advantage, the misuse of influence or confidential
information, significant economic loss to the public, or the potential for serious impact on
the public confidence in its officials”; (ii) a public educational letter, which reviews the
alleged violations for preventative and educational purposes, but assesses no civil
penalty; and (iii) a public enforcement letter, where the respondent does not admit to a
violation. Georgia similarly distinguishes between a settlement where the respondent
admits or does not admit to a violation; penalties can be imposed only in the former
case.
6. If a complaint is accepted or prepared pursuant to subsections 1 or 3, the Ethics
Commission must conduct an investigation. From this point on, the complainant may not
withdraw his or her complaint, although he or she may request that the Ethics
Commission either make a finding of no probable cause or no violation, or suggest a
settlement with the respondent. In conducting such an investigation, the Ethics
Commission may administer oaths or affirmations, subpoena witnesses, compel their
attendance, and require the production of any books or records it deems relevant and
material. The Police Department and all city agencies, bodies, officials, and employees
are required to respond fully and truthfully to all enquiries and cooperate with all
requests of the Ethics Commission or its agents relating to an investigation. It is a
violation of this code for any official or employee* to deny access to information
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requested by the Ethics Commission in the course of an investigation or a public
hearing, except to the extent that such denial is required by federal, state, or local law.
Comment: The reason complainants are not permitted to withdraw their complaints is to
prevent respondents from pressuring them to do so. Once a possible violation has been
brought to the Ethics Commission's attention, it is not a proceeding of complainant
against respondent, but an ethics issue for the city to determine.
Some cities might want to go beyond settlement at the complainant's suggestion to
allowing the respondent a chance to admit and remedy violations of the code, either by
providing a short period (up to two weeks) before the investigation begins, or by
allowing remedy during the investigation period itself. The Commission must determine
whether any actions truly remedy the situation sufficiently that not even a reprimand is
in order. In the alternative, a city might want to allow the Commission to enter into
settlement agreements with respondents, allowing for, say, a reprimand in return for
remedying a violation, for example, by returning money, resigning from a board, making
a formal apology, or changing the terms of a contract. It should be recognized, however,
that in many cases, it is too late for a remedy, because action has been taken that
cannot be undone.
Please share your experiences with settlements and various sorts of reparations in
municipal ethics cases, and what you think of alternative approaches and provisions.
The requirement of cooperation may also be placed among the ethics provisions,
because cooperation is an ethical requirement, that is, another way in which
government officials should put the public interest (investigating ethics violations) ahead
of their personal interests (whatever they may be that might hinder the investigation). It
should appear or be referenced here, as well, as a signal to the Commission and others
that such cooperation may be expected.
7. The goal of the investigation is to determine whether there is probable cause to
believe that a violation of this code has occurred. "Probable cause" means that there
are reasonable grounds that a violation has occurred.
Comment: "Preponderance of the evidence" is how this Model Code originally defined
"probable cause," but this is the highest burden associated with a finding of probable
cause, so it has been lowered. The traditional, criminal law probable cause involves a
"fair probability" of criminal activity, which is much less than a preponderance of the
evidence. As discussed in a City Ethics blog post, many jurisdictions don't even define
"probable cause." I think it's very important to define it. "Reasonable grounds," like
"sufficient evidence," means that there is reason to believe there was a violation, but
before a hearing and full investigation, there is not evidence sufficient to make it more
likely than not that a violation occurred.
8. The respondent may file with the Ethics Commission a response to the complaint
within thirty days after his or her receipt of the complaint. The response, if any, must be
sent to the complainant by the Ethics Commission within five days after its filing, and,
within fifteen days after receipt, the complainant may file with the Ethics Commission a
response to the respondent's response, which the Ethics Commission must send to the
respondent within five days after its filing.
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9. During the investigation period, the Ethics Commission may amend a complaint to
include other violations which it reasonably suspects to have occurred. It must send a
copy of any such amendment to the respondent and complainant within seven days
after the amendment has been made.
10. The investigation will be confidential unless the respondent requests that it be public
or unless the respondent makes public the fact of or any information concerning the
proceeding. The respondent has the right to appear and be heard, and the complainant
has the right to attend any such hearing and be heard.
Comment: Confidentiality during an investigation is important to protect innocent
respondents, as well as to depoliticize the process. Complaints are sometimes filed for
the express purpose of embarrassing, harassing, or taking revenge on public officials,
often during an election season. No one can stop people from making public
accusations, but sadly, when accusations become official proceedings, they are taken
more seriously by the press as well as by city residents. It is important that the
proceedings themselves remain secret until a finding of probable cause has been made,
and that an ethics commission be clear that even such a finding is far from an actual
finding of a violation. It should be emphasized that confidentiality here refers solely to
the proceedings themselves, including their existence, not to the underlying
accusations. A resident can tell the world that an official is benefitting from a city
contract (whether or not this is true; defamation laws deal with false accusations), but
not that the ethics commission is investigating a complaint that makes this accusation.
11. If the Ethics Commission determines that there is no probable cause to believe that
a violation of this code occurred, it will dismiss the complaint and send notification of
this dismissal to the complainant and respondent. If it determines that there is probable
cause, it will send notification of this finding to the complainant and respondent. In its
letter of dismissal or notification of finding, which must be sent within five days after the
vote on probable cause, the Ethics Commission must set forth a brief summary of the
facts and the reasons for dismissal or a finding of probable cause.
12. Nothing in this section may be construed to permit the Ethics Commission to
conduct an investigation of itself or of any of its members or staff. If the Ethics
Commission receives a complaint alleging that the Commission or any of its members
or staff has violated any provision of this code, or any other law, the Commission must
promptly transmit to the legislative body a copy of the complaint.
13. If an allegation in a complaint is made under this section with the knowledge that it
is without foundation in fact, the respondent has a cause of action against the
complainant for damages caused by the complaint. If the respondent prevails in such an
action, the court may award the respondent the costs of the action and reasonable legal
fees.
14. The city will pay reasonable legal fees with respect to an Ethics Commission
proceeding, not including a request for an advisory opinion, (a) to the respondent if the
Ethics Commission makes a finding of no probable cause and (b) to the complainant if
the Ethics Commission makes a finding of probable cause. The Ethics Commission will
determine what fees are reasonable, both the rate and the services rendered.
Comment: Many local governments feel it is fair to protect their officials and employees
from having to pay legal fees for frivolous complaints. By requiring a finding of probable
cause, this protection is provided. It is less common for local governments to feel it is
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fair to help complainants with their legal expenses, even though, if their allegations are
true, they are doing a public service. That is why this provision provides for their legal
expenses, too, but only if there is substantial evidence that their allegations are true and
state a violation. This encourages complainants, who otherwise are taking a risk filing
their complaint, both in terms of their jobs, if they are officials or employees, as is
common, and in terms of opening themselves up to retaliation suits.
It is important that only reasonable legal fees be allowed. Otherwise, parties will have
an incentive to run up large fees, delay and hamper an ethics proceeding, and use an
attorney to defend their reputation and other superfluous services. The reimbursement
of extravagant legal fees can sink an ethics program. Legal fees prior to a probable
cause finding should be limited, because counsel plays a limited role before hearings
are held. A complainant's use of counsel should be limited throughout an ethics
proceeding. It is best to determine in advance a top fee rate for various types of legal
professional, so that this decision is not made for a particular case.
Some respondents file suits in retaliation or to delay or even enjoin an ethics
proceeding. These should be considered private matters not subject to reimbursement
by the local government. If there is a situation where the city government feels a
respondent's suit is necessary and in the public interest, its legislative body should be
the one to consider reimbursement of legal fees. But such a situation should be
exceptionally rare.
214. Public Hearing Process.
To discuss this section, click here.
To discuss open vs. confidential hearings (dealt with further in section 217), click
here.
1. After a finding of probable cause, the Ethics Commission should hold one or more
public hearings, and the first public hearing must commence within sixty days after the
finding of probable cause. The goal of these public hearings is to determine whether or
not a violation of the Code of Ethics has occurred. The hearings will be held with
reasonable promptness, with the last hearing to be held not more than one-hundredand-eighty days after the finding of probable cause.
2. Any person who is, in the opinion of the Ethics Commission, adversely affected by
comments made during a hearing, may testify in response at a hearing, directly or
through a representative.
3. The Ethics Commission may refer the matter to an authority or person or body
authorized by law to impose disciplinary action pursuant to applicable law or collective
bargaining agreement or, if it determines there are possible criminal violations, to the
appropriate prosecutor.
4. Extension of time. Extensions of time to any of the time limitations specified in this
section may be granted by the Ethics Commission, for cause, which must be stated in
granting the extension. If no meeting can be held before such time limit runs out, the
chair may extend the limit until the following meeting.
a. The Ethics Commission must give written notice of any extension(s) of time to the
respondent and the complainant.
b. No extensions may be given for time periods required for notification.
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5. Rules and Procedure for Public Hearings.
a. Public hearings will be conducted under the Ethics Commission's rules and
regulations, subject to any applicable provisions of law and collective bargaining
agreements. The rules and regulations will include the following: oral evidence will be
taken under oath; documentary evidence may be received in the form of copies or
excerpts, if the original is not readily available and, upon request, parties and the Ethics
Commission will be given the opportunity to compare the copy to the original; the state's
administrative rules of evidence, rather than strict rules of judicial evidence, will be
followed, to allow a liberal introduction of testimony and documentary evidence; and the
respondent has the right:
(1) To be represented by counsel.
(2) To present oral or written documentary evidence which is not irrelevant, immaterial,
or unduly repetitious.
(3) To examine and cross-examine witnesses required for a full and true disclosure of
the facts.
b. The Ethics Commission may subpoena, and its members may question verbally or in
writing, witnesses to testify and may compel production of documents and other effects
as evidence, and failure to obey such subpoena shall constitute a misdemeanor.
c. At all hearings relating to a complaint, a court stenographer will record the
proceedings.
d. Upon the request of either the complainant, the respondent, or any member of the
Ethics Commission, the Ethics Commission will cause the hearings to be tape-recorded
or filmed, and a transcript to be made. If this is requested by either a respondent or
complainant, the requesting party will bear the costs.
6. With respect to the public hearing process, the Ethics Commission will follow the
requirements of Freedom of Information legislation.
215. Finding of Violation; Penalties; Injunctive Relief.
To discuss penalties and other relief, click here.
1. Disciplinary Action.
Within thirty days after the last hearing, the Ethics Commission will determine whether
to dismiss the complaint or, upon a finding of a violation of this code, to take appropriate
disciplinary action pursuant to 107 of this code, or to recommend disciplinary action to
the legislative body in circumstances where such action is required by 107(2) or by this
section.
2. Finding a Violation.
A finding of a violation of this code requires the affirmative vote of three members of the
Ethics Commission that there is clear and convincing evidence that the respondent has
violated this code. Any member not present at all public hearings and deliberations may
not vote. The written final decision must specify the code sections violated and provide
a factual explanation supporting each violation or, if no violation is found, findings of fact
and the reasons for dismissal. When determining the appropriate penalty, the following
should be considered: the severity of the respondent's offense; the position and
responsibilities of the respondent; the presence or absence of any intention on the part
of the respondent to conceal, deceive, or mislead; whether the violation was deliberate,
negligent, or inadvertent; and whether the incident was isolated or part of a pattern.
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Another consideration is whether the respondent has depended on advice of counsel,
but this cannot be used as a defense against the finding of a violation; only advice of the
Ethics Officer or Ethics Commission may considered as a defense. The Ethics
Commission must file its memorandum of decision with the City Clerk, and send it to the
complainant and respondent, within ten days after it votes.
Comment: "Clear and convincing evidence" is only one possible basis on which to find
a violation. Please provide information about other bases and your feelings about and
experiences with them.
3. Reprimand or Civil Fine
The Ethics Commission, on behalf of the city, may reprimand any person or entity it
finds has violated this code, or it may impose on such person or entity a civil fine as
provided in subsections 2 and 3 of 107 of this code.
4. Damages.
The Ethics Commission, on behalf of the city, may initiate an action in the court of
appropriate jurisdiction to obtain damages, as provided in subsection 4 of 107 of this
code.
5. Civil Forfeiture.
The Ethics Commission, on behalf of the city, may initiate an action or special
proceeding, as appropriate, in the court of appropriate jurisdiction to obtain civil
forfeiture, as provided in subsection 5 of 107 of this code.
6. Injunctive Relief.
The Ethics Commission, on behalf of the city, may order a violator to cease and desist
the violation if the violation is still ongoing, or it may initiate an action or special
proceeding, as appropriate, in the court of appropriate jurisdiction for injunctive relief to
enjoin a violation of this code or to compel compliance with this code. The Ethics
Commission may also order a violator of a disclosure requirement to file an unfiled
disclosure statement or to add information to a filed disclosure statement.
7. Suspension and Removal from Office.
The Ethics Commission may suspend or remove a respondent from office, or employ
other sanctions or remedies authorized by law or collective bargaining agreement not
listed in this section or in 107.
Comment: See comments to 107(2) for two alternative approached to suspension and
removal from office, as well as comments re union and civil service conflicts.
8. Prosecutions.
The Ethics Commission may refer possible criminal violations to the appropriate
prosecutor. Nothing contained in this code may be construed to restrict the authority of
any prosecutor to prosecute any violation of any law.
9. Debarment.
To discuss this and other penalties relating to contracts, click here.
If the Ethics Commission finds that a person or entity has intentionally or knowingly
violated any provision of this code, that person or entity is prohibited from entering into
any contract with the city for a period not to exceed three years, pursuant to 108 of this
code.
10. Limit on Ethics Commission.
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Nothing in this section may be construed to permit the Ethics Commission to take any
action with respect to any alleged violation of this code, or of any other law, by the
Commission or by any of its members or full-time staff members.
11. Penalties imposed by the Ethics Commission are exclusive of, and not affected by,
each other or any other penalties imposed pursuant other laws or policies.
Comment: Some cities require their ethics commissions to file suits through the city
attorney's office. The problem with this approach is that it brings a political element into
enforcement by allow the city attorney's office to choose whether or not to file a suit or, if
it does, to determine how to proceed and the amount of resources to devote to the
matter. Since the city attorney is generally appointed and supervised by an individual or
body that often has a special interest in the outcome of the matter, the city attorney
often has a conflict of interest: does he or she act in the interests of a supervisor (loyalty
and self-interest) or in the public interest (pursuing violators of the ethics code, but not
for political reasons). It is better for the ethics commission to work through counsel that
is working for it alone.
216. Judicial Review.
To discuss this section, click here.
Any person or entity aggrieved by a decision of the Ethics Commission, but not a
complainant, may seek judicial review and relief from a court pursuant to ----- of [state
law]. The party appealing must immediately serve notice of the appeal on the Ethics
Commission.
Comment: Judicial review is not on a de novo basis.
217. Public Inspection of Records; Public Access to Meetings.
To discuss this section, click here.
1. Unless otherwise stated in this code, the records of the Ethics Commission will be
available for public inspection. Records available for public inspection include all
disclosure statements, advisory opinions (with names and other necessary details
omitted to protect anonymity, unless the requesting party states otherwise in writing), all
requests for waivers and related papers and decisions, and all papers filed and all
decisions made in an Ethics Commission proceeding after a finding, formally or
presumed, of probable cause.
2. After a finding, formally or presumed, of probable cause, all hearings before the
Ethics Commission concerning alleged misconduct will be open to the public. All
meetings, or parts of meetings, of the Ethics Commission that are not directly related to
an investigation or other consideration of complaints prior to a finding of probable cause
will be open to the public.
218. Miscellaneous Provisions.
To discuss this and the following miscellaneous provisions (218-222, click here.
1. No existing right or remedy may be lost, impaired, or affected by reason of this code.
2. Nothing in this code may be deemed to bar or prevent a present or former city official
or employee* from timely filing any claim, account, demand, or suit against the city on
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behalf of himself or herself or any member of his or her family arising out of personal
injury or property damage or any lawful benefit authorized or permitted by law.
3. Any law of any sort - local, state, or federal - that requires a higher, greater, more
exacting, or more restrictive standard of conduct than is provided in this code prevails
over the provisions of this code and continues in full force and effect with respect to
those covered by this code.
219. Distribution and Posting.
1. Within ninety days after the effective date of this section, and thereafter as
appropriate, the Ethics Commission will transmit to the [chief executive official] of the
city, in a form suitable for posting, those provisions of this code which the Ethics
Commission deems necessary for posting. Within thirty days after receipt of those
copies, the [chief executive official] must cause the copies of these provisions to be
posted conspicuously in every public building under the city's jurisdiction.
2. Within ninety days after the effective date of this section, and thereafter as
appropriate, the Ethics Commission will transmit to the [chief executive official] of the
city, in a form suitable for distribution, a copy of this code. Within thirty days after receipt
of this copy, the [chief executive official] must cause the copies to be distributed to
every official and employee, to every contractor with the city, and to all city consultants*,
and must make the code readily available to the public by placing a copy on the city
website and copies in the city libraries and the office of the City Clerk.
3. Every official or employee* elected, appointed, or hired thereafter must be furnished a
copy of this code within ten days after entering upon the duties of his or her position.
Each official employee, present and future, must within thirty days of receipt sign a
statement that he or she has read and understood the code's provisions, and must file
that statement with the Ethics Commission. In addition, such a statement should be
signed and filed with the Ethics Commission every year on January 31 or, if filing an
annual disclosure statement, accompanying that statement.
4. Failure of the city to comply with the provisions of this section or failure of any official
or employee* to receive a copy of the provisions of this code shall have no effect on the
duty of compliance with this code or on the enforcement of its provisions.
220 Liberal Construction of Code.
The provisions of this Code are to be construed liberally, to the end that the public
interest be fully protected, and they are to be construed in a manner consistent with all
applicable federal and state laws and applicable provisions of the City Charter.
221 Severability.
If any provision of this Code is held by any court, or by any federal or state agency of
competent jurisdiction, to be invalid as conflicting with any federal, state, or City Charter
provision, or is held by such court or agency to be modified in order to conform to the
requirements of such provision, the conflicting provision of this Code is to be considered
a separate, independent part of this Code, and such holding shall not affect the validity
or enforceability of this Code as a whole or any part other than the part declared to be
invalid.
222. Effective Date.
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This law will take effect immediately upon filing in the office of the Secretary of State
and in compliance with all applicable provisions of law.
APPENDIX A
Sample Annual Disclosure Statement
To discuss annual disclosure, click here.
Annual Disclosure Statement for 2007
___________________________________________________________
Last Name First Name Initial
___________________________________________________________
Title Department, Agency, or Body
___________________________________________________________
Work Address Phone No.
___________________________________________________________
Home Address Phone No.
If the answer to any of the following questions is "none," please so indicate. If you have
more than one entry for any of the sections, please fill out separate sheets and attach to
these sheets. If you could not obtain the required information from a spouse or other
relative, set forth your efforts to obtain information on a separate sheet attached to this
statement.
1. Real Estate.
List the address or, if there is no address or if the address provides insufficient
information to describe a large piece of property, description of each piece of real
property in this city, or within one mile outside its boundaries, that you, your spouse, or
other relative own or have a financial interest in. "Relative" means your spouse, child,
step-child, brother, sister, parent or step-parent, or a person you claimed as a
dependent on your latest state income tax return.
____________________________________________________________________
Name of Relative and Relationship to You
____________________________________________________________________
Address or Description of Real Estate
____________________________________________________________________
Type of Financial Interest (e.g., owns or partnership)
2. Your Outside Employers or Businesses.
List the names and address of the principal or local office of any outside employers or
businesses from which you receive compensation for services rendered or goods sold
or produced, or of which you are a member, official, or employee. Also include any
entity in which you have an ownership interest, except a public corporation of which you
own less than five percent of the outstanding stock or stock valued at less than $50,000,
whichever is less (such a public corporation need be listed only if it does business with
or in the city). Identify the type of entity (e.g., partnership, corporation, self-employment,
or sole proprietorship), and list your relationship to the employer or business (e.g.,
employee, owner, partner, official, director, member, or shareholder).
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____________________________________________________________________
Name of Employer or Business
____________________________________________________________________
Nature of Business
____________________________________________________________________
Type of Entity
____________________________________________________________________
Your Relationship to Employer or Business
3. Your Spouse's or Domestic Partner's Employer or Business.
List the information in question 2 for your spouse or domestic partner.
____________________________________________________________________
Name of Employer or Business
____________________________________________________________________
Nature of Business
____________________________________________________________________
Type of Entity
____________________________________________________________________
Relationship to Employer or Business
4. Employed Relatives.
List the names and addresses of all relatives employed, directly or indirectly, as
employees, contractors, or consultants, by the city during the prior year. See 1 above
for definition of "relative."
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________________________________
Signed: _____________________________________________________________
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BROWN COUNTY TAX COLLECTION AGREEMENT
DECEMBER 2020 TO FEBRUARY 2021
This Agreement is entered into by and between the County of Brown (‘County’), a body corporate as that term is used in
Wis. Stat. § 59.01, and the ______________________________ (‘Municipality’). This Agreement is made pursuant to Wis.
Stats. § 74.10, which allows a WI County to contract with WI Municipalities for tax collection services, and pursuant to
Wis. Stat. § 66.0301, which allows a WI County to enter into Intergovernmental Agreements with WI Municipalities.
Municipality desires for County to perform Tax Collection Services (‘Services’) on its behalf, and County desires to
perform said Services, pursuant to the terms and conditions specified below.
1. The term of this Agreement is from December 2020 to February 2021.
2. Municipality’s Clerk shall provide all approved 2020 tax rates to the Brown County Treasurer’s Office by
November 30, 2020.
3. County, via the Brown County Treasurer, shall prepare appropriate tax bills for Municipality, specifying the first
installment payment, second installment payment and/or full payment of Real and Personal Property Taxes
along with Special Charges and Special Assessments to be due on or before January 31st, annually. Tax bill
preparation includes providing forms, printing, folding, sealing, presorting, and delivering the tax bills to the
United States Postal Service.
4. County, via the Brown County Treasurer, shall invoice Municipality for actual postage costs incurred due to
mailing bills to taxpayers, which shall be paid by Municipality on or before February 26, 2021.
5. County, via the Brown County Treasurer, shall process the first installment, second installment and full
payments of Real and Personal Property Taxes, plus payments of Special Charges and Special Assessments.
6. County, via the Brown County Treasurer, shall deposit collections in Municipality’s specified bank account on or
about 12-23-2020, 01-05-2021, 01-19-2021, 02-05-2021 and 02-10-2021. Municipality shall have full control of
said bank account.
7. County, via the Brown County Treasurer, shall post on the Brown County Treasurer Webpage (as opposed to
sending files through AS-400) an electronic Real Estate Tax, Special Charges & Special Assessments, and Personal
Property Tax Report for Municipality to access regarding each deposit.
8. County, via the Brown County Treasurer, shall provide a receipt to taxpayers that pay in person at the Brown
County Treasurer’s Office.
9. The Brown County Treasurer and County Authorized Banks may receive tax payments per this Agreement. The
Brown County Treasurer will only process payments made in this manner. Payments made directly to
Municipalities will not be processed by the Brown County Treasurer per this Agreement.
10. Municipality shall settle with County for all collections received prior to January 1, 2021, including collections for
Special Assessments, Special Charges, and Special Taxes, and for General Property Taxes, on or before January
15, 2021, and Municipality shall pay all taxing districts their proportionate share of levies collected based on
information provided by the Brown County Treasurer’s Office.
11. Municipality shall settle with County for all collections received on or after January 1, 2021 and on or before
February 20, 2021, including collections for Special Assessments, Special Charges, and Special Taxes, and for
General Property Taxes, on or before February 20, 2021, and Municipality shall pay all taxing districts their
proportionate share of levies collected based on information provided by the Brown County Treasurer’s Office.
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Last Name
TESKE
TESKE
TESKE
TESKE

First Name
KRIS
KRIS
KRIS
KRIS

Accrual Type
4
4
4
4

Accrual Type Desc
COMP TIME
COMP TIME
COMP TIME
COMP TIME

Start Date
01/01/2020
02/04/2020
02/08/2020
02/14/2020

Start Day
Wed
TUE
SAT
FRI

Comment
CC
Elections

SOY Balance Earned YTD Earned
0.0000
8.2500
0.0000
0.0000
8.2500
1.7500
0.0000
8.2500
6.0000
0.0000
8.2500
0.5000

Earned Reason
8
1
1
1

Running Balance
0.0000
1.7500
7.7500
8.2500

NOTICE TO WARD 10 VOTERS
Effective immediately, the polling place for Ward 10 has been changed to:
St. Bernard’s Parish
2040 Hillside Lane
This change is being made due to Peace United Methodist Church no longer serving as a polling location
for the City of Green Bay’s Ward 10 voters. We apologize for the inconvenience and hope you
understand our need to place you at another location that meets all state and federal polling location
requirements. This will now serve as your polling location. Please be advised that this location also
services Ward 18 voters, so be sure to go to the Ward 10 area when checking in to vote.
DID YOU KNOW YOU DON’T HAVE TO GO TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY TO VOTE A
BALLOT:
•
•

•

You can vote in the Clerk’s Office 14 days before an election (not Saturdays, Sundays, or the
Monday before the election). Our hours are Monday thru Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., except
holidays.
Or you can request an absentee ballot be mailed to your home, postage paid both ways. You do
have to be registered before we can issue an absentee ballot.
1. If indefinitely confined (doesn’t mean confined to your home) because of age,
illness, infirmity, or disability you can request to be put on the permanent list and
an absentee ballot will be mailed to you until you fail to return a ballot,
2. If you don’t qualify as indefinitely confined, you can send a request at the
beginning of every year and we will send you a ballot for every election that year,
3. You can request an absentee ballot for one election,
4. Or, if you are going out of town during election time, we can mail an absentee
ballot to your destination. Please allow adequate time for mailing to and from, so
we receive your ballot by Election Day for your vote to count.
To request an absentee ballot through the mail, send us a letter or contact our office through
email at absenteerequest@greenbaywi.gov. Include your name, address, phone number, and
signature. You will need to provide Photo ID if you are not requesting to be put on the indefinitely
confined list, are in the military, or are overseas – permanently. Send the request to: City Clerk,
100 N. Jefferson St., Rm. 106, Green Bay, WI 54301.

For more information, go to https://myvote.wi.gov/en-us/ to register to vote, request an absentee ballot,
see what’s on your ballot, change your name or address, or find your polling location. For information
regarding the Green Bay City Clerk’s Office, go to http://greenbaywi.gov/agencies/adminservices/clerk/election-information/.
Sincerely,
Kris A. Teske
City Clerk
Enclosure

STATE OF WISCONSIN )
) SS
COUNTY OF BROWN

I,
BEING DULY
As
of the City of Green Bay do solemnly swear that I will support the Constitution of the United
States and the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin, and that I will faithfully perform the duties
of said office to the best of my ability. So help me God.

Subscribed and sworn to
before me this
day of

City Clerk or Notary Public
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AARDVARK WINE LOUNGE, LLC
ALISA MARIE, LLC
ANTONIO SOTO
BAEB ZUEGE, LLC
CARNITAS EL BAJIO LLC
CENTRO BOTANERO LA CARRETA
CENTRO BOTANERO LA CARRETA LLC
CHIP STACKS, INC
CREAMERY CAFE LLC
DIANA HERNANDEZ HERNANDEZ
EL DORADO LLC
EL PASTORCITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT LLC
EVERY TIME I DINE, LLC
FOX HEIGHTS, LLC
FRANCISCO SOTO
GATHER ON BROADWAY, LLC
JAM-ROCK GB LLC
MAIN STREET DREAMS, LLC
MCR GREEN BAY TENANT LLC
MI FAVORITA SUPERMARKET LLC
MONZU BISTRO, LLC
OFF THE RAILS, LLC
PHAT HEADZ II LLC
QUILTS AND BEERS LLC
SPEEDWAY, LLC
STRATS, INC
SUNSHINE N WALLYS BAR INC
TACO BURRITO MEXICO OF GREEN BAY LLC
TAQUERIA MICHOACAN & BAR LLC
THE BOOYAH SHED, LLC
THE DAILY BUZZ, LLC
TRAVELING CHEF, LLC
V3, LLC
ZACH'S ACTION PIT BILLARDS AREA LLC
ZZQ'S, LLC

AARDVARK WINE LOUNGE
THE BEACH HOUSE
EL SUPER MERCADO EL LOCAL
CUBBY HOLE
CARNITAS EL BAJIO
CENTRO BOTANERO LA CARRETA
CENTRO BOTANERO LA CARRETA
GLASS NICKEL PIZZA CO
THE CREAMERY DOWNTOWN
EL DORADO RESTAURANTE
EL PASTORCITO MEXICAN RESTAURANT
THE LIBERTINE
FOX HEIGHTS PUB & GRILL
TAQUERIA DON PANCHO
GATHER ON BROADWAY
JAM-ROCK GB LLC
SAUCED PUB & PIZZERIA
SPRINGHILL SUITES BY MARRIOTT GB
MI FAVORITA SUPERMARKET
MONZU BAKERY AND CUSTOM CAKES
THE DEPOT GASTRO PUB
PHAT HEADZ II
NO LIMITS BAR
SPEEDWAY #4334
SMOKEY RIDGE
SUNSHINE N WALLY'S BAR
TACO BURRITO MEXICO OF GREEN BAY
TAQUERIA MICHOACAN
THE BOOYAH SHED
BLACK & TAN/DAILY BUZZ
THE TRAVELING CHEF
V3 BAR & GRILL
ZACH'S ACTION PIT BILLIARDS ARENA
ZZQ'S

304 PINE ST
1542 UNIVERSITY AV
1209 E MASON ST
1570 ELIZABETH ST
1698 E MASON ST
1742 E MASON ST, SUITE 4
1657 MAIN ST
416 DOUSMAN ST
114 PINE ST
741 ABRAMS ST, SUITE 6
923 W MASON ST
741 ABRAMS ST, SUITE 4
209 N WASHINGTON ST
217 N WASHINGTON ST
1807 N IRWIN AV
139 N BROADWAY
700 BODART ST
1238-11 MAIN ST
1011 TONY CANADEO RUN
1908 E MASON ST
126-1 S BROADWAY
200 DOUSMAN ST
420 N CLAY ST
500 N BAIRD ST
1688 E MASON ST
2850 HUMBOLDT RD
1332 S BROADWAY
218 S WEBSTER AV
1207 E MASON ST
1800 S ASHLAND AV
130 E WALNUT ST
335 N BROADWAY
2056 MAIN ST
1730 S ASHLAND AV
1035 VANDERBRAAK ST

Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License
Liquor License

Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office
Clerk's Office

Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending
Pending

1/13/2020 10:06:38 AM
1/13/2020 8:14:45 AM
1/13/2020 8:10:45 AM
1/13/2020 8:15:05 AM
6/2/2020 7:15:30 AM
1/13/2020 8:17:38 AM
2/5/2020 5:04:14 PM
1/13/2020 10:13:36 AM
1/13/2020 8:09:44 AM
4/28/2020 2:56:07 PM
1/13/2020 10:26:43 AM
1/13/2020 10:22:06 AM
1/13/2020 9:50:07 AM
1/13/2020 9:54:17 AM
1/13/2020 8:17:59 AM
1/13/2020 8:14:00 AM
1/13/2020 10:19:50 AM
1/13/2020 8:11:45 AM
1/13/2020 8:08:09 AM
1/13/2020 8:18:33 AM
1/13/2020 8:12:03 AM
5/27/2020 8:28:11 AM
1/13/2020 10:14:01 AM
1/13/2020 10:14:47 AM
1/13/2020 8:16:51 AM
1/13/2020 10:05:04 AM
1/13/2020 8:13:18 AM
1/13/2020 9:54:52 AM
1/13/2020 8:10:34 AM
1/13/2020 8:17:47 AM
1/13/2020 8:12:39 AM
1/13/2020 10:10:04 AM
1/13/2020 9:49:18 AM
1/13/2020 8:17:28 AM
1/13/2020 8:08:41 AM

RESOLUTION RELATING TO
LIQUOR LICENSE RENEWAL FEES
FOR THE 2020-2021 TERM
April __ , 2020
BY THE COMMON COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GREEN BAY:
WHEREAS, on March 24, 2020, Wisconsin Department of Health Services Secretarydesignee Andrea Palm, at the direction of Wisconsin Governor, Tony Evers, issued Health Order
#12 ordering all individuals in Wisconsin to stay at home with exceptions for essential services,
travel and activities to mitigate the spread of COVID-19; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Health Order #12, effective at 8:00 a.m. on Wednesday, March
25, 2020, all bars and restaurants were ordered to remain closed, with exceptions to continue to
operate for take-out or delivery service of food and carryout orders of alcohol as permitted under
state statutes and local ordinances; and
WHEREAS, bars and restaurants that hold liquor licenses in the City of Green Bay are
subject to liquor license renewal fees for the upcoming 2020-2021 license year; and
WHEREAS, such bars and restaurants are experiencing significant financial hardships
due to the closures and reduced operation directives ordered by Health Order #12;
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City of Green Bay Common Council ratified a
proclamation made by City of Green Bay Mayor Eric Genrich declaring a state of emergency
pursuant to sections 323.11 and 323.14(4) of the Wisconsin Statutes; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Wisconsin Statutes section 323.14(4)(a), the emergency power
of the City of Green Bay Common Council conferred under section 323.11 includes the general
authority to order by ordinance or resolution whatever is necessary and expedient for the health,
safety, protection, and welfare of persons and property within the City of Green Bay; and
WHEREAS, the City of Green Bay is focused on protecting the welfare and good order
of the Green Bay community, which includes the businesses that make up that community and
drive the local economy; and
WHEREAS, the conditions created by the current public health emergencies, and
especially the closures and operational directives ordered by Health Order #12, pose a substantial
threat to the welfare and good order of the Green Bay community and economy; and
WHEREAS, in order to protect the Green Bay community, including its local businesses,
the City of Green Bay desires to reduce the Renewal Liquor License Fees for the 2020-2021
license year as indicated herein and to defer the payment of all Renewal Liquor License Fees until
issuance of the 2020-2021 Renewal Liquor License and delivery of the same by the City Clerk.

1

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Common Council hereby establishes
the following with respect to Renewal Liquor Licenses for the 2020-2021 license year:
1. Renewal Liquor License Fees for 2020-2021 license year shall be:
a. Class B (beer) - $0.00
b.Class B (liquor) - $50.00

2. The collection of the Renewal Liquor License Fees for 2020-2021 license year shall be
deferred until the issuance of the Renewal Liquor License and the delivery of the same by the City
Clerk.

Adopted
Approved

Mayor
Clerk

jib
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